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Les autres archipels du Pacifique sont dgalement bicn reprcsentes. Void, des
lies Marquises, des moddes de tatouage dont I'un, un bras grandeur naturel'le, a
ete rapporte par Robert-Louis Stevenson. Voici naturellement de tres belles
massures aux tetes ornementees de multiples visages, des pedales d'echasses, des
bols, des tikis doubles, ainsi que des ornements d'oreille en ivoire marin, de'tres
belles couronnes en vannerie avec des motifs en coquillage et ecaillee de tortue.
Les manches d'eventail sont egalement bien representes. Voici enfin un ornement
de canot figurant un homme assis, une piece admirable, qui a merite un
agrandissement en couleur sur Ja premiere page du catalogue.

Une excellente introduction nous apporte une vue d'ensCmble sur I'art des
Mers du Sud avec un excursus interessant concernant I'influence de la culture
lapita.

Un ouvrage pouvant servir de livre de reference dans une bibliotheque
oceanienne.

Patrick O'Reilly

Emory Kenneth P. et Maude Honor, String Figures of the Tuamotus. The
Homa Press - Canberra 1979 - (150 pages et nomb'reuses illustrations)

Les jeux de ficelle sont un aspect original et meconnu de la culture paumotu.
Utilises depuis les temps les plus anciens - Bligh en fait deji mention lors de son
passage a Tahiti en 1789 - ces figures appelees "fai" tantot reprisentent un moyen
de communication entre les hommes ou simplcment cclui d'dtablir une amitid tout
en prouvant son habilete, tantot iliustrent un dpisode de la vie des bdros
mythiques ; dans ce cas I'elaboratio.n de la figure est accompagnde d'un chant href
resumant le symbole qu'elle est censde contenir. Le "fai" de Maui pidgeant le
soleil et celui de Turi sont les figures les plus'cdldbres aux Tuamotu et Ton se doit
de les reproduire parfaitement si I'on veut maitriser Part des jeux de ficelles.

Les "fai" ne sont pas seulement considdrds comme une occupation enfantine
et certains adultes y excellent, parfois simplemfent pour tromper la monotonie
quotidienne des atolls. Une laniere sdche de 'pandanus suffit pour rdaliser les
figures les plus compliqudes. La technique des jeux de ficelle se transmet par la
simple observation de leur dlaborktion^qui, k partir de complications diverses,
peut aboutir a un tres grand nombr^ de figures possibles.

. Loin d'etre particuliers aux Tuam^dfuj puisqu'on les retrouve un peu partout
dans le triangle polynesien, les "fai" pfdsSfftent un intdret special dans la mesure
ou la comparaison des diffdrentes figures ou de leurs appellations, parfois
diffdrentes selon les alolls, et I'dtude des,structures communes que I'on retrouve A
des milliers de kilomdtres, dclairent leur hindraire de diffusion et par lA, cellc de la
culture polyndsienne,dh determinant des aires culturelles homogdnes.

Le Professeur K. Emory, spdcialistc de la culture matdrielle des Tuamotu, a
obseryd I'dlaboration dc ces jeux de ficelles et a recueilli les chants qui
I'accQTfipagnaient auprds d'informateurs locaux k travers une quinzaine d'atolls de
rarchipePdes Juamotu. Ainsi 83 figures sont-clles reproduitcs et ddcrites dans le
ddtail. Av^.beaucoup de patience le iecteur pourra alors exdcuter "la tortue

.  670

blanche", "la chaetodon", "la cavetne aux requins" ou encore "le marae de Maui".

L'introduction de Honor'.yaude dclaire, par la comparaison de ces figures
dans les diffdrentes aires culturelles polyndsiennes, leur diffusion dans le Pacifique
Sud et fait ressortir I'originalitd des "fai" paumotu par rapport aux autres "fai"
polyndsiens.

C. Langevin-Duval
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Dear Mrs Maude

The Cataloguing-in-Publication entry for String figures of the
Tuamotus by Kenneth P. Emory and Honor Maude is as follows:

Emory, Kenneth Pike, 1897-
String figures of the Tuamotus.

(string figures monographs; no.2)
Bibliography.
ISBN 0 9596111 1 8

1. String figures - Tuamotu Islands.
I. Maude, Honor Courtney, joint author.
II. Title. (Series).
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Rapa §1 photo and movie photo No. 136 Inga matu or Iga maju •

Same as? -—'

W^New Zealand , komore N.Z. Jour«^of Sc. & Tech. vol.3 No.4 p.204
cAilatik, Carolines "catch* Jayne p.142

^.^oodenough Island, Papua, Nima dabadabana (cutting the hand)
Jenness^, D* Papuan cat's cradles? Jour, of Roy. Auth.
Insty'vol.SS p.314 ̂ o.24

•pri^ New Caledonia/^ nameless Compton,R.H., String figures from New
Caled nia sind the Loyalty Islands Jour, of Roy.
Anth. Inst. vol.44 p.212 No,5

uAlsolomon Islands unnamed Hornell p.85

It is practically the same as the following which use
almost the same methods but with different fingers, middle or rinc^ tx
fingers in place of indexes? °

I^xVaw k'-'V^amoa Mata apenga. (meshes of' a net) Hornell p.74
\  ̂ j^A^ociety Islands , Manua(sc^uares) Hornell and
^7 A'Tunarir^^(eel is lost) Handy p.88 lb

ix-'^rquesas Kamo (thief) Handy p.il 6"!

rTuA/%

/

^^/Rapa ̂ 9 movie ph. 103-114 Ngamotu a ka vaka.

Same figure as Society Islands A mahara Taravao (Handy p.59

but made somewhat differently

1.- Opening A.

2.- Pass thumb, middle, ring and little fingers of each

^nand from proximal side into index loops so that index loops become

^ wrist loops.

/  3.- Thumbs pick up radial little finger strings. Release
little fingers.

4.- Mouth picks up proximal right thumb loop and takes it

off thumb. Right thumb passes into mouth loop from above and picks

it up. Release mouth loop from mouth.

5.- Repeat with mouth and proximal left thumb loop.

6 and 7.- Repeat 4 and 5.

8. and 8 Repeat 4 and 5. '

10 and 11. Repeat 4 and 5.

12.- Pass all fingers from distal side into thumb loops.

Release thumbs and wrist loops and extend.



--'V

Rurutu movie ph, 5-9 ?ltauri (There are two photos of this name)

p. •

t":v.

HO

Made thus?

1.- Opening A

2.-- Pass indexes from distal side into little finger loops;

then toward you, around little finger string and index strings and

back to poEition, Release little fingers*

3.- Ihuinbs pick up radial index strings. Release indexes.

4.- Little fingers pick up two distal ulnar index strings.

5*- Extend, turnlhg^backs of hands toward you, holding

little fingers high and thumbs iow. (Thumbs point dov;n on radial side

of radial thumb strings.)

f

/

r
M'v- -

^0^^^ Sane figure as?

Rim unnumbered ph. check mark for identification on back in left '
lower corner. «

Society Is. Apoo tioo (hole for storing breadfruit paste. Handy p.90

Rim. photos of string on head^ of two persons. Hc>r '\UCXwe

ScUte as opening mciv.cm;ents of?

oSociety Is. Ma'/ (shark) Upo'o (head)

Marquesas Is. Vaipaee / Handy p.47

Handy p.35

/ \

u ̂  Paiau, Carolines Ch^ang^ re Choi ouch (crab of Cholouch) Fuivmund °
.  f-

^ \ —.«r —— LULIXIU. ̂ JLie facen tnd ALnehm^piele auf Palau Anthropos vol.6 p.46
/  \

Goodenough Is. Papua Labia (eag^.palm) Jenness Jo. Roj. Anth,
inst. vol. 50 p.524

.-■■■i- ■ jsv.-J', '■ •• • ' ,■3^'- . ,1,•  •- ■"'.v. • • ' r ..^. . 4 ' . .. .i- ^
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Rurutu Te are matui (contixiaed)

8.- Pass indexes from distal side into little finger loop^s,

thence from distal side into thumb loops* Then, reversing direction

of movement, pick up ulnar thusib strings and return to position.

9*- Drop little finger loops* Pass little fingers from 'r

aistal side into index loops ana release indexes* Extend* .

10* The ulnar thumb string of each hand crosses the other

near the center of t-he figure. With each index plc^ up both of these

strings, hooking up first ^ith each index near its ovm palmar string
the string that is the ulnar thumb string of the opposite hand; then
hooking up the ulnar thumb string of its own hand, and stEaightening
to position.

11*- P.elensc- thumbs* Each th'amb then picks up near its

inaex iks finger, the proximal radial index string, the one that runs

from index to index* Extend* Thumbs and indexes high, little fingers
low*

,  f ■
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— ". . -7 5 • '5-;■ X]b i r\(K 1^0^^ IUAXA. .*
Ruratu Te are matui movie ph# 10-30
Rim, Mututoi
Tup. Te tumu o te papa

The photo at end of the movie film differs in appearance from
the one backed Harutu, Rim, etc* but this is merely because the maker
(in movie film) did not pull apart some loops in center of figure
which crossed each other.

/f
Same, with some variation of movement ai beginning at end that causes
final figure to be held on different figures as:

v/ to^m:\ Society Is. Te fare no Oro (house of Oro) Handy p. 91 7^V

:A
also very similar tor

Marquesas Is. Ts fa^e no Tondhei (house of Tonahei) Kandy p.54
/

1- 1'/
Tea*®'" ®rlng hands naar each other. Paes right hand in ulnar

direction past ulnar little finger string, then in proximal direction

^  and around ti..is string. Similarly pass left hand around right ulnar
little finger siring. Extend.

^  You should have on each hand a dorsal and a palmar string;
aixraalaix:-: and a wrist string. Above two movements accomplish the same

/  ̂
result as movements 1-3 of Hsmdy p.91.

Pick up palmar strings as in opening a.

4.- Thrust each hand from proximal side into its index loop,
si^ th^ index loops become wrist loops.

5.- Pass indexes from distal side into little finger loops,
then from distal side into tnumb loops, pick up ulnar loops, turning
in ulnat direction and st raightenlng up to position.

C.- Release thumbs. Pass thumbs from proximal side into
inaex loops and release indexes.

With mouth lift left dirsal wrist strings off left hand;
then from proximal side pass left thumb and left little finger into
KCuvh xocp and rerease mouth loop from mouth, so that the strings
picked up cy mouth are in left hema in first position. Repeat with
left dorsal wrist strings.

(In Society Is.i the mouth is not used in this movement.)



HO

?

Rapa (unnumbered ph.) Utah!
Tai a utu Marama ^

Rim otani
Tup. utsmi

Method Is not shoum for making this, and can only be guessed at. It

con be made thus, though this may not be the native way?

1.- Opening A

2.- Indexes pick up tk ulnar thiimb strings. Helease thumbs.

3.- Pass thumbs on proximal side of index loops and from proximal

side into little finger loops, Heiease littlo fimgers. Thumbs retyim

to poEiition.

d.- Thumbs pick up radial index strings, ̂ ^elease indexes.

5.- pass all four fingers from distal side into thumb loops and

with their palms pick up distal thumb string and hook it down toward

palms.

6.- Pass all four fingers from proximal side into thumb loops

near thumbs.

8.- Turn hands so that palms are toward each other, fingers

pointing away. Pull thumbs to and fro.

Rapa #27 Matariki movie ph. Si^bixx 205-211

Same asr / p. ' ^ H-
/

AVicioria, Ausdralia Cr^/fish Haduon,Xathlean, Some Australian
string figures. Proceedings of the Royal Society
of Victoria, vol.30 (h.3.) Part 2 1918 p.134

iAFiji Lalakea j^^icker food basket) Hornsll p.47
->■New Hebrides Ko.6 Stage in making Kilikia leaves. '■ ^

/^jt^X-A^v^'New Caledonia,/stage in making Sugar cane Compton. Jo. of peov^  ̂ Anth. Inst. vol. 44 p.223
' Society Is./ Stage in Tuare (bravado) Handy p.83

">--0 , (P • ^ ^ ^
V  '

\  '



T2 AM;
Rapa #23 movie ph. 199-205 Tuera (Iraro)

same as;

Society is. Rdrutu Handy p.57

l/^Marquesas Is. Tukii kea (Stdne pounder) Handy p.11

yiji Uataka laVu (full morning) Hornell p.49
/

/■
-Si»4i«rH5i2rtr"Sdt.' "tk e e '"a g";

*

New Zealand li/iki N.2* Jo, of Sc. & Te. vol.4 p.145

1/

Rapa #25 movie _ph. 45-51 Utafiil maia or Utaai-enabar-a
Same as; , - v. j l/

society Is. U taai Handy p.81

except that in movement 5 «all fingers" should he substituted

for "index fingers" and in movement 6 the first sentence should

,  Tu«AM
K"^ vv A W

^tOUM >diRapa 26 a and b movie ph. 37-14^ Utami fifi
A variant of E±hx±xx Society Is. u tami Handy p.^lj made thus:

1.- Opening A*

I  2.- Release thumbs. Right thumb from distal side into
index loop, then in radial uirection, around radial index string

I  : and bacx to position,.
y
|| 'With mouth pull out small dorsal right thumb loopj

pass left thumb from proximal side into mouth loopj release mouth
loop and extend. ( A simple method o£ accompliBhing the same thin--

,  Ij  ̂ would be to pass left thumb from proxi .al side into right
I  I proximal tJramb loop and extend.)
!  \

4.- Pass thumbs on proximal side of index strings and
into little finger loops from proximal side. Release little fingerg.

5.- Pass thumbs from proximal side into index loops, ^eleaso
indexes. ' .



f  1.7*'5.'r.

Rapa 26 a and b Utami fifi continued.

6.- Pass all four fingers from distal side Into thumb loops

and with their palms pick up distal ulnar thumb string and hook down

toward palms.

7.- Pass all four fingers from proximal side into thumb

loops near thumbs.

Turn hands so that palms are toward each otner, fingers

pointing av/ay. By pulling thumbs from and toward each other, the

central diamond opens and shuts.

This is the figure Rapa 26 a

9,- Release thumbs.

This is the figure Rapa 25 b ^

Rurutu movie photos 31-36 ^

The same asr

Society Islands U tami paoti

'■A •
r

Handy p.82

Rapa (unnumbered pboio) Utami
Ruaanlho taanaunau

Utani

The same as?

society islands U tami paoti Handy p.82
as in Rapa //25 as to last movements.

with same exceptions

:■ .if. :

v<t

..i. ...
,..V
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ry/AfA:
Rapa §17 movie ph. 71-77 Raupaia tatai <v» ^ '

f K <?-

Rurutl movi. ph. 1-4 liraua^e *
/ '

Rim. Iriirirauapa X i\. o ^
Tup » / ■ . -^o, ̂ ,l5aTubual Hllrauapo. _ / fo ■ H=l 1^.3 SS=t&

Same ast

^society Is. Firl /au anani (plait of orange leaves) Handy p.67
l^Marquesas Is. Konkape (membrane betureen intestines) Handy p.29

Imbi (mat) Hornell p.45

vV^Caroline IS^ Ten men Jayne p. 150
/

i^Goodenough Is. Papua Naba Jenness, Jo. Roy. Anth. Inst. vol.50 p.306

New caieaonia unnamed Compton, -Roy, Anth. Inst. vol.49 p.218 nuiuiiisilui 1

V  t7-v„T S m ? — »

is same figure as?

2eala^.d Tonga-Raur|pe -""n.z'. Jour, of Sc. ̂ ^Tech. vol.3 p.142
MCi Australia. Turtle Jayne p.379 fig. 7 -

the method of making vhich has not been published. S'-ee
I

r  / -W

/■Rapa ^18-20 ph. 52-70 and four single photos. Rapa a, Hei Ingamatu
'  Tirui, (Tehei a ifatora), Te are o te mo'mu (?lf;3uke),

Rurutu T^imaitiiti / ^ ^
Tup. 2 ^^0, Tahiritapae 95^ P

Rim. ^ }^2.hinaum^8 / -
Toke^au Tai(mi^
Wanganui papaka (fre^ w. crab)/Papa.ka tai (sea)
Tub. Amo

Seime as?
/  ̂Loyalty Is, sardines Oo„pton, Amr, Koy. Anth. Inst. p.sS4

|,auru E mor (fly,iiiS fishes) Each pair of diamonds is ^ v
naa;braoh, Paul, Kiurn, faden SS orL:elJ-?a? E?-°h;J = = -'■ "I'Expecitlo.n 190a-1910. Sthaographi« UilsrcEien'voif"rhSl,

Any even nunber of dl^nonSs In a line can\^iaaae. The four dlaiaoni stag.
lE the Bams mx butiade by a different method as;
Keisr Zealand Eaha-^ranui N.Z, Jo. of So. & Te. vol.8 p.184
Fiji Tevora (the devil) Homell p.34
Caroline Is. Jayne p,260
Ellice,Tokelauand Gilberts Homell p.78

-a w.
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■;.T5

h* O Y*^ <5
Rapa^#li Nga roicl
Rurutu yiiarepo

Para name in general

Same as:
No.114 , ; / . . ., ,

y^axaii 2S2 Kauhale a Ltaialoa (Village of Limaloa) ■ '
vKnow Zealand ILoMls^va. (whale) N.2. Jour* of Sc. & Tech.

vol.^3^p.l97)

1

,,5j;

/

Uap and palaux jS'aroline Is. as plan of house Jayne p.SOOj
y Ray^und, von p. Die faden imd abnehsenspiele auf Palau,HO . \ '^^^thropos vol.6 No.l

Ho north Qltefensland as cano# or fishnet Jayne p.385

HO
Britain Po na banahena (nest) Bogershausen, P.G., radenspie^e

in liatupit, Neu Pomsern, Anthropos vol. 10-11 p.912

^Marquesas Eahaua (Great Say fish) Handy p.43
or l*a (fish)

UP/l/l-

Hapa /flZ movie ph. 91-102 Ga ure o ko
AtOuM I f«

Sacie as? _ 1>NvOH.Vft
,^^)(Hava.ii No. 25 (a Ptmawaj o Malian^ (spring of Maliena) or Moo-iM •

(littTe^Tt^rarat-- —

^society Islands Moo (lizard) Handy p.66
^^Tonga
AFi^i

New Zealand Mouti
and New Zeal;

In Hawaii there a motion at the end that is absont in Rapa

Tailless lizard Hornell p.51

l!?hale's teeth / Kornell p. 26

N.Z. Jour, of Sc. ^ lech, vol.3 p.39

'iyf-

"  *

^ WV3 ^ o|v , crv\ m^xcL
..Ou oAje-

i s-it

4 ., ».■
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'  " . . . . v. . . ; ' ^^5u ̂  \:-/iV, . ,.. <U'

jcv. ̂  ^
*^

)

:• /■ " ■Rurutu 7 Itauri (unnumbered photo'* Throe diamond figure)

Same _asi
X  ■ t y' ■ . . •. 'v. ■;'^v^'^ociety Is. loio (fish) Randy p.86'7 • - V

v^Mar-iuesas Tohiau ' Handy p.44 .
lAroaga Mataiuata kupenga (spider^s web) Hornell p.66

,^-X-oi:elau Tufa Hornell p.79
wXganioa Moenga (beu) Hornell p.75

v^Fiji Is» Suviauto (breadfruit cut cpan) Hornell p.50
•^Philippine Is. Bagobo diamonds Jayne p.43 fig. 24

■ U' ' '

•  - f'.-' . •_V ,, -« V . . - . f. >U-

■  ' 1, ■ ■: " - . ■ . . -
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Stripjo: Figures from the Taamotus

7

i t.- •

t't

Vi.

2.

4.

/ 13.

14.

yi4.

No. 28 I cannot do but feel there is only a little wrong with it.

No. 41 is missing.

Nos. 22 and 25 "conversions"not done.

Could you put in a note in your introduction about Paea gi,ving
you the Anaa figures. I have put at the top of each^-J^ge the
of the island the figure was found.

No. 25; I have given this Paea's name for it as the chant and
interpretation of the name are his. You may not agree.

Spelling of names needs checking as they vary.

I think each illustration should have Fig. - under it as the
printer of Oceania moved all my illustrations and there is
nothing to show where they belong; it would also have to be
put in the text of course, which I have not done yet.

I have pinned Pearl Beaglehole's comparisons on the appropriate
pages; I cannot make the comparisons as I haved't a copy of the
figures. Margaret, I think, has the manuscript but I do not
remember seeing it.

I suggest the comparisons come after the illustrations and before
the chants.

I have put footnotes instead of a long comparison naming places
and their figures. Do you agree?

No. 16. Your note about Vahitahi is not clear. Surely by
making Te Rua o te Marama then movements 13 and 14, i.e. Te
Mouga o Hiro one gets the same figure? described in movement 11?

I have put in comparisons with Dr Laade's unpublished figures,
with Raymond Firth's unpublished figures, and with one I got
from two Solomon Islands girls here in Canberra but you may not
agree with this.

I have changed the order of some of the figures to gat similar
ones together. I see now I haven't got all the tricks together,
nor all the series together, does this matter? I have put the
old order as in your manuscript in pencil on my new list.

My version of Potaga Purago No.4 is not the same as the photographs
but I remember doing the other version, I suppose in Honolulu;
have you got it and can we add it? You mention two methods for
beginning it.
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,  Sti^- v:, fitWroB from the Tuomotus

r^lio,. 1. Tlfai mionaiiia and tifai toofa
vYa, Tifai nanania, methods 1, 2, and 3

VV^h. Tifai

2. Tifai koa from Anoa ^

p^v^o. 3. Tifai kea from Vahitahi ^
:o. 4. A ■ • 5

-Ia, ^okiri pafO/
b B. tohiri ma^ko- " ^

0. T«4ana na kokiri ■

^  d, TeVftMuha/^s. o t® ha/tx kokiri -5 ■ v,
C P)^ To >wlhori hara o to hacd kokiri iuvh '

a, r. Fak4"a
,  \ •■v'?-?:-vpTn,

^ e g. KuMrito kokiri kaho

" ■*3
1. /k>go i l»j!:oro • ' • ^

/  ̂g jy Te hopopji o te gogo 1 hfrkoro t,

IIo, 5. lian;® ^ r c ■ %^  j.£^( «■••• <■ ^'-^^ «.
Uo. 6. Pana i to ora_^ ,i'

^•y^c- Ho. 7. riotutakanoa _, , '* t
.. i,'. . hK "i.!LluU.{jJ^U.«rW • PJt- ,..-, Ro, 8, Ilua ^ ^ "■

■ vX.^y ITo. 9. Ba ?fidta fcarooa '/ . v
h. o. 10. Papo ri'iri'i

a, aisx wolls n^v^c: ■-

/'"b. ]ii{!?lt X.all8 ^
'* ' 0 J^A^aJCw? i''* '

Ho, 11. Kokikokiko - throo diwaondo LuU J - d^A^
Av . 14 ji'jjjLA-^ ' .

- Ho* 18* Kokikoklko - ono dlmond
<  p ^ ^ /'i

^^■ ,ilO. 13* hort'-lptil v pl«-tcuU-«. > •v <-i i ^
(3I.uAnjlJ .<X{.t<-'si>"'- 1' r ■ . ' • ,

■  dv'tH
".•y ..

'  ', , »■"'" - '
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*16. 14. Konona Iliro

tx-Iot«£ ,. t, <',S

a. j^o rol-i o Ldro

b, Te popouna o Iliro

o* Ija pofaki o Hire

\je5 <1, I'aliora o iliro

VPS e. To uioufa o Iliro

S f, Te pora o Hiro

yes g* Te kopcna o Iliro

h. To piti 0 to mauQa o Iliro 'uo

IIo. 15, Te vaka o liiro

v^yrJi IIo, 16, Paponi o to rua o to maram
vWjf.S IIo. 17, Ku tavia oi«s<n^-<; o-^ -wc^v.vvU'J • > '

-  , vO 7^
No, 18 Huvoko bira(ja -avx^-Ls; jkiAt A'

,— • /t//' 7^
''°«v I^aveko tipapa Cx^ o.^.oww>.

^Y4S No*, 20, 'iloviri

•1^ a, Koviri ma

^  b, Koviri roto

A Y€S o, K'oviri faloioti

i/\ YPv ^* Oonversion of Koviri laua into Hororao 6 ""■
t^Y^No, 21» Kotuloiroro ^ ^

^^\|■ZS> a, Kotulaxroro ki tua

iX Y^2> b, Kotulcuroro ki aro
X  0. Nau paki , ^ :•

\A d, Taioropua

iX yps o, Ilartio Toftuio
Aj^'i No, 82, Patunu .Ti.
v^>f5 No, 23. PtttildL

/.*j

'V • , wTi»»/,n":

"S

vK i^: No, 24, To ava raro i dourOi 'V-o

XYeS IIo, 25, Pnha(3a toto

yX Yf ,®> Ho, 26, Ha fai poJ:l

:■/'•



f  ■

y^5b. Locked \ » ^

v^^"o. 27, Tupa rikirikl' a^' ^ 7^. (^Td.T^ c'i o y
^^jO^To, 28, I'a fai a to arild

vAyoS-ITo. 29, tlira c^esiajH^l

^ ITo, 30. "anaimau , y,, t ̂

y^5 a. Open

vX V-eS b. Looked

vX^£'2> lie, 31, Kottiku ror'e
IIo, 32, llageoEOO C ^

0( Y JUUj^'uX^
N|C.S 5'0» 33, Uatuarore a<> l-(-ovw^^^
^ IIo, 34, Jlorava rdtl

v/'/ X
2,3,4 (f'-W-aX-Ul-S

I-W.

V  , - /' i/ X✓^\ye.-' a, 'lothoJa 1,2,3,4 (|I'-W-&X.ui-S
1  jU' o-w- oxi.Q^ir^ >

tAv^S. Con-rersion of Korava into Tifai ilaiuinia cf7>
Ho, 55, Homhoi^ -vwi xj5r^Xii,U«-luT^

wA\/^8 Uo, 36, Puriri . '

Ho, 37. ,",a puroro _ . •

*'0, 38, iCahuri fara -vy^^K^es tx -vi/^

^0, 39t Keri ku-ioo " L ̂

'fo, oUxCo 'V\.<rT (lA^ |4oiA.fltAy f •
J<yfS 40, law '

Ho* 41* r'ou*a Fata

lAy^S uo, 42, Tuna

Do, 43, Keiga o Tuna oo ^

Ho, 44, Ore o Jllro , ^ v',
/> JT' o^OU-mtasX^j-th "o, 45, Ha paraoa ^ ^

X  46 ♦ Fafarua

/  :iO, 47, Rorl

\A \/x ':. lo, 48, 'lomo !co te ariki

vAY^a iJo* 40, iii'elu u ruwiji /

A /-0-J? "'o» 50, Taura e Tavaka,



1  .

n-t>-
o tajii

f y

 • 51, Ku

i:o, 52. Ki faru

Ko. 53, Kopeka

IIo, 54, Te ana o te mago xihx J

IJo. 55, Maui -fO'

a. To popura o !Iaul

b, Te liarae o Ilaui

0, Ila konao tuiTikigii o "aui

d, Te harp, taura Id. here ki ai te hana

0, Ko ilaui raua ko Ri

f, Te pimicp. ko Haul

g. To kota ha a 0 to Im/a

h» liana o Uaui

1, Kavako o Haul

J, Conversion of lilaui into Puha!;5a toto.

Ho, OS-, lloko *rviaW'=./.5.r^ -fO .

a, lloko puna (^.uexiu^

vA- ^.£5. b. To nohohuf a o na rao^o
Y^?, o, oho horohoro

^5 No. 57. '0^0

ITo, 58, Turi

a. To popou(» o l*uri

b, IJa pofaki o Turi

Y^S o. To nohorara o Turi

"® ruarao o Turi

f. vQ Turi e 0 ISoahau

•J
g* Uou'a 0 Turi e Moohau

Ho, 89, ICahogaWhga j-j-S/rvio

^  ' a. Open
A  b. Looked



IT'. , F i r-

m
I'Jo. 60. Haveke ti ihi

Gl. :^a fare iraru . /• "->

^-O" 62. Kotu'ni —-

Ho. 63. Ilarama hiti i ruga

Yct> a. Ghort nethod ^

\c«A b. Long method

Ho. 64. Tlarana hiti i rarb

/ N/> l!o. 65. Kohiti-

^|f5' BO. o6. ;ia v.-.hlno toto.

lK Ho, 67. Uatariki ^>-3 « -r--' •

\J{'\f€$ llo. 68. Te tini haga o te kahea

II o. 0&. ;';ahara Tai^vao -Kft

V  a. Open . f- ' r

b. Looked

i^N/€S Vo, 70, '"a Txiratura o Pur^ r'' ,-1 -8,

^^JZS Ilo, 72, nihl 0 TOfji reva

lA' \/^-S 11 o, 73, Toga la Ilaui

»A sfEh Kg. 74. Koperu i-^ ■ !- •' ' ̂
aiUJtJo✓^n; s IJo, 75, Tuporokura ^

0, 76. Maroariki

vAveS Ho, 77, Pal Taam ''
,  — ^1- rvnu^ « VyIiTvt^ a-i
N» 7^ 0 inOkoUX. « I*'- t

^  bit" >1- 0 "Tcx-x^ok-ke
Mo

Mo

•  VvyxXfl^S^ to VU
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No, 1

Na Tlfai (The Turtle)

a. Tlfal Manananla (Female Turtle)

H'-

Method 1

j( identical \7ith.'r>ocioty Islands figure I^u Vahine and Honu
,  —- - - f

Tane, (Handy, B.P. Bishop Vus. Bull, 18, pp, 72, 73)), ^own throughout

the Tuamotus and Society Islands,^ Called ko?d.ri at Takoto.

Compare with Hnori figure Vahine (Andersen, vol. t, p, l^)f f

Mnrquesan fig;ure Ipu Ava Akani (Handy, B.P. Bishop ?IU8, Bull, 18, p, 51) I

Tongen figure Humu (Coal Hole) (Hornell, B.'P.'^Bishop IftJs. Bull. 17. p. 69) |

Fijian figure Tavola (Hornell, B»F. Bishop Itoa. Bull, *7, p, 47)f

Hawaiian figure Ka IVahine Opu laalaau (The Hairy Toman): and Crone

(Dickey, B.P. Bishop Htua. Bull, 64, pp. 61, 62),

5c t/A

Method 2

^  -^;e ear thia m«tlwd>-^-far-tha woafa la6an*iCM»n( at Vahitahi only,

i1 , Opening A,

2, On back of indexes pick up/^littl® finger strings, then from distal
•K

direction entering thumb loop^lok up radial thumb atriii^ Release

thumbs.

3, Thrust thumbs into proximal index loof^snd to u^r side of distal



ulziar string# Pinching tips of index fingers and thvtmbs together, turn

indexes down through own loops towards body and up, withdrawing the thumbs

as old radial strings of the indexes slip off. Extend. '

y«thod 3

6 1 ■

Seen only at Vahitahi. {(i,c\

4

Follow exactly as if making Mageogeo (Wo, 32) up to and includ-

ing operation 8, then release little fingers, •

b, Contrersion of "Female Turtle" into Male Turtle " (Tifa^ Kaefa)

1, lay Tifai Manai^ia on lap, withdrawing all fingers, or let another

person do oneration 2 and 3 following.

2, Insert right index into right thumb loop near diamond, and right

thumb into left thumb loop} left index into le^ index loop and left th\uib

into left index loop. Work tips of these fingers xinder double strings of
•  ■

diamond, and up into center of the diamond and extend, (See Hawaiian fig.

29 f_, which is identical).

3, Tvwn tips of thumbs and indexes baok into diamond from the distal

side and extexid. The resulting long and narrow double-si'ded diamond is

1^

' fifa^ Kaefa",/V (8a« fig, 2, whldh id IdantieaX with Dickey*s Kawaiian



fig. 29 ̂ )» By laying this figure on the lap or letting another person

take it, and repeating again operations 2 and S, the figure can be recon

verted into Tifai llanania, the only difference being the elimination of

the half-twist in each index loop.

Bo, 2

Tifai Kea from Anaa

A tifai kea (white turtle) is a large turtle that will attack

and kill a man.

1. Double loop,

J  ̂ J ' *■' ^ ' 0
2, Grasp each end of loo^^ irupnlma ef hand/', - palms turned towards

body, and thumbs outside of loop,

3* Spread fingers as wide as possible. Then tuim fingers catward

in such a way that radial strings fell between index and middle fingers,

and ulnar strings between ring and little fingers. The palmar string now

run)| from the ulnar side of the little flngerf to the radisl side of the

/ / - / inde:^ and then takes a turn around the inside of these fingers,
I  :

4, Insert right thumb under that part of the left palmar string

which is wrapped around the left index, and draw it out on the back of

the thumb.

rl ■

fi'

(>
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5» Pe.88 left thumb from proximal direction through right thumb loop

and pick up the right palmar string. Return with it through right thumb

loop to extended position.

6, On backs of thumbs pick up radial little finger strings from

proximal direction. Release little fingers.

7, Ravaho thumbs.

For the resulting figure, see fig, Zp Rajwltlng^figkH^ is identical
f- ' Q, f> r3.'5>'0f» '/

with Plko o Kahoalli (Dickey, p» 35), except for the insertion of fingers

at comers. Method of making is quite different, however.

No. 3 •

Tifal Kea from Vahitahi

1, Place loop over left thumb and index and right thumb,

2, On ball of right index piok up left index-thumb string from dis

tal direction, turning index outward and upward.

8. Insert ring, middle, and little fingers from proximal direction

into index loops and pull down radial string.

4, Thrust thumbs behind Index-little-finger strings and pull them

through thund) loops by turning thumbs back into own loops.

'j ,V



h

/v.-

5« T7lth right thumb pick up and take off left thumb loop from proximal

direction,

6, vnth left thumb pick up and carefully take off proximal right

thumb loop. (Right and left thmb loops are thus exchanged). Extend,

7. Laying figure^on lap, thrust thumbs f^*nm pvnir^nn'i ,7-i into

vertical central loop, and extend, Jloloaae ImJ.exuu and extTOd.

Unless the figure is extended ovenly, so that it comes out sjnametrl-

cally, it wi-ll be a complete failure,

(togo 1 Itakoro

The series of figures tmder the head of Gogo i Hakgto (Xhibilittae

y  ̂
hanging Sown) is described as given by Paea of Anas* At Aaanu and Vahitahl

the

a, Kokiri page

loop
1, Place^over right thumb and left thumb and index finger,

2, On back of right index pick up left index*thusjb string.

3, Past right little finger into right index loop fresi below ant

w 'w
f^ir



5 a

(etriag figures^

Potalca puraga

Potaka puraga is the Tatalcoto narae q/t this figure. It

was also seen at Vahitahi. At Anaa the figure is cofimeuced

differently but ends the sane. It ia' there called Goio i

.iLlj 'j I ■ "'.1; u' ^

Hakoro ( Dangling Umbillicuo Cord).

1. Hake the figure Patanuku( no. S2).i
^  ̂

2. ;?<ithdrav/ right hand. /Insert right index fro^ proxiraa:^/l

side into inverted triangle to right and to ulnar side of
/(

the left diamond, and insert right thumb into triangle to right

and to radial side of the same diamond, and extend. Tliio wakes

a simple large diamond, substitute left indojc- f<»g.-la£tu-»iddly-'

-sa-rmricB ths tU'.iiFe s.viggtrtc?4 and -to-JEaoilitate the next

•I
3. Thrust little fingers into thumb oomero from proximal

"i
•  n ■ •

upper bounding strings of the diamond and pull them down on

direction and then down into large diamond. iTow pick up the

Pass

^dbodex fingers diatally to near side of radial thumb

string and oarryr it through flngnr loops. V'itiidraw

thui^ibs and extend. 3«g fifli

^  ̂ * - •

*  '■i. :. - "■ :j



5-b

% Vtovi proxiiaeil direction pncs tliunbs into index

loops. Take hold of upper outer hounding strings of

lateral diamonds with halls of thuiahs and pull towards body.

Pass thumbs into little finger loops. Pinch tips of thumbs
A

and index fingers together. Slip thui:3b loops on to indexes

and extend,

5. Pass thumbs into little finger loops and on backs of

tliumbB bring tov/ardo body the string immediately above eaoh

thumb. Release little fingers and extend,. Substitute

y VViX-

little fingers for thuinbs, inserting from opposite direction.

Gee fig. 4,f.

6. Insert riglit thumb into ri^t triangle and lift out on

its bapk left side bou^lking string. Insert left thumb

into richt thumb loop and xeleaee right thumb.

7. \7ith loft thuBib pick up left index-little finger

string below ( ulnar side of) attachment of left trianglot and

bring it baok through left thumb loop,

G* Release left index and replace left thumb left index.

See fig, 4f



5 c

upper central loop

9, On "balls of thuia"bB pull out sides of P^tso

tliuia"bB "behind ihdox-little-fincer strings above radial side of

attachment of medial horizontal strinfp of figure, then

ifteer Liiig "thugrtjg fiWlTgoxlm

«p and bring "back thumb loops the aradial- ■ Indaac- atrlngs,

releasing index fingers*

10* Insert indexes undef ulnar thumb string and take off

thumb loop on to indexes* See-±'ig. 4, U*

11* On backs of thumbs pick up proximal of t\/o

median, horizontal strings*

12. Insert thumbs proximal side into index loops and

then "back into thumb loops, carrying the radial index strings

with them* Seiease index fingers, and substitute index

fingers for thumbs* See fig* 4, ̂ *

At the end of raovenent 11, the natives of Tatolcoto chants

Rokoi na Tu
o

ITa potaka^puraga

T© revareva ara i te vahl tana toho

Tuere tuere takerehiti au e.

The Yahitahl ohant iss

poAaka aku e, potoks aku ©,

Uaku iho taku potaka*



5 d
'.i'; - , ■

the three diamond figure at the end of

.t the

movement 3 is derived as ohovTn belou. ^rom there on the
laovements are identical.

1. Pliice loop over right thumb and left thumb and index

finger.

2. On back of right index pio^ up left index-thumb string.
cCU> /V*^ O id ̂

4

3. Pass right little finger into right index loop from

below and pull down on palm the radial index string.

4. Pick up right palmar string with right thumb and

pull it througli the right thumb loop by turning thumb back

into loop.

D. Holease right index. Pcuse vi ht index into right thumb

loop from proximal side and take off on to index.

6. Extend figure hy turning the left tluinib down#

substituting left little finger for left thumb* inserting

littlo finger from opposite direction. See fig. 4*

Paea of Anaa oolls this figure Kokirl Pago* and gives the

following chant with iti

Kokirl e> kokiri o, oh little kokirl fieh

Kokiri kumukumui Kokiri. who »«keB a oluoking sound*

Kokiri pagppago. Kokiri* who i» of yollow hue.



5 ©

i':

7, TaJce out left index and insert into ov/n loop from

opposite direction. SuTjstitute thumbs for little finders by -

insertion from opposite direotion( from dListal side).

8. Insert little fincer into -ricrrt thumb loop from

-proximal side. Then thrust it into riiijht comer of diamond from

distal sidef and on palmar side of little finger hook dcr?7n on

-'C
^  - - iZ" palms a^pper- rifiht boundary string of diamond

\

9* With left little finger hook do\'m ulnar thmib string.

K

10. Pass index finger^ over radial thiuab string and on

eidas of index fingers carry this string through the index

lopp^. lielease thumbs and extend. See fig-, 4» d,

Paea calls thl8» Te P'anau ITaga o Ye Haga Kokirl ( the Birth of

the Kokiri),

J ^

Biar proceed as from raovmment,^ on» in Potaka Puraga*

fSi# figittre at the end of this mov«^ment» Paea calls» Te Ilerlherl

Bag* a te Ha|Ea Keklri ( The Spavming of tho Kokirl). T}ie figure

at the end of movement 5 is called> iTakeakeaf the natiie of a small

flohrf'.^^J^ figure ut the end of movement 8 is called, Te ?:iikiri o
/

IQdia. The jgekiri is a fish of the Psllstapus family.

Pmtk of Anaa continued the fifpire one stage further, in the



pull down on pala the radial index string,

4, Pick up right palmar string with right thumb and pull it through

the right thumb loop by turning thumb back into loop.

5, Release right index. Pass right index into right thumb loop

from proximal side and take off on to index,

6, Extend figure by turning tho left thuiiib down* bubstitutlng left

little finger for loft thumb, inserting little finger from opposite di

rection. See fig. 4 a^,

Kokiri e, Kokiri e. Oh, little kokiri fish.

Kokiri kumUkumu, Kokiri, who makes a eluoklBg scwnd,

Kokiri pagopago Kokiri, who is of yellow hue.

j  b, Kokiri TIaheko
\

1, Proceed from Kohirl Pago. ^ 1

er ll<2, Mth left thumb pick-up Ifwsrlleft side of large central diamond,

vA
Releast left little finger. Transfer left thumb string to left little

finger. Fig, 5, See fig, 4, b.

Kokiri e, kokiri e. Oh, little kokiri fish,

Kokiri hekoheko, Kokiri of pinkish hue,

Kuimikumu, pakaklne. Clucking, and gritting your teeth.



1

0* Te Ana o Na Kokirl

Tft ana o na kokirl (the cave of the kokirl fleh) •

1 and 2 are the eaine as 1 and 2 of Kokirl Pago*

3* Twist right; Index loop over by bending right Index finger outward

and down.

4, Insert right tlU^b Into right Index loop fromj^low. On back of

right Index finger plelc up ulnar thvnnb string and In drawing It back hold

: \

down with the right little and ring ringers what Is now the ulnar thumb

string. Turn right thumb under u c' right thumb-index string string and

outward, allowing proximal Index string to slip off. Release little and

ring fingers.

5* Repeat 5 and

6* Repeat 3 and 4

7* Insert right thusib lute right Index loop* Release right Index.

Insert rest of fingers of right hand Into right thumb loops from distal

side *

8. Insert left little finger from proximal side Into left Index

loop and pull down on palm radial Index string* Release thumb and

extend* See fig, 4,o* Called Karevareva at Reao, <Pc^^ -£,



ti-'iaht V V •'

d. Te Fanau Haga o Te Haga Kokiri (The birth of the kokiri)

<154 ■

1. Proceed from Kokiri Pago,

2, Take out left index and insert into own loop from opposite direction.

3, Substitute thumb for little fingers by insertion from distal side

(very Important that thumb bo Inserted from distal side).

4, Insert right little finger into right th\Bnb loop from proximal

side. Then thinist it into right comer of diamond from distal side, and

on palmar side of little finger hook down on palms upper right boxmdary

string of diamond.

5, With left little finger hook down ulnar thumb string.

6, Pass index fingers over radial thumb string and on sides of

index fingers carry this string through the index loops,

7* Release thumbs and extend. See fig. 4,ji.

■  - j f* e, Te Hertheri Haga o Te Ebiga Kokiri (the spawalng of the kokiri)

Herlherl means digging about to make room for the eggi.

f
1* Proceed from )(anan Haga o Te Haga Kokiri.

2, From proximal direction paas thumbs into index loops.

Take hold of upper outer bounding strings of lateral dlsnoadt with halls



Vf

ll»|S

of thumbs and pull towards the body. Pass thumbs into little finger loops.

Pinch tips of thumbs and index fingers together. Slip thumb loops on to

indexes and extend.

f. Fakeakea

Fakeakea is the name of a fish which seems identical with that

•/

called Daetyloptera Orientalis.

1. Proceed from To Heriheri Haga o Te Haga Kokiri.

2. Pass thumbs into little finger loops and on backs of thunbs

bring towards the body the string immediately above each thumb. Release

little fingers and extend. Substitute little fingers for thunbs* insert

ing from opposite diarection. See fig. 4,£.

'.(W ,

■ ■ "vr - V ..JJ,

g. Te Eukiri o Kokiri Kaha

Te kukiri o kokiri kaha: a ©ertattt fish of the Balistapus family.

1. Prooeed from Fakeakea.

2. Insert right thumb into right triangle and lift out on its back

the left side bounding string. Insert left thumb into right thumb loop

and release right thmib.

8. With left thuidb pick vp left index-little finger string belew



J O

(ulnar side of) attachment of loft triangle, and bring it baok through

left thumb loop,
f

4. Releaee left inde'^x and replace left thumb bjr left index. Sea fig, 4,j^,

h. Ko Kiri Kaha

Ko kiri kahat the kiri kaha is the little fish Balistapus Rectangulus.

1, Proceed from Te Kukiri o Kokiri Kaha,

9, Insert thtmbs into vertical central loop of figure from proximal

/
direotion.

5, On balls of thumbs pull out sides of this loop, pass thumbs behind

ulnar-little finger strings above radial side of sttachjaent of medial

horisontal string of figure, then inserting thuobs from proximal side

into index loops, piok up and bring baok through thumb loops the radial

index strings, releasing index fingers.

4, Insert indexes under ulnar thumb string and take off thundb loop

on to indexes. See fig. 4,h,

i. GkMO 1 Hakoro

V
ftege ̂  hakoro I the hanging uabllious cord

1* Prooefd from Ko Kiri Kaha,

\

-  '• ■

\
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/ V

2« Oo backs of th^bbs pick up proximal of two median* horizontal

i
strings. /

3. Insert thtslabs proximal side into index loops and then back into

thumb loops* carrying the radial index strings with them. Release index

fingers.

4, Substitute index fingers for thumbs. See fig, 4,^.

Chant for this at Vsdiitahi:

'  i ' • * "

Potaka aku e,

S  M H

little potaka fish,

•i n n n

ITdku iho taktt potaka. For me alone is my potaka.

/
/j. Te Hopeg* o Te Gogo i Hakoro

Te hopega o te gogo i hakoro* the end of the figure Gogo i Hakoro.

1. Prooeed from Gogo i Hakoro.

U  i; Substitvite thvonbe for little fingers by insertion from distal

direction.

I % j|. Pass little fingers into thumb loops, then into lateral comers of

central diamond and under upper bounding strings of central diamond, grasp-

lag this string on balls of little fingers and pulling than down on the pains*



|3

Jt, Pass index fingers over radial thumb strings,and on index fingers

carry these strings into index loop, releasing thumbs and extending. See

fig.

No. 5

Ibigo (Shark)

Demonstrated by Paea of Anaa.

1.

1. Plaoe loop over right thxunb and left thumb and index.

n  2, On ball-.of right index pick up left index-thumb string from dis-
r ̂  e>t\ ~V^«- ioctli miey

tai-diregeloh,, rotating index in ulnaur direction. /

u\nt!ur A • v«.i-'t»flry^ '\'nvc-v'^

5.^Pwi-et^ right index loop partly on itself it), by bHwdtsig

right index''finger-tmlirard "and deiwK Thrust right thumb from proximal

direotion into this inverted right index loop|| Pick up on back of right

index, ulnar thumb stringy Turn right thumb under right thumb-index string,

Tk wKvf« i&yck^ttuallowing proximal radial thumb string to slip off. ^

dh ii ivt v'i'r I 'tv^^lc,y Ic e I' 'i "tHvmb l»0|j
4-5, In each repeat movement 3.

6. Again invert right index loop by bending index outward and dewm.

Insert right thumb into right index loop and take it off on to thumb.

Indert all other fingers of right hand into right thumb loop from distal



direction and withdraw thumb*

?• Release left thumb.

8» Replace loft index by left hand, inserting loft hand from distal

direction and extend figure. See fig. 5.

No, 6

Pana i Te Ora (Lift the life)

This is the name by which this ̂ ai is known at Vahitahl. The
.  "l ..

allusion is to the motion in copulation. At Amanu it is called Pono

Tiare (Joint of the"£lare)y ̂  A ^

I, Place loop around rigjbt thumb and left thumb and index, •
- •«

2, Pass right index oxer to dorsal side of left thumb-index string

and pick it up on the ball of the index, tTJPIll^ index tewards bod^ and up,-.

4in
ba<ri£~-e#-^rtght'^rHae*'pi61C hip the ulnartESmb strixig" Rotati rtgtrtrrthumb

^ 1. I a, Rfrtrstlni; ngb-*" n1ii«i iHliHItl-nm, rf.w I , on
r  ̂ '

ihiBSk iiiides 'tli'latj!. iirdwing proximtd radial thumb string to

IrHir Tff i iiii

Itspr, It is "the jiame moromeBt as moToment 8 in fig. 6, "v |*

4-6. In each repeat mcnrement 8. ̂ount ik tahi, ̂  piti, ii torn, ii ope
1^1^; Pa. "5-14

pana i te era (one, two three, four pana i te ora) a# WJTeifflratv^F=t?6'8 'wa^.
//
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V. .-

■  ■■ i

are made.

7, Release left index finger and insert left hand from distal direc

tion into thumb loop, withdrawing thumb. Thrust right thumb from proxi

mal direction into index loop and take off on to thmb, then insert right

hand from distal direction into thumb loop and withdraw thumb. Extend

-Pw-
<f — r~' / yX Ji~. ^ ^L  —-y _ ^

Motutakanoa

/ Anaa
Ifotutakanoa: a bare, open spot (tahuna) where chiefs lived; also

a n^hioal place explained in the legends about Fagataufa, an island nesir

Mangareva. This figure was given by Paea of Aziaa*

1« Opening A,

2. Release little fingers.

3. Insert thumbs from proximal direction into index loops and take

off on to thumbs.

4. On baoks of indexes pick up distal radial thumb string aad slip

distal thumb loop to index fingers.

5. Twist thumb loops completely once on themselves by rotating thumbs



IS

ulnar direction one complete revolution#

6« SfliBB ae movement 3 in Mago (^o. 5), -

7-10, In each repeat 6,

Rotating in ulnar direc'ion, invert its loop
11. 'sUikk right index loop partl^r-imHbtaelt-egstittjiy^aEiSj^^^e^index

insert right thumb into right index loop, Bttfe—

thtslriHia, transfer index loop to thmb by withdrawing index, then insert

all other fingers of right hand into thmb loop from distal direction, end

right

releasej^thumb,
U, Release left thumb

ll^iJZ, Sage-scfmoT^igntB B and 7 in fig, -P.

Insert left middle, ring, and little fingers from proximal direc

tion into left index loop and pull radial index string down on palm. Ex

tend figure by tugging gently with rtght hand. See fig. 7,

Hotxitakanoa Hotutakanoa

K1 te nohoga arikit At the seat of the chief,

E taka i mua, e taka i roto, Itaderstanding in front, between,

S taka ki taku kopu vanaga, thxderstanding my wisdom.

No. 8

3  Hua

tke faXiewiag method of maldng this figure was demonstrated at Tahitahi.



1. Opening A, j

2, Thumbs pass over index strings and pick up radial little finger

string. Release little fingers.

3. Little fingers pass over index strings and to body side of distal

ulnar thumb string and pick up proximal ulnar thumb string.

4, Indexes pass over thumb-little finger string and pick up on their

backs the ulnar thumb strings running to center of figure. Withdraw thumbs.

5. Thumbs take off distal index loop3

6. Thumbs pass over index strings and take off little finger loops.

7, Withdraw indexes.

8, Insert other fingers of hand from proximal side (will work jpst as

well from distal side) into thund> loops and« widening them, extend the

figure. See fig. .

The right half of fig. 6 (Te Aha o Nsi^oklri) is an exact replica

of the right half of this figure. The loft half is the reverse of the

right half* The resulting figure is exactly the seme as the Tahltisn fai,

A Mahara Raiatea, as described by Handy (B.P. Bishop Mas. Bull. 18, i|^. 58),

but the method of making is somei^at different and mere elTloient.



// Chant with this figure;

Pororo noa Iho. ' •>

Na te poro,

Tahetahe noa Iho na hukal,

Te hua'kera kao.

At Reao the figure was called Tematagl Tau Mut^ and was made some

what differently.

1, Opening A,

2» Thnmbs pass over Index strings and pick up r-adial little finger

string. Release little fingers,

3, Little fingers pass over all strings, and pressing lightly on

distal radial thumb string, enter proximal thumb loops and pick up on

baek of little fingers, the proximal radial thumb string, lifting It over

the thumbs.

Vi/,\ '

;

\ f

j.

4, Repeat 2, «

6. Repeat 8,

6. Take off little finger loops on to thumbs,

7« Vithdrew index fingers and let loops hang,

8, With other fingers of hand enter thumb loops from distal direction

and extend by gentle tugging.



;  . ' 1 "f t 7<

, wt:

'  No. 9

Na Mutu Karaea

Leamod at Anaa; at Hikueru it is^ Called Tamutu Kaheahea^P^

1, Positiou 1.

2, Vfith right index pick up^ (from diatal direotion^^ left palsiar string,

rotating right index towards body. With loft index pick up in right index

/'loop Cfrom distal direction) right palmar string, rotating index towards

body.

3, Twist all loops once on themselves by rotating fingers in ulnar

direction,

4, Passing thumbs over intervening strings, enter little finger

loops from proximal direction and take them off on to thumbs. Pass little

fingers over all strings, and pressing slightly on distal radial thumb

string, enter proximal thumb loops and piek up,on backs of little fingers,

the proximal radial thumb string, lifting it over the thumbs,

5-7, In each repeat movement 4,

yz* Passing thumbs over index strings, enter little finger loops from

proximal direction and take them off on to thunbe,

/** y/«, Withdraw indexes, letting their loops hang.



Substitute all other fingers for thumbs, inserting them from the

distal direction, and extend the figure by widening these loops and gently

tugging. The figure opens with difficulty and often has to be attempted

several times to succedd.

No. 10

:.i,X O-X -i- J.- ^ ̂  , -

Papa Rl'lill (Tiny^lls)

a. six Wells^

These two Pape Ri'iri*! figures were learned at Vahitahi, The

fact that they bear a Tahitian name may or may not be significant as to

their origin.

To make the figure it is first necessary to have a loop for every

finger. This is accomplished in the following manner (movements 1-5):

1. Opening A.

2. Take off index loop on to ring fingers, inserting them from proximal

direction.

8. Take off thumb loop on to middle fingers, inserting them from

proximal direeticn.

4. With right index enter middle-finger loop from distal direction

and on palmar sida piek up radial string by turning the index towards the



v^

body and up. Thrust left index into loop wrapped around right index, from

proximal direction, and exbend,

6. With right thumb enter index loop from distal direction and pick

up radial string by twisting the thumb towards body and up. Thrust left

th\iinb into right thumb loop (wrapped around thumb) from proximal direction,

and extend,

6, Paas thumbs over intervening strings and entering little finger

loops from proximal direction, take them off on to thumbs. With thumb

and forefinger of opposite hand lift off proximal thumb loops and, inl^srt-

ing them, put them on little fingers, beginning with left thumb loop.

7<>9. In each repeat movement 6,

10, Pass thumbs over intervening strings and,entering little finger

loops from proximal direction, take them off on to thumbs,

11, Withdraw all fingers except thumbs. Insert these fingers into

thumb loop from distal direction and tug gently until the figure of six

l^ws emerges.

This figure is like Ava'e Kahuna Xeta, except that the strings

of the lateral diamonds are twisted at the outer eomsrs.



{r. Eight Wells

2, On palm of right index piok up left palmar string from distal

direction, rotating index towards body and upj with left index enter right

index loop from distal direction and pick jp the right palmar string,

rotating index in radial direction,

3, Same as movement 2 of fig. 10,a..

4, Same as movement i of fig, 10,^,

5, Rxmii as movement 4 of fig. 10,ja,

6, Same as movement 5 of fig. 10,^.

f. Twist all loops once on themselves by rotating them in ulnar direc

tion.

8, Same as movement 6 of fig, 10,a.

9-11. In eaeh repeat movement 8,

12, Stme ae movement 10 of fig, 10,a^.

13, Same as movement 11 of fig, 10,a, but resulting in a figurs of

eight diamonds.



No. 11

Kokikoklko (V/arbler) - Three diamonds

Identical with Marqueaan figure tohiau, as described by Handy (Handy,

(B.P. Bishop Mus, Bull. IB, p. 44)except that the final movement, as shown

to me by the Tuamotuans, is much smoother. At Amanu, Anaat Vahitahi, and

Reao this figpre is called Kokikokikoi at Takapoto it is called Kotiotio,

which is another name for the same bird. fifrure xs also known xn the • ^

Society Islands (as loio) in Toga, New Zealand, Pukapiika, the Tokelaus, Fiji,
and Gilbert^ Chant at Vahitahix Ea rare i te reo o te kokiko, kiko e,

E hlmene nai ra.

*

Ghent at Anaat Kokiko, kokiko poro t\irituri»

Ka hana kauina)

•  Goio goio tohe rehurehu.

1. Opening A,

2, Release little fingers,

S, Indexes pick up thumb loops from proximal direction.
\

4. T'ith thumbs enter proximal index loop from distal direction and

pick up the proximal ulnar index string.

5. Thumbs enter distal index loop from distal direction and pick up

distal ulnar index string.

6* Pass middle fingera over to near side of distal radial index string

and pick up the proximal index string. •



7* Haraho thtmibs.

8. Turn the palm of the left hand towards the body.

The figure has three diamonds. See fig, •

The figure may be continued by two players exactly as described by

Handy for tlw Marquesas fai, tohiau (Handy, B.P. Bishop Mus, Bull, 18,

p, 46, operations 10"»17 inclusive, fig, 21),

Eokikokiko (7i>arbl0r) » Single diamond

Known throughout the western Tuamotus.

1, Position 1,

2. On ball of right index pick up left palmar string from distal

direction and, rotating index towards the body in a radial direction.

^5

No, 12

X. . ■

jr C
return to position. , \ " jLT

eV < 5 ' ̂ ^

5, On baek of right thumb pick up ulnar index string. On back of
4

left thumb pick up radial little finger string.

4, With right middle finger piol^p radial index string. With left

'  •',6
middle finger piek up ulnar thumb string, . 7

5, Naraho thumbs. A



6, Release little fingers.

7, Tuna right hand palm outward and up, .V •

This makes a single diamond.

The chief of Raroia, in making this figure, began with the follow

ing chant» and as he ended it, he completed the figure.

Kopega a Hiro

Ki ravarava ra e

Kokikokiko,

No. 13

Korairai (Chaetodon fish)

Known throughout the Tuamotus, Called Papaka at T^oto, and

Patiki at Reao* MoTeaents are the same as in Kokikokiko, single diamond

(fig, 12Xa*eept that in the third movement, the right thumb pioks up
and in the fourth moveir.ent, the right middle finger picks up the right index ulnar string
and the left niddle-finger picks up the left thumb ulnar string,

the radial index string instead of the ulnar i and in the final movement

the right hand is not only turned outward and upward, but the left hand

is turned inward and upward. See fig. 15.

An old woman of Hikuaru called this figure Kekikeklke aadi gave

the following ohant for itt



f/'f

.i '

■

Poke ga gehoz>o« > . ,
*. s '

Nasiiinaimi,

Eakara hitohito

I ta ra'l kokikoklko.

Her daughter rendered the last two lines differently:

Kakara i toetoe*

Karaia kokiriko*

Oar informant* Fariua of Pangatau and Hikueru, gave still a third

version:

Poklga i horo* pokl ga i^oro»
Nut* nam.J- fakarai ̂ toitoi ̂

4
Karaea,u^karaea* kokiri ko«

^nam* nam: feebly
9

fakarai: to swim on side

5^toitoi: a fish like a korari

^^araea: a certain fish

-  V, .

No. 14

Eopena Hiro (Net of Hiro)

^  This is Hiro*« xiet by whieh he eaught spirits. Paea of ̂ sna was

informant for this series of eight figures. Known at Vahitahi under the name

Raperapa and at Amanu under the name Kohiti.

•c .rr.. •;
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a. Te Roki o Hlro M-v\
■;

Te roki o Elro: Hlro*8 reelinlmg seat.

1« Position 1.

2. With right index finger, from distal direction pick Up left palmar

^lh'V.fSs
string and, rotating index in radial direction, retujm to position. vUli^J

3. TTith right thumb pick up radial index string i with left thumb

pick up radial little-finger string*

4* On back of left index pick up ulnar thumb string.

5, Navaho thumbs.

6, Take out little fingers and re'"insert from opposite direction.

Arrange the figure to correspond to the illustration, fig, 17,

// B Hiro e, to roki takuekue,

B Hiro e, to roki takuekue.

Kol ruga, koi raro, koi taua ĉ

Oh, Hiro., this is your sliding seat.

It is above. It is below.

-t4f roki. it is oia" reclining seat,^

b, Tepopouoga o Hiro

Te popouoga o Hiro* the house of Hiro,

Continuing from ^o, 14,

7, Release little fingers.

8, Insert little fingers from proximal end, at thO issw ttlW, radial

%



direction between median donblo strings and pull down the distal string

on pains.

9. Release thumbs and extend. See fig. 18.

Te popouoga te popouoga, The house, the house

No Hiro a no Hiro, Of Hiro, of Hiroj

Te popouga te popouga. The house, the house

Ka piko a no Hiro. Where Hiro slept,

Continue for No. 19.

£. Na Pofaki o Hiro , ,
, -

Na pofaki o Hiro; the marae stones of Hiro.

Contiime from ̂ o. 14 ,b,

10. Insert thumbs into little finger loops (or triangles) from

cvLil'cvt' er* ' ' ' j

proximl direction. With thnaiba pick up upper-inner bounding string of

each triangle.

11. Bring index fingers orer radial thumb string and pull It through

index loop, releasing thunbs.and extending. See fig, 19,

Aktt pofaki keokeo turuklga. My sharp leaning stone,

Ka keokee ki te maoake fakaritorito. Piercing the mild maoake wind.

Toga hatani te matagi hau makariri. Toga haumi is the chilling wind^^^^^



d. Tahora o Eiro

Tahora o_ Hiro: swing of Hirol

Continue from fig. 14,£.

12. Insert thumbs into index loops (radial comers of figure) and on

immediately below

their palmar sides pull the diagonal string towards the body. Then Insert

thumbs under horizontal median string from the proximal direction. Pinch

tips of thumb and index fingers together and, rotating indexes toward the

body and upward, pass them through thumb loops. See fig, 20,

At Vahitahi this figure made in exactly the swne way is called
\

Te Rua o te i>!arama (the pit of the .moon) • The ehant is t

B mea, e nea e tamai,

Te ruki, rukl ake,

Ea tika, ka tika,

Haere a txaki,

Barama ta hiti ruga, e raro, /}

e, Te Mouga o Hiro

Te mouga o Hirot Hire's mountain or grove of trees.

Continue from fig. 14,jd.

13• Insert thumbs from proitimal direction into lateral triangles of



w

figure (not into radial comera) and hold bate string of each triangle

between thumbs and ring fingers (as an aid) while rotating indexes radially

through lateral triangles from proximal direction. Extend, withdrawing

thumbs and ring fingers, and dropping ulnar index string. This operation

changes the figure back to |^o, 14,jo,
,5UAV.i> C' .

^0,? i 14, With thUBfibs pick up and draw out the base string of each lateral triangle,

Release little fingers, and extend. See fig, 21, ^

15, Substitute little fingers for thumbs, inserting little fingers

from opposite direction,

Mouga tapu e, Saored Mountain I

Ko Hiti taku henua, Hiti (Tahiti) is my land,

Vouga tapu e,

Ke Hiti taku henua.

Eke ate We waka o Hiro, The canoe of Hire passes over the sea,

Matauku utuhi i varo talii e. Grounds on the sand,

Te Pora o Hiro ■

T* pof*- o Hirot the canoe cabin of Hire,ASMPMMk mm mmmmmmrn

Continue from fig, 14,ii, &

16# Inserting left thnnb into left diamond, right thumb info right

diamond, plneh tips ef thkiilis and index fingers together, rotate in ulnar
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direction and slip off thumb loops on to index fingers. Extend figure.

See fig. 22,

Kopena Hiro

Kopena Hlro; Hlro*8 net.

Continue from ̂ o* 14#^.

17, Insert thumbs into radial comers, of figure. Carry the string

just below (the string ulnar to the thumbs) towards body on balls of

thumbs. Then insert thumbs into little finger triangles from proximal

direction and pick up the inner diagonal string,

18, Release index fingers and insert them from distal direction into

thumb loops, taking them off thumbs. Extend, See fig, 23.

Kopena Hiro, ki ravarara e,

Kopena Hiro, kl rayarava el

Koi ruga, koi raro, koi te puta i tana kope.

h, Te Piti o te Mauga o Hiro

This additioiml figure our informant made upon a later demonstra

tion of this Hiro series, IVhen asked the name he hesitated as if he did

not know, and then said it was the Motiga o Hiro, When I polhted out that

this name had already been giren for one of the figures, he replied that

Jr ^



thla was "Te Pltl o te Mouga o Hlro," It sotmded like an invention on

his part.

Contimie from fig. 14,j^. i''

19. Insert thumbs into index triangles, from proximal direction

(i.e., insert thumbs into radial comers of figure). On balls of thumbs

carry string ulnar to thumbs toijards the body. Then on backs of thtimbs

pick up lower outer bounding strings of lateral triangles,

20, Release index fingers and insert into thumb loop from distal

direction, taking off the- loop on to the index fingers.

No. 15

Jim-

Te Vaka o Hire

> ■'!

■ -i - ^ . .

K

■c ■
:h»- -

Te vaka o Hiro; the eanoe of Hiro. Our informant was Paea of Anaa.

1*8 are exactly the same as in Kopena Hiro 14).

9, Pick up left half of medial string with mouth. Release left index

finger and insert it into month loop from far side, taking the loop off

on to the index. Do likewise for the right side of the figure.

10. Pull laterally on the thumb loops with the thumbs.

99 vai te Take 1 eke isal tua? Whose eanoe is it coming over the ooeanf

le^ Hiro. Tupere perepere# Hiro's,- rocking, rocking.



Ho vai te vaka i eke mai tua? VThose canoe is coining from the ocean?

No Hiro» tupereperej Hire's,- gently rocking»

No Hire, tuperepere, Hiro's,- gently rocking.

No, 16

■  » , fl I'''.- •'

papani o te Rua p te Marama

Pap»y»< o te rua o te marama» 6oor of the pit of the moon.

Known at Vahitahi, This is made after Te Rua o to Marama,

fig, 14,d, and can be made from this fig;ure by following operations 15

and 14 of figure and then oontinu^ing with operation 2 here,

1, Make fig, 14,^ (Te Mouga o Hiro). This can be accomplished quickly

by going through, 'oonseoutiyely, the following operations of fig, 14

(Kopona Hiro)j 1-6, 7, 6,-ll, 14,

2, Substitute little fingers for thumbs, inserting little fingers

from same direction,

S, Thrust thumbs from near side into index comers and on balls of

thumbs press gently down and pull towards the body the upper outer boundary

string of eaoh diamond. Then thrust thumbs into little finger comers

from the near side and under the lower outer boundary string of eaoh dia

mond, Pinch tips of indexes and thumbs together, turn indexes towards



so

and up* withdraaring thumbs,

4, Thrust thtnnbs from near side into little finger corners and pick

up the diagonal string Just above, releasing little fingers.

5* Substitute little fingers for thumbs,

6# Thrust thumbs into flat loops across each index corner, and pull

out towards body the near string. Then thrust thumbs xmder little finger

string, picking it up in releasing the little fingers. See fig. •

Ktt Tavia

fai closely related to Kopena Hiro 14), Potaka

and Kcrriri (l^, ), Our informant was Tapahi of Hikuexni, a woman 80

years old,

1, Stretch loop around left thumb and index and right thumb,

2, Pass right index over left index-thumb string and on ball of index

piek it up, turning index away and up.

5, Thrust little fingers up into thumb loop and/hook down on palms

the radial index string. Release thumbs. ■ -

4. Thrust right thumb distally into right index loop and lift up on

■ 4'

V ■



its-back the ulnar string, Withdraw right index and insert it distalty

itoto right thumb loop. There is now a large triangle, the base string

of which runs across midway between the index and little finger string.

and which string takes a turn around the left bounding string and a com-

plete twist aroxmd the right bounding string, • Substitute thumbs for little

fingers, inserting them from the samo direction (di8tally),a>^lA^AJiit^

5, Little fingers hook down base string of triangle. Indexes pass

from distal side ower near side of th'imb string and carry It through index

loop. There are now two triangles,

6, Pinching index-little finger string between thumbs and middle fin

gers, withdraw indexes and ro-lnsert them in their loops from opposite

direction. Substitute thumbs for little fingers, inserting them from the

same direction,

7, Little fingers hook down base string of triangles. Indexes from

proximal direction pass orer to near side of thumb string, pick it up, and

carry it through thumb loops.

8, Thrust thumbs into Index corners, from proximal dlreetion. On bells

of thumbs press down snd pull slightly towards the body the string ̂ tt

below thumbs* Then thrust thumbs under the base string ef the small outer

H '

%

I
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triangles. Pinch tips of indexes and thumbs together aad turn index

towards body and up, converting the radial thumb string into an ulnar

index string,

g, JSwl^ the left hand w4n^ri^h€'^a^|q?tuC''k^^
Ctr-/-^-''

^eala towordo -bod^y-at the-ea»»7tia&-crQflal3ng .rlghh-foreennr tmder left-

-fwpeermi'

-A

m. Mice. El Tart^_Tle ci.ou.xJl'WK •Kim P^^<jX< -IS!
Ku tavia, ku tava,

Te fakariki, e matematea.

10, Siring left hand back to its position at the end of movement 8,

Substitute thumbs for little fingers, With little fingers hook down the

proximal of the two strings running from the middle of each index-thumb

bounding string towards center.

11# Pass index fingers over to near side of thxunb string and carry

7

it through index loops. This makes

Te iri tu tarau, to ivi o Here,

12, On backs of tlninbs pick up base string of each upper lateral tri

angle, Withdraw indexes and placing their tips against the tips of the

thumbs, turn indexes towards body and up, converting the radial thumb

string into an ulnar index string. This makes Kamake te Uru o Toga (iden-
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tloal with Kopena Hiro,(^o, 14).

13. Thrust thumbs into little finger comers and pick up lower outer

bounding string of each lateral diamond. Withdraw indexes and placing

their tips against the tips of the thumbs, turn indexes towards body and

up. This makes 0 te Kohiti (identical with Te Ifouga o Hiro, ̂ o. 14,e).

14, Holding left hand up, palm towards body, slip out the rtght hand.

From proximal direction insert right index in the space to the right of

the right upper bounding string of the left diamond, insert right thumb

into space to the right of the lower botinding string, and extend. Substi

tute left thumb for left little finger, inserting thumb from distal diree-

tion,

16, Thrust little fingers from pmxiHial direction up into thumb coi^

Tiers then distal into corners of large central diamond, picking up upper

(ulnar strings) of the diamond, and pulling them towarts body and down

on palms.

16, Indexes pass over to near side of thumb string and carry it

through index loops. This makes Putanuku (^o, 22), See fig, 28,

Patanuku, hura riki ka tutu, ka tutu;, ka rapa, te igea o taua fai

net. o, patanuku.



17, Thrust thumbs from proximal direction into index comers. Press

outer

down on them and pull out towards body the upper boTinding string of the

lYpif/ lateral diamonds. Then thrust thumbs under outer lower bounding strings,
y .i-'-

18, Pinch tips of indexes and thumbs together, turn indexes towards

body and up. Thrust middle fingers proximalli^into lateral slanting tri-

angles and pull down the base string on palms. Release thumbs and extend

the figure well. This is practically identical with the figure I^tanuku,

differing only by the number of twists of the string around each lateral

bounding string of the figure. The chant with this is:

Bum puts te knrohihi, te Iciri a tai.

Haveke Tiraga (Upright 6anoo)

beamed at Yahitahi.

1. Position 1.

2, Left little finger picks up right palmar string from proximal

direction. Right little finger picks up left palmar string,

8, Holding figure high, fingers pointing away, roach in with mouth,

piek up the ulnar little finger stxdng which rune straight from little
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finger to little finger, Nonr hold figure out from body,

4, Insert index fingers from distal side into mouth loop, then out

to the side and up, release mouth loop, thus transferring mouth loop to

indexes,

5, Reach in with mouth under 4;lie index string piok up and draw

out the strings which cross from thumb to little finger at the point where

they cross. Release Indexes, There is now a string running from the

mouth to each side of each little finger, and two transverse strings near

the mouth, one of them a radial thumb string which must be kept to the

ulnar side of the other string,

6, This is a most difficult move to execute. The indexes pass distally

to the far side of the little finger strings, under these, then ^slacking

figure) from the proximal direction they coma up between the two trans

verse strings and at the same time between the two mouth-little finger

strings (the radial little-finger-mouth string on the inner side), »ow

the indexes carry down on their backs the nearer transverse string which

is not the radial thtmib strizig} the indexes carry this string down, under

all other strings and up. The figure is now worked a few tlfr»o8 by pulling

outward the hands, then slacking them and at the same tiiw Stretehing



thtuiibB and indexes as far apart as possible. Then turn fingers upvmrd

and palms toward each other, release mouth loops, and extend. This makes

Vaka Tiraga. See fig. .

No, 19

Haveko Tipapa (Overturned fianoo)

learned at Vahitahi,

Itede the reverse of Haveke Tiraga (^o. 18),

1. Position 1.

2, left thunib picks up right palmar string from proximal dlt-ection,
<  it

■s ■

Right thumb picks up left palmar string,

5, Rotate indexes outward, down and around, under all strings save

radial thumb strings, and up into thumb loop. Insert Indexes between two

radial thvnnbs strings and carry the proximal string down under all strings

and up as an ulnar index string.

4, Pull out ulnar-thumb-radial-llttle fingers strings at the point

where they cross, to the distal aide of ulnar little finger string and •:

plaee on a big toe, (The pulling may be done with middle fingers).

Release Indeiee, and be sore that the transverse string which then falls

wfMUi the figure, near the toe, is kept to the ulnar side of the ulnar
s
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if'

little finger Btring,

I.'-

5. Potate indexes towards body, down and.around radial thumb strings

and up into little finger loops and at the same time between thumb loops,

catching on balls of indexes the transverse string nearest toe, and

carrying this string on indexes under all strings radial to it and up,

6, Saw the figure a-few times by spreading indexes and little fingers

apart and relaxing pressure from thumbs and then reversing the pressure.

Then withdraw toe and extend the figure.

No, 20

A

i  • Koviri (Tvdstv)

it, Koviri Mua (First twist)«

This and Koviri Roto, Koviri Fakaoti, and conversion of Koviri

learned from Paea of Anaa.

1* Stretch string around dorsal side of left thumb and inde(K and

right thumb,

2, Pass right index from distal side over left index-thumb string

and pick'this string up with palmar side of the index, turning it awsy

(In ulnar direction) and upward. Return to position.



■l\,

3. Pass middle, ring, and little finger of each hand into index loop

from proximal side and press radial string down on palms*

4» Thrust thumbs into index loops from proximal side and bring radial

index rtring on backs of thumbs through the thumb loop from the distal

side. Turn thumbs upward,

5. Trith palmar side of each index, from the distal side, pick up the

distal upnar thumb string and pass it under the ulnar index string, turn

ing the index fingers outward and upward,

6, Release thumbs, middle, and ring fingers, and extend. The result

ing figure consists of two diamonds. See fig# //The pataku is*

SoTlrl aiho iko

Koviri aiho marl

Korlri mua, koriri roto, koviri faka otloti.

The above figure was called Taimana at Reao,

Koviri Roto

Continue from Koviri Mue,

1, Thrust thumbs into little finger loops and on back of loft thumb

pick up left lower side of left diamond, and on baok of right thumb pick

'L&

up lower right side of right dlfonond# Ikileaie indexes and extend,

T

I . 'J •
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2, With indeses enter thurnb loops from the distal side ■■•ancL take them

off on to indexes. pW.vct
3. With thumbs^ enter little finger loops from proximal side tnd take

them off on to thumbs. . ^

if-. Tx'fist index loops over by bending index fingers outward and down.

5, Pass thumb loops up through index loops.

6. With palmar side of little fingers pass over ulnar index string

from, the distal side and press it doT-rni on palms. W^ithdraw index fingers,

7, Pass index fingers into thumb loops from proximal side and widen the loop

byectending the indexes away from, the thumbs. Povr clasp the index-th\imb string

against the side of the index finger icith the thumb, and extend the figure by

turning the hands outward. The figure is a double-sided See fig.

c. Koviri Fakaoti (last tvjist)

Continue from b, Eoviri Roto.

1. Release dgnata-i radial thtmb stringifrom. thumbs.

2. Eel8ase~m±ddle,--ring,-and-i4ttle fingers from thumb-loop.• - Extend

so.. str±nfs are taut. f ■
3-5 Repeat operations 10^42. 3'"?'

i
1 Vi.-

)«



6* Insert index fingers into thumb loop from proximal side and take

off uXnar, distal radial thumb string on to index fingers.

7, Slip out middle, ring, and little finger strings from thumb loop

and stretch this loop taut on thmbs.

0-»9. Repeat operations 10 -• 12,

10, Insert index fingers into thumb loop from proximal side and

iriden loop by extending indexes and thumbs apart. Hold index-thumb

string against radial side of index fingers with thumbs.

11, Turn left hand palm inward. The resulting figure has thr^

diaaends. See fig. •
'  -o' 1 '

'  ■■

,  / ,( y. •
-It,-.:
■> .

No, SO

Heregao 1^.

The figure eomes out the same as Uira {ijlo* 29)*

Hake Eovlrl Ifiia (^o, 20,a)

1. Lay the figure on lap.

2, Plaee tips of little finger and thumbs together and insert from

distal dlreetion into lower comers (former little finger loops). Now

work tJnnibs itnder former ulnar little finger string, rdady to pick it up.



and work little fingers under diamonds and up into ixtveirbed triangle between

them. Rotating little finger around former radial index string, pick it up

on the balls of little fingers and carry it up into former little finger

loops, at the same time pick up former little finger string on thumbs.

and extend.

3, T:ith thumbs pick up radial little finger string.

4, Insert index fingers proximally into thumb loop and pick up on

cu

backs of index fingers the ulnar thumb string.

5. Clasping radial index strings against index fingers with the

\ thumbs, extend the figure by twuing hands palm outward. See fig, 29.

The putakutaku isi

Ko heregad^ki te vaiga areare, nohoraga tarak*^
3

Ka tagi hoahoa te tagi o te kensu*^

u/' herogao; a certain fish

tavaket the tropic bird

kena: a bird

No, 21

Kotuku Rere (Flying heron)

<^Kotuku Rere ki Tua

% '
•  •

Laamsd from Paea of Anaa,



1, Position 1.

2, Fom another loop, "srhich will be a wrist loop, by allowing the loop

to hang slack, passing left hand over ulnar little finger string in about

the middle, then down and up into loop from below, and eDctend, Then thrust

right hand under left proximal palmar string from proximal direction and,

allowing it to slip down on back of right wrist, extend,

5. On backs of Index, middle, and ring fingers pick up palmar string

and slip it on to th"» baoks of the hands. This makes a distal euid proxi

mal wrist loop,

4, Turn hands palm outward, lotting thumbs pass between distal and

proximal ulnsur strings. Rotate thumbs downward, towcurds the body, and

up, carrying the proximal ulnar string, and so co!-ivei*ting it into an

ulnar thumb string. At the same time grasp the distal ulnar string with

the rest of the fingers (the string in crotch between thumb and index

fingers), carry this string under the radial strings and then, by ex

tending the index fingers to an upright position and by releasing the

middle, ring, and little fingers, convert the former distal ulnar string

into an index loop, and extend#

6, Twist index loops on theafeJvoi 1>y bending index fingers outward



and dovTi. Insert thumbs into these inverted index loops eusd withdmw

indexes.' Pass little fingers into distal thumb loop from distal direction

and pull down distal ulnar thumb string on palms,

6, Pass index fingers from distal-far side between distal and proximal

radial thumb strings and, picking up the proximal radial thumb string

on side of index, carry it back and up on back of indexes. Extend, See

fig, 21,

Kotuku rere ki tua, kotuku rere ki tua,

Hipahipa ana ki tana kokorohua,

Hipahipa ana ki tsina kokorohua.

Kokorohua te taverevere, kokorohua te taverevere.

Kokorohua is oonu in Tahitian, a fish (Salarias poptae),

Taverevere means eel-like. Kokorohua te taverevere Is the full name of

fish called taverevere on aocount of its tail.

The chant as given by Tetumu of Paite isi

Kotukuere ki tua, ki tua,

Kotukuere ki arc, ki a*»o,

Naupaki, naupaki,

Tapiga kore, aore tavega.

At Vahitahl the last lins I9 rendered "Na'u te peke,"



b» Kotuku Rare Ei Aro

Kotuku rero ki aro; heron flying over the lagoon, 1

Identical with ̂ o, 21 (Kotuku Here Ki Tua) except that at the

coupletIon of the 4th movement, the thumb loops are twisted one conplete

revolution by rotating the thumbs in an ulnar dljrectlon before going on

to the 5th movement. See fig. 21,Jb,

/Ji^^otuku rare ki aro, kotuku re re kl aro,
Hlpahlpa ana kl tana kokumu,

Hlpahlpa ana kl tana kokumu, e,

Kokumu kal tutae.

Heron flying over the ocean.

Locking at his kokumu,

Kokumu eating feces.

Kokumu is the fish aua in Tahltlan, It Is a tiny fish swimming

in large schools. Informant, Paea of Anaa.

'  Jlew FaJdl

Continue from fig, 21,^ (Kotuku Here kl Tua),

7, Release thumbs.

8, Substitute thumbs for little fingers, inserting thumbs from proximal



f;

direction, fingers outward and dovm. Insert thumbs part way into index

loops, Trith little fingers, from distal direction take firm hold of ulnar

index string. On back of index fingers pick up ulnar thmb string and,

clasping thumbs to sides of index fingers, extend. See fig, 21,c^,

Naupaki, naupfdci,

Tapiga kore, kaore a tavega,

Koia te ogeoge.

Nest, nest.

; Loose, worthless, ' ^ • '

There are the starved ones.

Taioropua

■ 'M
Taioropua is a place nams, f

*'■ \
"A '

1-4, Exactly as In ̂ o# 21,a (Kotuku Rare ki Tua),
■ ■/'i

. j.'

.. ..

■

Bt Insert thumbs into index loop from proximal direction and, releas- t"

ing index fingers, take off index loop on to thuMbs,

6, Little fingers from distal direction take firm hold of distal

ulnar thumb string and pull it outward.

7, Insert index fingers into thumb loop from proximal direction and

pick up ulnar thumb string.



8* Heloase little fingers, turn thumbs outvreird, and extend,

9, Twist index loops on themselves by bending index fingers outward

'j* '"'v • '

and down. Insert thumbs into these inverted index loops,)! Little fingers
' \

from distal direetion tabs firm hold of distal ulnar thumb string and pull

it outward. Passing the Index fingers from distal-far side between prox

imal and radial thumb strings, carry the proximal radial thumb string

through the thumb loop and upward on the index fingers. Extend, See

fig.

(four diamonds),

e, Ibiraetefano

Maraetefano; a place name. Identical with 21,d (Taloropua) except

that at the completion of the 4th movement, the thumb loops are twisted

one ooB^lete revolution by rotating the thumbs in an ulnar direction before

going on to the 5th movement. As a result, the base of each of -tha two,,

central dlanondi la wrapped twice around taee string#
r; ■ N

y

r-'
"4- ,• ■■■

-  r rK- 'i.;
v»'if ; a :' '*.r
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No. 22

,'V' ,
a

r>!reanuku

Known throughout the Tiuunotus, b\jt under different names. At

Anaa, Faito. and Fajigatau it is called P^itanukuj at Vahitahi, Mata-hio-ragii

at Reao, Matagi-nui o Rokej at Hikueru, Maniorakaj at T^oto, Tamaka-no-

nih^rakaj at Hao, Kahune^'^(^is identical with the Tahitian figure
; f'"-"-'" "j

Tuna Riro (Handy, B.P. Bishop Mua, Bull. 18. pp. 88-89, fig. 45) except j

<»

su

for the trick at the end,

1. Opening A, ■iff'' ,

2. Release all fingers of right hand.

5. Pressing tips of right thumb and little finger together, with

these lift off the index loop from the loft index finger and extend.

4. With the right index finger pick up left palmar string, entering

from the proximal side and return to position.

6. Pass right thumb over radial index string .and on dorsal side piok

up ulnar index string. With left thumb pick up radial little finger

string.

6. On dorsal side of right middle finger pick up radial index string

in front of it# With the dorsal side of left mlddla finger piek up



.i,

<P

ulnar thumb «tring«

7, Navaho thumbs.

8. Heleaae little fingora# turn palms outward, and extend figure.

See fig, •

The figufe may be taken by another person, using the same movements

aa in mmrement 1, in the continuation of Kokikoldko (fig, 11), The result-

0-^'^ J ing figure is still three diamonds, however.

This figure is identical with an unnamed Maori figure described by

Andersen (!Jlaorl string Games, vol. 3, I?, Z, Jr, Sc., p, 205) except that

for position A the right Index takes the left palmar string on its back,

as is usual for this position, and la New Zealand the left hand is slipped

oiit of the noose instead of the right, Patanuku is Identical with the

Marquesan figure Kamo, as described by Handy ( , b,P. Bishop Mus, Bull,

18, p. 51, fig, 25)^ except that the* Marquesan flgiire is reversed like the

Maori, and the continuation of the figure was not known by my Tuamotuan

Informant#,

The Aaes ehent Ist

/( PMtanuku, te patanuku,
Te amgWAgft, te aragaraga.

(Repent above).



The Saroia chant is;

Patanuku. 1 te hiti kava e,

U

Puhipuhi

The Faite chant is;

Puhi e, tuki matanukuj

Te hitl kava puhi e.

The Fangatau chant is;

Patanuku, patanuku,

Hauraria ra,

Te igoa taua fai noi

Ko patanuku.

The Hikueru chant is;

IXaniorsika, manioraka,

Te fal a tana tanohlne nei, nei e,

Ko Manioraka,

The Takoto chant is;

Tamaka ra korokoro

No niho raka huti huti

Ho te ta kore e inea ptrba kohia,

la hoto.
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Convoreioii of Patanuku into itself q

This conversion is described as shown at Vahitahi,

1« A second parson, facing the maker of the figure, passes his index

fingers over the ulnar middle finger string, down into middle finger comers,

and then out into lateral diamonds, picking up on their backs the outer

upper bounding strings of the lateral diamonds#

2m The second person then reaches into thuirib comers with little

fingers and hooks fingers over the lower outer bounding strings of lateral

triangles. Extend figure.

^  ̂ AThe figure Kokihokijlo (Jio. IX) is converted into itself in the same way.

-Oeaxcarsiea of Patanuku into GogolhslrfyQ.
/

1. Tifithdrair right hand*

r

/
/

2. Insert right ihdtr from proximai side Into inverted triangle to

^  A^-J
right of left diamond, and insert right thumb Into triangle to right of

•4

-ru,

8. Thrust '^^^npuir^omers from proximal side and

then dam into large diamond. Now pick up the upper bounding strings of

1.^
the diamond and pull them down on palms, HHd9be fingers pass dlstally to



/a / near side of radial thtpb string and carry it through middle finger loops.

^  TVithdraw thumbs^' and extend. See fig. 9^.
I

Gogoihakoro

I  4. Continue on with opBratlOUB 9»11 pf <iha<^Ftgui'e (yoi iiO«

i  ̂ I f o . V/ ̂  <w— <.-1-^

Ho. 28

Patiki

Seen only at Reao. Exactly like Pal^anuku (]|^o« 22) except that in

4th operation the right index picks up the left palmar string from the

distal direction, rotating the index towards the body and up. And in

the final movement, in plaoe of operation 8, after releasing little fin

gers, turn left palm towards body, and the two diamonds appear. See fig. .

No. 24

Te Ava Raro

Seen only at Reao,
•  - :>

■  - \> ,1.

1-5, as in Patanuku (|fo# 81). '

4, Take left littl^e finger loop off little finger, take the loop

out of it, and put the string baok over little finger.



',W'< ]

' ■

■

{^<.V

From now to end exactly an in operations 4 to 8 in Patanuku,

Cornrersion (kohiko haga) ot this figure

With indexes lift up the straight string that runs across center of

figure# Release middle fingers#

M
No, ZE

Puhaga Toto

1  "T*-'
f-f-:

Puhaga meaning t , and tot"o, to knock or to pull on a

taut rope. This is the name given at Vahitahi, At Takoto^t was c^led

Takama# This figure was called Puhaga Tautau at Amanu, and Puga

Tahetahe hy Paea of Anaa, who gave the meaning of this naine as "Orerfloairing

Spring#" Hia chaat la:

Puga horohoro ki tal, horohoro ki uta|

Ko horohoro ki te val ganukui^o horohoro ki te vaiga kore.

flowing

liicfcet^
Identical with Hawaiian figure Pour Eyes,A , method « (f*^*

Mas# Bull. 54, p# 28), See fig# 28.

_JA;

K Paea says right and left diamonds represent springs! the two central

diamonds, the ̂ lowing water.
X
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Conversion of Puhagatoto into TTira (Lightning) f.\0

The conversion is accomplished in exactly the same way as the oon-

versicn of Koviri '.'ueuinto Heregao (fig* 20), except that thvunbs and

little finger are inserted into triangles on either side of two centrs-l

diamonds instead of i'nto lower corners. The new figure has the same num-

' j

ber of diamonds, ' See fig, 28,

The figure Puhagatoto may be kept on tlie handa and a second person

perform the motions,converting it into TTira,

/  ■
. If'. : - ,P ..

■  ..

J.'*' No, 26

Na Pai Peka

r

(The crossed string figure)

This is the X'ahltahl name) Kavake l^una is the Hikueru name and is

also their term for the half of the year from July to Deoember* The fig

ure was taught me by Tekuravehe of Hikueru, who is 80 years old, /

Open

1. Opening A.

2, Twist all loops onoe on themselves by rotating fingers in ulnar

direction.

k'- f - '•*



3» Thumbs pass over intervening strings and from proximal side pick

up little finger radial string. Release little fingers,

4, Pass little fingers over intervening strings and pick up proximal

radial thumb string, lifting it over distal string and off thumb.

5, Repeat 3 and 4.

6, Repeat 3,

7, Tfithdraw index fingers from their loops, insert other fingers of

hand distally into thumb loops, and extend by gentle tugging.

This makes a figure of six eyes separated by a gap in the middle,

lb. Looked

1, Opening A*

2, Transfer index loop to ring fingers and thumb loop to middle fingers,

picking them up from proximal side.

3, Make a asnr index and thumb loop by inserting right finger into the

loop ulnar to it and picking up the radial string by a turn in the radial

direction. The index loop must be made first, of course,

4, Twist all loopa once on themselves by rotating fingers in ulnar

direction.



5, Repeat movements described in 3-6 in Na Fai Peka (^o» 26*^).

6, T-ithdraw all fingers save thvcnbs from their loops. Insert these

fingers into thumb loop from distal side, and extend by gentle tugging,
«

This makes a figure of 6 diamonds in which the two central diamonds are

locked at the sides.

No, 27 u,

Tupa Rikiriki

Tupa rikiriki; little hermit crab. Given by Hikueru man, aged 80 years,

1, Opening A,

2, Transfer index loop to middle fingers and thumb loop to indexes,

picking them up from proximal direction.

3, Make a thumb loop by inserting right thumb distally into index

loop and picking up the radial string by a radial twist, then inserting

left thumb proximally into loop around right thumb, and extending,

4, Twist all loops once on themselves by rotating each finger in ulnar

direction.

5, Pass thumbs over Intervening strings and pick up radial little

finger string from proximal direction. Release little fingers. Little

fingers pass over all strings and pick up,on their backs from distal slda.



th« proxiniax radial thumb string. ■

6, Repeat 4^ S •

7, Thumbs pass over inteivrenlng strings and take off little finger

loop from proximal direction,

8, Remove from fingers all loons save thumb loops. Insert these

fingers into thumb loop from distal side, and extend figure by gentle tug

ging, The figure has six eyes and no wrapped strings. This is different

from the Six Eyes figure of Hawaii. It is made exactly like Na Pal Peka

26,a)^ except that there is one extra finger loop and all loops are

twisted on themselves.

No. 28 fslo- ̂

Ka Fai a Te Ariki (The String Figure of the Chi«f)

1, Place loop around left thvtmb and index and. right thumb,

2« pRse right index over to distal, dorsal side of thumb-index string

and pi<fle It up from the proximal direction by hooking the index over it

and pulling it out about S inches, then turning ihdax towards body and

up,

S, Hake two coiqilet# twi»ti by rotating indexes In ulnar direction.



4o Thrust left thumb, into left index loop and close to loft index.

5, Lift up (in any oonveniont manner) the radial thumb string and let

it fall between left thumb and index finger,

6, Insert right thumb into right index loop from proximal direction,

7, Lift up the radial thumb, string and let it fall between right thumb

and index,

8, Toss loop hanging on radial side over to the ulnar aide,

9, Holding base of two right end loops firmly by left hand, withdraw

right thumb and index and place their loops (which are separated by the

end of the loop formed by the hanging strings) on a thigh. Then, between

thumb and Indexes, take firm hold of the transverse, bisecting loop, as of

the handle of a key, and make three radial twists. Then insert right

index into ulnar lobe and right thumb into radial lobe' of key,

10, Holding with right hand (in aay feasible manner) the bait of the

two left end loops, withdraw left thumb and index and lay loops on thigh,

r<

Holding the transverse, bisecting loop firmly between left thumb and index, *

give it three ulnar twists. Now insert right index into ulnar lobe from

the distal side, but right thumb Into radial lobe from proximal direotionr V ̂  ,

Sic/tf .
then down into transverse loop from the distal^ catching on ball of thun^



{
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the distal string of the transverse loop, and extend figure. Thumbs nay-

be aubsti-tuted by little fingers, inserting then from opposite direction.

The resulting figure has six dianonds.

ITlra (Lightning)

-/^rafroTh^ cJ-^^4^
Shown by Tetmu of Falto. Called TTlra at^Ananu, Hikeiru, and Raroiaj^ V

Tokamo ^Cfeajrfao) at Vahitahi, ^
/^arz^'

1, Form a double loop,- ' place It o-ver the hands, and allow it to

fall down as far as the wrists. / ^

2. Thirust thumbs between two ulnar strings. Rotating -thumbs down

ward towards the body,, and up, carrying proximal string on to the backs

of the thumbs. At the same time catch up the distal string on the palmar

side of little fingers and, slipping off the two radial wrist strings,
•  i

straighten the fingers upright. There is now a little finger loop and a
erossed thumb loop,

3, Take off little finger loop on to thumbs, then tttoe off thumb loops

on to wrists,

4, Repeat operation 2,

6, The rest is exactly the same as from operation^ on in Heregao (no, 20,cl)



of this fai.

At. Amanu the fai is called Uira and is worked by turning palms inwards

and outwards to the accompaniment of bursts of laughter. At Hikueru the

chant is:
J

?e uira, te napa, te napa.

Totoro, totoro, pu. • n / y - r-

/>Z*_ A — ^ ^

K.+-Uj(J.U sarae
Known a^ Reap by the^name as at An^i universal in the Tuamotus,

It is identical with the Society Islands figure U Tami, as described by

Handy ( , BwdP, Bishop ?Ais, Bull. 18, p, 81, figs, js, ̂ ) exeept at

operation 4 and the outward position of the little fingers in the 6th

movement. The Tuamotuan figufe is carried^a stage further than the

Society Islands figure.

a. Open

1. Opening A* .

2* Pass thumbs under index finger loop and up into the little finger

loop from the proximal directioni take off the little firmer loop on to
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t

thumbs and carry them "back under the index finger loop,

3, Thrust thumbs up into the index finger loops from the proximal

direction and take this loop off on to thumbs,

4, Bend little fingers over distal ulnar thumb string, pulling it

slightly toirards the palms. Then thrust little fingers under two remain

ing ulnar thumb strings and up into thxdnb strings and up into thumb loop,

and extend,

5, Thrust indexes under palmar strings and, tvirning palms outward,

extend. See fig, 30,^, (1),

/! The chant now begins. At the end of each line one plays the figure

by pulling with the thumbs. This is the Takaroan chanti

I wKi^unau
Patia hua

Tuhakarere

Porohiti porohi a minomino,

Te raho te kaveti

Ka motu, ka motu tahiti . '

g f^§niea tutu pahua .

Ki te raho gutu e.

Kiri motu.



The Anaa ohant, as given by Paea, is:

Ka naunau

Te patia hua

Tufakarere • >

Porohiti poro a miondo,

Ka motu, ka motu tahiti*

Tutu pahu

Ki te raho nui e.

Kiri hemo,

Paea*s brother chanted the last four lines as follows:

A mutu te raheo te kaveu

A mutu tahiti

Tutu pahua i te raho ntiku e,

Kiri hemo.

6. The thumbs are now slipped out and the figure extended.

^ -UA. d\i

fdg, .

7. The thumbs are then passed into the proximal side of the two inner

loops and extended towards the operator. The figure is now worked by bend*

ing the thumbs towards the palms and spreading the other fingers of the

hand, then returning to the former position. opening and shutting

mbvement is aooompanied by chanting:

Ki poru, ki faru,

Ki poru, ki faru, oto*



The Napiaka chant for Kanaxmau is as follows i

Ka naunau

Te pat la hxia

Tuhakarere,

Hora porohiti

Pore a meartiea

Te mea o te kavexi

Tiaru e.

Paina, paina i te fare tia,

E motu ta hiti, e ir.otu to vaevae.

■ . V''' ■
V, "i.

'■■Cf
■ f - '

y■ :
'' '

'"li wv-Sjff- .--v1, "A- • •"
■ 't . •

'1^ ,

65
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A ohant for this fai heeo'd at Vahitahi is 5

ft ^ ̂  $

Ea tiauuau ka naunau pat la htia, hua rere{

Porohiti, pore a meamoa* te mea of te vahinaj '

Heru e, heru e, panapana, tuauou hia, 'a uouo hia,

A mua titi, tutu pahua 0 te rahonui 0,

Kere motu.

b. Closed Jleyvi

This is identical with no. S®,ii except that in the sixth move

ment, when the thumbs are slipped out and the figure extended, the result

ing figure shows the two diamonds locked. See fig, SO,b, The result is

accomplished in this manner.

1» Opening A,

2, Release thtjmbs.

3, Pass ri^t thumb from distal side into index loop and bring back

-Utj Ktiv
radial index string/on back of thumb.

4, Pass left thumb from proximal side into/^thumb loop and bring back

to position.

6, Proceed as with no, 30,^, begixming with moTsmsnt 2.

--
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No. 31

Kotuku Rere (Flying Heron)

Given by n native wbo had learned it at Fakarava.

1, Opening A. , -'^i

2. Release thumbs.

5, Pass thumbs under index strings and pick up on backs of thumbs

the ulnar little finger string, carrying in back under index strings.

4. Pass thumbs over radial index string and pick up ujnar index

string.

5. Seleeee little fingers.

6. Pass little fingers over radial index string and pick up ulnar thymb - I

string.

7. Release thianbs.

8. Pass middle fingers from distal side into index loops and pick up

radial string on their backs. Hold middle fingers and index fingers

tightly against each other sind then extend figure b^ twnlng palms outward.

9. Withdraw middle fingers.

10, Pass thumbs into index loop from the distal side and pick up ulnar

string.

11, With middle fingers piek up radial ihdfX Itring and holding middle



•  ■

i"-

fingers and Indexes ti^tly against each other, extend by turning palms

outward. The ohant ist

'Kotu kurere ki aro, ki aroi

Kotu kurere ki tua, ki tua, /f

12. Withdraw middle fingers.

13. Pass thumbs over index strings and pick up radial little finger

string, carrying it back over index strings.

14. Using the tips of index and thuob of opposite hand as aid, piok up

the radial index string at index finger and, pulling it out, slip it over

thumb.

/

15. Navaho thumbs.

16. Release little fingers.

17. Pass little fingers over ulnar index string and piok up ulnar

thumb string that runs straight from thumb to thumb.

18. Release thumbs.

19. Pass thumbs under Index strings and into little finger loops and

piok up radial little finger string, oarrying it baok \mder index strings.

20. Pe.ss middle fingers from distal side into index loops and piek up

radial Index string. Hold middle fingers and indexes tightly against eaeh



"■kir 1
and sxtand by turning palms o\ifcward« This makes Na Ruga o Maul.

21. Withdrar middle fingers and thumbs.

22. Pass thumbs over index strings and into little finger loops and

pick up radial little finger string, carrying it back over index strings, ^
.  1
i* • '

28. Repeat operation 20. This makes Na Ruga Tinirau.
:'■ ■■■ 'vS::

24, rithdra* middle fingers and thumbs,

25. Thrust thumbs into index loops from distal direction and, picking

up radial little finger string on backs of thumbs, carry this string back

through index loops.

X

26. Repeat operation 20, This makes Tanena kore, akore kavega.
51 7

27. Pass thumbs tinder index strings, ' pick up ulnar little finger

string, carry it back under index strings.

28. Repeat operation 20, This makes Haupaki.

No. 88 f
Mageogeo

Seen at Takaroa, Taknpoto, Raroia, Napuka, Hao^ Identical trf.th Pifi

lau Aaaai of the Society Islands (Bandy, B.F, Bishop Mua. Bull. , p. 67,

fig. 86 a,^,d). See fig. 82. Has change to Ipu Tlare and to Honu Tane

'



and Vahine. Niuaes of these changes were not heard, Idontloal also with

Koukape and Ipu Ava Akaui in the U^quesas (Handy, B,P. Bishop Mas, Bull.

pp. 29-32, figs, 12 The Anaa chant is;

^^Mageogeo, te mageogeo,

Aragaraga, te aragaraga,

Kohihiroa te kohihiroa.

The Vahitahi chant is:

Mageogeo, mageogeo.

Hi toto ka rapa,

Te igoa taua fai nei e,

Fai no Hihi.

Ts W \ e. j
The Takoto chant.iis;

Hirau, hirau, kapeka, kapeka.

Mageogeo,

T«. raua -fai v>«.. c,
Mageogeo, Paea of Anaa says, was a person who was caught in the

web of Tukutukurahonui, the spider. The spider^ refusi;^ to let him go,

Mageogeo broke the xiet in his anger and freed himself. He took with him

some of the broken strands with which he made this fai, called liageogeo

in memory of him^

e



No. 33

Ifcituarere

^dentlcal with Tuare in the Society Islands, as given by Handy

(  , B.P. Bishop Jlus, Bull, 18, pp. 83, 84, fig. 41)^ except that at

the end the thujabs are released and the string pulled taut with a jerk.

yLk .m «., d - 'i?/f<j ̂
ua>5. y^jLJi.

See figs. S3 (1),(2),(3),,^^The Takaroa chant/isj " t

Na vahine tete

E noho ana i te pae ara

Tuare tuare takers hiti

Kereponaio, -V—

A Takapoto chant ist x -

Te noho ra Matuarere ■ *

I te pae ava, etc. .r "'■vfe':'
;. "I"' ■

An Anaa chant Isj ^ ^ ;ii.. r»i ■ >

Rekohiatu Matuarere ■ ■ ■■ . \sv

Ki te pae ava

Tuare tuare takers hiti '^i >• - "
•- : 'V- ■ .•

Talnmusaga kereponio.

Paea explains that Ifatuarere was a person who went to the side

of the lagoon pass to look for the arrival of canoes. When one came he

ran and dflt«e into the pass, swam under water, and emerged beside the canoe.



At Vahitahl we heard the following chants

Reko hia'tu Matuarere

E noho ana 1 te pae keka*

Tuareli tuarei* takerehiti* tau!

It is said, I/ntuarore

Sits by the side of the path.

At Reao the first figure la called Tapaka Nui. The stage where

the lower sides of the diamond are pulled down is called llataratara, and

the second figure is called Hamas, The figure la not worked befoM releas

ing into the last figure, which la called Te-tuarere-toku-tika, ^cciJ
SJJAjL 'c S OfVl 1-' 6 'VU'CHT V I \

No. 34

Korava Hiti

Uethod 1

This figure is called Korava Hiti at Vahitahi, Horahora at Anaa»

said Gigiti at Takoto^ ^a.

1, Opening A.

2, Pass thumba over index loop and under little finger loop and plok

up on the back of the thumba the little finger strings, bringing them over

the Index loop*

8* Insert Index fingers from distal direction Into tkisib loops and



rotating tha index fingers in an nlnar direction, pick up all strings ulnar

to them and release thumbs.

4, Work thumbs from proximal direction up into lowest index loop and

extend this loop between thumbs and indexes. Then thrust thumbs up

through all index loops except the distal loop and pass thumbs vinder the

distal tlnar index string. Now pinch tips of thumbs and indexes together

and rotate indexes in a radial direction (towards body) down through its

own loops and into the thumb loops and up, allowing all index loops and

thumb loops to fadl away* Extend the figure lightly. See fig. 34.

The Anaa ohant/ is:

Hora hia ki tai, ^

Te uru moe ga Vahieroa,

Ka tamaku, Kapue-huehue,

Kotia te fara kura.

In this chant, hora means to die, uru is a group of stones,

Vahieroa is the chaitb form of Vahivero, Kapuehuehue is the mother of

Vahieroa, Te-fare-kura is sdiere Vahieroa*s navel string was out.

Two years later Paea said that Horahora, hie name for the figure,

was the name of a bare piece of land (tahuna)where games were played, and

the figure was named after this place,



Ifethod 2 ■

Demonstrated at Vahltahi and called Korava twice twisted (hawlri pitl).

1-, Opening A.

2. Thumbs pick up from distal direction the ulnar index and then the

ulnar little finger string and then continue exactly as in Method 1, 8-4,

to complete the figure. . . z — -7- .

.

9 3 P Method 8

Shown at Vahitahi and called Korava once twisted.

1. Opening A*

2. Thrust thumbs into index loops from proximal direction, then pass

them over ulnar index string and under the little finger string, picking

them up. Then continue exactly as in Ifethod 1, 8-4, to complete the

figure.

Conversion of Korava into Tifai Ifimania

"^Korava may be converted into (kohiko hia) Manania in the following
manner,

A second person, facing the maker, conceives of the central diamond

as one boimded by a double string, and with his iwdscBsa he pushes inward

(from the point marked by arrow on the figure) the outer string until hit



73a

(Korava Hiti, method 2, — known as Torearea paite at Napiika).

1-3. Same as 1-3, Korava Hiti, Method 1,

k. Thrust thtimbs from proximal direction up into proxir:al

index loop and to ulnar side of ulnar index string. Press tips of thuriibs

and indexes together. Rotate indexes dox-ai through index loops, toward

body and up, - — as in operation ̂  of Korava Hiti, hmit^^llow.n©-~iopi^»'t-o :

5. Repeat operation For resulting figure see figm-e

(Lica roll , no. )



conception la clearly apparent. Then ho inserts his indexes into the in

verted triangles on either side of the upper half of the central diamond

botmded by a double string, and ho inserts his thumbs into the triangles

on either side of the lower half of the diamond.

/
^ The original maker then lets go his hold, and the new player

turns the tips of his indexes and thxxmbs from the proximal bide up into

the central diamond and eoctends. There is now a large central diamond

framed in a double-sided rectangle.

The thmba and indexes are now turned back into the new central

diamond from the distal side, and the figure extended. This makes Tifai

Manania.

I  •

No. 35

Horahora

Learned at Vahitahi. The start is the some as for Matuarere (no. 5S),

1. Opening A.

2. Thumbs pass under index loop »d up into little finger loop, taking

it off by rotating thumbs down towards body and up.

8. Little fingers hook down ulnar thumb stringi. Kindle fingers hook

down slightly the radial index string. Index pass over te near side of



■  ' J

:b^

f  I

■' ' .4,

radial thrniib stringa and carry them through index loops, releasing middle

fingers and thumbs* The resulting figtire has 9 diamonds*

The fai is identical with the Tahitian fai Runitu, as described by

f?
Handy ( , B.P* Bishop Mua, Bull. 18, pp. fl7-38, fig, 27), but the '>c^

method taught me is much simpler. The resulting figure is exactly like

the resulting figiu-e of the Hawaiian figure Thirteen I^es ( » B.P. Bishop.

MuS. Bull. 54, p. 81, fig, 39), though the method of making each differs.

(Note: fig. 89, of the Hawaiian fai, is incorrectly drawn). The chant iss^

Horahora hia mai te puta o Fatukore

Aue paneke paha vau ki te puta e Euporu, ^

V

No. 56

Puriri
• m'r.

Learned at Vahitahi* called Te-ure-o-Tiki at Fangatau,

1. Opening A.

2. Transfer index loop to ring fingers and thumb loop to middle fin«>

gers. Biske a rum index loop by turning right index into middle finger

loop from above and taking a downward, radial twist, then picking up with

left index and extending the loop around right index.

3. Using the opposite hand to assist, pick up index loop md slip it



suroimd both middle finger and ring finger. Do the same with the little

finger loop..

4. With the opposite hand pick up the proximal radial middle finger

string near middle f inger and drop it between middle finger and ring finger.

5. With opposite hand pick up the proximal ulnar ring finger string

and drop it between middle finger and ring finger.

6. Of the strings stretched from hand to hand there is a proadmal

double tincrossed string between ring and middle fingers; pick this up from

1  proximal direction and draw it out with mouth. Push hands away from mouth

and let them come together. Now draw out all fingers and pinch the bundle

of four double loops at their stem, with the right hand, and hold the

mouth loop in left hand.

No. 37

Na Puroro

jEearned at Vahitahi, where by some it is called Peketu. The

figure, as it is at the end of operation 6, is known as Kahui (Pandanus

Food) oi* Kahuri Fara (Btmch of Paindanua di^upes) at Reao^ It is as far as

they go with this figure.

1*B. Exactly as in 1*6 of Puriri (no. 56), except in 8, i^ere a new



7 1
H  '

thunib loop may be made in place of a new index loop.

6# Insert indexes from distal direction into middle finger loops, and

little fingers from distal direction into ring finger loops and, removing

middle and ring fingers, extend. The double string running across the

proximal side of the figure and bisecting it is pulled up by the mouth,

at Reao, and is called a stem (tariga),

7, Rotate indexes towards body then from proximal direction between

two erossing strings irtiich bisect the -figure longitudinally, and pick up

the uppermost string in continuing the rotation to en upright position.

'  i'l X 8, (Thuiid>8 take lower string and little fingers are released. The

®  resulting figure is like a four-leafed clover. This last movement was

not recorded in sufficient detail to make). The chant is:

^ Ha puroro,

Hiaki ana te hi vavas,

Tuku iho ana te hi vavaei

Ha puroro te numiga,

Tu iho te tbhe,
♦

Honiammi te vae roha.

■



No* 38
4

Kahuri Fara

Seen only at Reao: kahuri* hunoh, drupel fara, Pandanue; kahuri

fara, Pandanue fruit. Made in the same way as Ha Pturoro, as far as oper

ation 6, but with one extra finger of each hand brought into action. It

,  r is called Kahuri Fcura, double (parua) by the natives of Reao to distin-

\  guish it from the other.

W-. •; •;

.'iv

1, evening A,

2, Transfer index loop to ring fingers, thxrab loop to middle fingers.

Make a new index loop and then a new thimib loop by inserting right digit

into loop ulnar to it, pick up the radial string by a downward and up

twist (towards body), inserting left digit into this loop wrapped around

the right, and extending,

3, Transfer thumb loops to index, middle, and ring fingers, then

transfer little finger loop to the same fingers,

4, With opposite hand lift up and over index and off between index and

middle finger, the lowest stringi do likewise with ring finger and then

middle finger. There is a loop now over the dorsal two strings, between

index and siiddle finger and middle finger and ring finger,

^  5, With opposite hand pull out the palnar middle finger string, then



grasp all loops naar fingers and slip the three different loops off, give

them a half tilnar twist and insert the thumb, index, and middle finger

into the loops, beginning with thmb and inserting it into former

loop.

6, The figure has a double string running between thumb and index ■

fingers and another between index and middle fingers. Pull these strings

out with mouth, making the two taringa ̂ bunch stems of the bunch of

Pandanus fruit). Just before pulling out strings say "Kahui puku"(green

'P Pfl^ndanus fruit)j then on pulling out say "Kanakana" (ripening), then

•Wawa" (ripe).

Ho. 39

Keri Eaxioe (Squid Hole)

1« Opening A.

e« Twist left hand outward, down, towards body, and up, palm upward.

Wtbb left indsx finger pick up from distal aide and take of right index

loop<

8, Return left hand to original position, Thsi ohant/isi
A  ̂

la te kanos,

Sa teka naa mal«

E hapat atu ra vau u 1 •«
'.T' ■



Oh( squid* glide out*

I will carry you, 7°^

■;• ■ .w

V-w^:-

K

No, 40

Kaki

1. Double loop and place it around neck.

jr
2, TiTith right hand pull out one loop and place

^ PyiiU^K \ '
theHrhradr-emdHbi^tl© "fJngor'^ofHt^ hand eti»4jMit»-it-iqaaaL:£Mua -the dorsiT'

■  -w-

a-id9"T5r theseTtngersr-auross t!iB~pal»,

■'.:.'-j^'- '': -U-i»w,oA-

A,
.  3, With right hand take thej^little finger-neeis^ string and wrap it a

fv'^-. .*^1^' ■ number of times around left thuWb and little finger*

,^^,X r.* . 4, Then with right hand take hold of the remaining neck loop aad

thread the end of it through the thumb-little finger loop from the distal

side. Withdraw^humb and little finger, •«# extondoW

This is made exactly like the Tahitian Moua Puta ( • B.P, Blehop
No

!lua. Bull, 10* pp. 02-63* fig, 52) referring to the mountain of that name,

Tb? -ftA'j- ..'.,
'  V

is probably an introduction from Tahiti, though it is known from one end

I? A\.\C O
/!

of the Tuamotus to the other*/'^ The chant at Vahitahi isi

lioua Puta haapii to reo fafaru} or

Taf*e mai to mou'a puta

Haapii mat te reo faranl.
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Let yoorpierced motuitaln oome.

Teaching the French Language,

No. 42

Tuna

Thi« is the nythical eel, Tuna, figuring in so many tales.

The figure is made almost exactly like the Society Iclande figure,

Tfoua Puta, as described by Handy ( , Bishop Jtus. Bull. 18, p. 63)

esccept that in ttie third movement the thani6« pass over the index loop to

pick up the little finger string, instead of under, as in the Society

Islands figure* The figure eas shovm mo by Paea of Anaa. At Reao it was

called Hive.

1, Opening A*

2, Twist each loop once by rotating the digits in the ulnar direction,

3, Pass thumbs over index loop, pick up on their dorsal sides the

radial little finger string and carry it back over to position.

4, Pass index fingers crrw distal radial thumb string and into proximal

thumb loop ai^ lift up on the backs of index fingers the proximal radial

thumb string, slipping off the thumbs the proximal thumb loops ( but taking

care to leave the distal leaps en). Rotate Indexes in ulnar direction once



t.* f ■

around ulnar index string# This last movement is simply to anchor the

string firmly to the index fingers.

5, Withdraw the thumbs and little fingers gently, leaving their loops

hanging. From the near side reach in through the thumb loops with little

fingers, and on their palmar sides pick up the little finger loops and pull

them through the pendant thumb loops,

6, Lift proximal index loops (with mouth or in any convenient way)

Op» Cr|'
over distal loop and ofjP--ea-4»-4:uiiaJL9op« Extend figure. See fig. 42.

The Anaa chant Isi

Eo tuna ki te pepenu ko roaroa,

Ka horo tipukupuku ki te mahiga haga.

0 Tuna of long head.

Wriggling along with cuinred tail.

v;» k>.*

The Faite chant isi

Eai hemo la ko tuna la,

Keria mal te keri hakari

Ki eri poa.

Ninanina hia, takataka hia,

Kiklri tia mai te gaere moka iraro.
k ' ■ ..t.

-JWii

■«, ,iv ■
. ■ , << '»■ ' - 'J'm/'-4

■ , -i' ; . V
" ■ sv. vr



No. 43

Keiga c Tuna (Bones of Tuna)

As shown ms by Paea of Anaa, this figure is identical with Te

ItI 0 Tuna as recorded by Handy ( « B.P. Bishop Mus. Bull. 18, p. 64),

See fig. 43, At Vahitahi it was called Keiga Tarava, Tetumu of Faito

gave me this chant for the figure;

Peka hia te ivi no Tuna, e ri,

E kua oti hia, peka hia.

v'; Ho, 44

Hre o Hiro

Shown Paea of Anaa.

1, Form single or dovible loop around a big too and backs of both hands,

2, Between thumb and forefinger of each hand pick up string running

to toe,

3, Slip dorsal'.hand strings over hands on to strings between hands

and toes. Arrange to represent the lire o Hiro (The Penus of Hiro),

Xe te are rea ki aragaraga ka taea te hutu kio togotogo.

Ka smu ai te rereka.

At T(M»itahi a very elaborate figure was made and called Te Ure o Tonga,

in whiek the male sexual organ was represented realistically.

tr -
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No. 45

Ha Paraoa (Two T.'hale.)

Sho"sm by Paea of Anaa, This is made exactly like the Fijian figure.

Fiji Caiioe, recorded by Homell ( , B.P. Bishop Mus, Bull. 39, p. 22)

and also exactly like the first part of Ipu Sloata, of Tonga, as -recorded

by Hornell ( , B.P. Bishop Mus. Bull. 39, p. 64)} but it is continued

to Te Nohohaga o Na Paraoa (The Habitat of the Two TShales) in the following

manner.

. . .

(f Replace indexiee by thumbs, InsertTlng thumbs from pfoximal dlrfwst4:on.

C  Insert little fingers from proximal direaction into small lateral

triangles, then, carrying the ulnar transverse string on their backs, insert

little fingers down into long loop and under outside string.

slip out toe and extend figure. -(Two diamondff).

^  Paea says this figure is made in ocmsmemoration of the two iriiales which

1

carried Hina to the land of Tinirau, and Kae to his hose* An Interesting,

'' ' ' *'

version of the figure, shown me by Paea, was made as follows.

1. ihit one end of loop over big toes.

2. Holding other end of loop in one hand, twist it on Itself.

8. Insert hands from proximal direction into the «&d ef the leop

netr body.

I



4. Rotate hands otrbwerd and damn so that the string is wrapped almost

completely aroimd the wrist*

5, Pass hands into toe loop from proximal dAreeltOh and between thumbs

and index fingers pick up toe string? and pull ̂  through wrist loops as

those are slipped off. Extend*^^;:;:^^ i fig?::^4ft*

No* 46

Fafarua (Devil Pish)

As shown by Paea of Anaa this is made in identically the same way as

tteks Ai o Eina* a Eswaiian figure, as described by Dickey ( , B*P.

Bishop Ibis. Bull* 45, pp, 142-145), The Tuamotuan chant, es g5,ron by Paea

of Anaa, isi

^  Fafarua te fafarua, karearea te karearea*

(Repeated once).

This figure is coatinttsd to Nohohaga Fafarua (Dwelling Place of the

Devil pish),

^[j^Replace index fingers by thumbs, inserting thumbs from proximal

direotion*

insert little fingers from proximal direction into small lateral

v;;-

• r ■* *

triengles, then, eariying the ulnar transverse string on their backs, turn



little fingers down into long loops and under the outside string.

Slip out too and extend. Let little finger loops fall off#

Insert^fingers into thumb loop from distal direction and, turning

hands with palms towards each other, extend gently. The resulting figure

consists of two central loops. SleeiPVifi •

Uo. 47 V

Rori (Sea Slug) ^ '

Shown by Paea of Anaa,

1, Place loop around toe andj^left hand<jNa(o

2, V:rap a loop once around the toe,

5, Insert right hand from proximal direction into hand-toe loop and

rotate to right in a complete rerolution, wrapping the string around the

■wrist.

4. Pass right hand over the left string, down around it, and up into
i  '

main loop from proximal direction.

6, Pick up with index finger and thumb of right hand, the etring

•wrapped aroxind the toe and pull it out towards the bod^jr,

6, Withdraw left hand, allowing left band loop to slip down towards

toe. Let dorsal hand string slip orer the hand and on to the hand-toe

r



loop. Arrange the figpre to form the two loops, fig, The chant isi

Ko rorl hotjhou geere, ki to rehoga,

Ka garo >i te varoga ko Havaiki,

Oh, Rorl, buried in the sand at the edge of the sand bank,

riioose yourself in the ooze ot Havaiki,

Ho. 48

Komo Ko Te Ariki (The King's T7ell)

Identical with the Marquesan figure, Hahaua, as recorded by

Handy ( , B.P. Bishop Mas, Bull. 18, pp, 48-50)| therefore identical

with I'a (The Fish) from Maupiti (Handy, B,P. Bishop Mus. Bull, 18, p, 49) ̂

Tohora (The Whale) as recorded by Anderson for New Zealand ( , H.Z.

Jour, Sci. Tol. 5, pp. 197-199), and Halo o Pole (House of Pelo) for

Hawaii, In Napuka and Raroia the figure is known by the name Paraoa, In

Raroia it is also known as Komo Hekeheke. Komo ko Te Ariki is the name

fikeo- C'f Oy'ACxa.

giren by fiuM of Anaa, who demonstrated it for me, fla says the large cen

tral square area represents the spring of the chief, and the four

formed in the comers, the komo hekeheke, for commoners.

At Anaa I showed this figure to a group of natives, who declared

that the KoBo io ,Te Ariki belonged to fol no, 46, and that the eorrect
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name for this figure was Na Fare (The Houses)* Paea also called the figure

Komo Rikiriki, saying that it was so called because the four little wells

in the comers represented the bathing pools of the commoners (tagata

rikiriki), o . Yf
na.f>

Ne» 19
j

Arero o Tavaira (Tnss^V'^ of Tavnkn)

r"'
Th^4a-tho name in AnaaTi(^Tavaka is a character in the legend

of Rata^ Called sis^y Fai Tahemo (Slip Figure) at Amanuy^V^
'V-Ka-o-JL o

^ ̂  1^ Double the^loop*x^ -^'-erCg( -u/v^K (£
Ip ̂^V^. t-i'V Ovwl •' hdWkV^TS ^

-®^i-drRep-the-JLuop~ia-each"hand» Insertiag-tbe f ingers from the "distal

sideT -but leawing the thumbs free #

% f>* Spread fingers of left hand as wide apart as possible, then turn

them upright, allowing the radial strings to fall between the index and

middle fingers, the ulnar strings between the ring md little fingers* 4

3 4* Turn palm of loft hand away from body* ̂ Pieh i«p little finger •'
-iA cJk,

on back of ̂ humb and turn palm again Inward.

/| pt "With left little finger pick up proximal left thumb strings (the

two that run from dorsal side of little finger and around the dorsal side

of thumb).



S  Twist loop between hands by tujmlng right hand/palm

X# ?ftth-xlehtrhaiid-t*ijr>i^ht-hand loop over-left index finger "^d

Iwt loop-fall fr«R-^right hand on to back of left hand,

^ fl. Lift off left thumb loops with the right thumb and index finger^

by''^le4djag--ef^|jj;h:e_Jj6fts4U»»6''>4oop»-bet*een theieMneyrfingerS^f the

/rigJjk'Tiaiid^ IMll the loop out to the right and let it fall so as to ap-

pear as in fig, This is the tongue of Tavsdca. r

ft* Carry the "tongue" up over to the back of the left hand, between

index and middle fingers, and let it fall free,

^  Be^swen index and thumb of right hand, pick up double palmar

strings sad pull out to right. This unravels all strings from left hand.

The tongue is the bait thrown out to take a certain demon-shark,

llien the line is pulled in (operation ̂ ), behold, the tongue has been

taken, - .

This fai is really the same as the "trick figure" described by

Bsody ( , B.P. Bishop ̂ s. Bull, 18, p, 62) for the Ifarquesas, and

the "hand slip trick described by Dickey ( , B.P. Bishop Iftis,

Bull, 54, p, 160) for Hawaii, However, the conoeption of making it, as

eonveyed to me by Paea of Anaa, seems to me much simpler. According to



^ 0

Dickey ( , B,P. Bishop Sftis, Bull, 54, p. 150), the figure is known

by the Eskimos of Point Hope, in Goodenough Island, Papua, as "sago palm"!

and in NqW Zealand,

The Anaa chant is; v : .

Ko te arero nui o Tavaka, ei tanoka ki to mago Roaiheikapu{

B! ka te neki ki Maugatefara,

The tongue of Tavaka is a bait for the shark Roaiheikapu,

The oven is heated at Maugatefara,

The story; Hitihiti and Rekareka go to spear this shark. The

first spear thrown is broken; the second wounded the shark, whieh new lies

on its side in the heavens (this shark is now the Milky Way) with the spear

in its side (the spear is represented by stars). Chagrined ah their lack

of success, they trhemsolvce go to the oven prep8u*ed for the shark and
/

throw themselves upon it. The tongue of Tavaka was ths only bait which

would attract this shark near enough to be speared,

No, 60

Tftura o Tavaka (Rope of Tavaka)

Taura o Tavaka is the name known at Anaat Na Raho Tava (The

Testicles of Tava) is the name known at Vahitahi, It is called Hamore

at Reao, It is here described as ihewn by Paea,

■ w



1, Opening A,

2t Transfer index loops to ring fingers»l^r^8ert,ing-ring--fliiger#

from pnoximal direction into index loops and withdrawing indexes.

3. Transfer thumb loops to middle fingers i^-inserting middle fingers

from groximal direction into thtsab loops suid-withdirawing iliujnbs,

4. Make a new index loop by inserting ri^it index from distal direction

into middle finger loop and picking up radial middle finger string by ro

tating index down, towi|i^s body, and up. Thrust loft index from proximal

side into loop wrapped around right index, and extend.

5. Pass thumbs under intervening strings and pick up ulnar little fin

ger string, bringing It back under intervening strings.

6. Insert thumbs into index loops from distal direction and pick up

ulnar index strings,

7. Pass thumbs over index strings and, inserting then into middle fin

ger loops from distal direction, pick up ulnar middle finger strings.

6, Pass thumbs over intervening strings and pick up radial little

finger atrings,

0, Insert indexes from distal direction into thxmb oorners and behind

paliaar strings. Pick up palmar string on backs of indexes. Release thumbs.



10, Thrust thumbs from proxi:nal direction into^. Index loops and take

them off on to thumbs,

11, Vv'ith the aid of the tips of the index finger and thumb of the oppo

site hand, pick up radial index string at index and, pulling it out, drop it

over thumb,

12. Navaho thiimbs,

13• Insert indexes from distal direction into small triangles in

thumb corners and, slipping out middle, ring, and little fingers, extend

figure by rotating indexes outward and up. The two inner "diamonds"

have a double string (forming a loop) tucked under their upper corner; .Pull

these out end, letting them hang, an^ge thsm to correspond to the illus

tration, fig,

No, 61

Ku Tami

Shown by Paea of Anaa, Identical up to, and including, the 4th move*

ment, with Okole-Amo, method C, of Hawaii ( , B.P. Bishop Mas, Bull,

B4, p. 119),

1, Position 1.

2, Index fingers pick up on dorsal sides the ulimr little linger

string.



5» Pass thtunbs over radial Index string (on distal side) and pick up

from proximal direction the little-finger-index-finger palmar string,

4» Navaho thuEibs. This resulting figure can be worked by spreading

and closing fingers.

6. Insert right thumb from proximal direction into left thumb loop

and withdraw left thumb. Insert left thumb from proximal direction into

proximal thumb loop and. drawing it out a little, pass distal right thumb

loop through loft thumb loop by turning right thumb down through left

loop. This results in exchanging thumb loops.

6, Point hands outward and, placing thumbs midway between index fingers

and thumbs; work figure by lateral pressure and release of pressure on

the part of the thumbs. The aim is the opening and shutting movement of

the central diamond. Sea fig, The Anaa chant isi

Kutani a kutami te hlka o te vahlne,

Kia mau mal hoki te reka ki tana hutu.

Kauehe, kua reka I

Tha 7ahitahi chant ist

Aora to taha koromiko*.



No. 52

Ki Faru

This is made exactly like Kutami (no. 51) up to and including

SJ.

the 4th moTement, but it is made on one hand only. See fig, 55, It is

fi £•

worked by spreading and closing the fignores to the chantj

Ki fsurufani te tupoupou,^

ki farufaru te tupoupou, " '

e e ka kapira, ka kapi ra,

^ open up
buttocks

,5>^fill

No, 55 • ■

Ko Poka (Crossed)

Shown by Paeu of AnsA, See fig, 55, Identical with the slip trick,

Keleopa, of Hawaii, described by Dickey ( , B.P. Bishop Mas. Bull,

54, p, 151), This trick is now made all over the world. It is known at

Vahitahi, where it is simply called a fai taheme (slip trick).

No. 54

Te Ansi o Te Mago (Csve of the Sharks),

Shown by Psea of Anna,

1, Grasp loop la left hand. >
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2. Tith rigjit hand take either left or i^ight string emd form a loop

about three inches in diameter.

3. Gi^sping the Juncture of the loop between thumb and index of left

hsind, to free ri^t hemd, with thumb and index of right hand make a con^lete

twiet of the string running to the right aroimd -the string running to the

left. Reach into the loop with the right hand from the opposite aide and,

taking hold of the string leading off to the right, pull it through the

loop until the loop is suspended between (and around) the upper and lower

string of one end of the main loop.

4. In the same manner form a loop on -ttie other end of the main loop.

See fig. 54.

r4?:

Ko »ago koe ki te ma koveoweo, / • | j , ..
■  ; . ■ 1 ' /' ■ V

mhlga o Hina*tepipiro. . ~ '

Tqu shark in the oawe '

stinking with the urine of Hina-tepoporo.

Marama Hlti Iruga la eonrerted into this figure. See fai no.

Vo. 56

Maul

*+' ■

This fai, with fai Turl» is to be counted among the olassieal



qS,

string figures of the Tuamotus, No one was considered skilled in ttie

making of string figures unless he could make these# I saw this figiare

as fsir east as Yahitahii but noTshere did I hear the names given for each

stage by Paea of Anaa, who demonstrated the figure for me, and I did not

hoar elsevrhere the chants he gave.

a. Te Popouga o Maul (The Eouse of Maui),

1« Opening A.

2, Insert indexes from distal side into little finger loop and, rota

ting them down to7rardB the body, and up, carry the radial little finger

string on their palmar sides under the index loop and up, releasing little
A

fingers, Tha-J^ittla-finger leep if aew cenwerted Into a distal Indea leep,

3. Insert little fingers fjrbm distal direction into index loop, then

-O
.  Hold doxm radial thumb str^e againfirom proximal direction into thumb loop, ReXWse Uiuiiibe Slid Uxtemd fl^
palms and release thumb.

we* The central field of the figure consists of two diamonds. See

.\

fig, E5,ja, The chant with this figure Isi

Ka tlka klo tiiru,

Ka tika kio mara^i,

Kaoi^ to tike fco te popouoga o '%ul

S rakorako hia.

wV'"...

K



b« Te Marae o l&ui (Maul *8 l^ae)

4. This next more results in wrapping the strings forming the outer

comer of each of the two diamonds around each other.

Insert thumbs from proximal direction into each little finger

loop« then from the distal side into each diamond (the left thumb into

left diamond, the right thumb into right diamond). Extend thumbs towards

body and slip off from the little fingers the single radial string running

fron one to the other. Insert little fingers from proximal side into

thumb loops and take thumb loops off on to thsm. The result is the two-

diamond figure. See fig, 65,b.

e, Na Konao Tunikiga o Maul (The back rest atones of l^ul)

6, Insert thuiiibs again into little finger triangles and pull off the

proximal little finger loops on to the thumbs by pressing outward with

balls of thuodbs and th«ti bringing the thumbs backward towards the body,

V' i

6, Insert thumbs fx^m proximal direction behind the doubly index-

ntttre-f inger strings and bring these strings through the thumb loop by

turning thumbs back into the thumb loop. Release indexes,

T, Insert index fingers near thumbs between proximal and distal ulnar



thunib strings. Release thumbs and extend. See fig. 55*jb.(^z}

d, Te Haga Taura El Here Kiai Te Hana (The Ropes •whicjj Roosed the Reck of the Sun.),

8. Prom center of figure a string runs horizontally to each side.

TVith thumbs push this string up towards indexes so that the resulting

figure consists of two central diamonds held cut at each side by a lateral

triangle, whose base is the side bounding string of the figure. See

fig, 55,^ (2). The figure in this shape is called Opahi in Tahiti ,

3.P, Bishop Mus. Bull. 18, pp. 6ffl»61, fig. 30. In Altutakl it is called

Rau Rape , B.P. Bishop liUs. Bull. « p. 330, fig, 280),

9» Insert thumbs into lateral triangles above referred to (at 1, fig»

55,^ (2), pick up ulnar (or upper) bounding string (2, fig. B6,£ fZj of

the latezal triangles on dorsal side of thumbs, and extend thumbs towards

body,

10, Exchange thumb loops in this manners Insert right thunib from

proximal aide into left thumb loop and take off on to right thtmb. Insert

left thumb into proximal right thumb loop and take this loop only off on to

left thumb*

11, Insert thumbs from proximal side into Index loops and bring radial



IndMt string through thxaiib loops "by turning thumbs towards body, back into

tbKdBb loops. Release index fingers. Insert index fingers from proximal

side into thumb loops, and exfcend, See fig. 55,^,

e, Ko Maui Raua Ko Ri (Uaui and Ri)

12. On back of left thumb pick and bring back the string marked 1,

fig. 65,d (the loft end of the radial little finger string that runs from

right little finger aoross to left side of figure), With right thumb

pick up corresponding string on ri^t side of figure, the string marked

2, In fig. 65,^.

18, Insert loft thumb from proximal side into right thumb loop and

take off on to left thumb. Insert right thumb from proximal direction

into left thvmib loops and extend thumbs,

14, Repsat operation 11, This figure is like fig, 65,0^, except for

the two loops around the index loop,

Ri was a friend and assistant of Maul. Rl failed to do his part}

and Maui, in anger, grabbed him first by the xioee, pulling it out, then by

the ears, pulling them out, then by the posteriors, pulling sut a tail.

Thus was fomeed the first dog, u*ri«



/O

f. Te Puuiga o Maul (The Hiding of Haul)

15, Insert thumbs from proximal eld© into upper latoral loops around

i'S e-.
the index loops (see fig, 62,^) and bring the inner strings of the loops

back on the thumbs,

16, Repeat operation 10,

17, Repeat operation 11. ^ ̂

•  g. Te Kota Haga o te Hona (The Securing of the Sun)

18, On back of right thumb pick up and bring back the string narked

1 in fig. 55,^ (the string running from central upper "V* to i*ight side

of the figure). On back of left thumb pick up and bring back the

string marked 2 in figure 55,^ (the corresponding string on left side

of figure),

19, Repeat operation 11, See fig.

This is the chant with it:

Taku taura nei ra ko takai marama kl here kie te nohi ka o Atea,

To unravel the figure at this point insert thumbs into the lateral

triangles above little finger loops, release index fingers, and extend.



h. Hana o Llaui (Sm of ISaui)

JL
20. Insert left thumb from proximal side into triangle 1 of fig.

55,£ (the triangle to the right of central inverted "V") and on the ball

k

of -uhxanb pick up the string marked 2 in the figure (the right side of the

central inrei^d "V*). Pull this string outward towards the left and a

little towards the body. Now reach in with the right thumb and, inserting

1

this thtanb into triangle 3 (to the left of the central inverted "T"), pick

2

vcp string 4 on ball of thumb and pull it tovmrds the right and a little

towards the body (these are very difficult movements). Turn thumbs upward

80 that each bears a twisted loop.

21, Repeat operation 11. See fig. Sb.ii.

i. Kavake o Maui (Moon of Uaui)

22. Insert thumbs from proximal side into place narked 1 In fig. 55,h^,

that is. between the bounding strings of the lower half of the central
f

diamond. On backs of thumbs pick up and bring towards the body the upper

strings, 2 In the figure.

23. Repeat operation 13. -Wy ~

24» Repeat operation 11.



To unravel the figure insert thumbs from proxtSal side into little

finger loops and, releasing indexes, pull sideways with gentle agitation.

Conversion of Maui into Puhaga Toto '

At Amanu and Vahitahi, and also at Anaa, I saw a variant of

the figure lAui which, at Vahitahi, was convertible into Puhaga Toto,

fai no. 25. In this variant the stages from 1 to 19, as shown by Paea,

are followed, Th4 figure which has then emerged is called "The Noosing

of Maui*8 Neck," Beginning with this figure, 55,£» the movements are

as followst

20. Insert thumbs into little triangles Just above little finger

loops and pick up and pull out on backs of thumbs the upper inner bound*

ing string of triangles,

21. Repeat operation 10.

22. Repeat operation 11.

?
28. Repeat operation 12. ■

t4. Repeat operation 13.

25, Repeat operation 11,

The upright loops on either side of Uaui are the "tiai"of Maui,



'  ■ , ir
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the "soldiers'* irtio tied the neok of Maul.

The figure is converted into Puhaga Toto (no. 25) in the following

Hiaimer;

.  lEkl 4tVl^V«MW AYAfl ^TISAT*^ ^1. Lay hands on lap, palms upward, ^i^lthdraw Indexes insert ilMin

^-1, ^

sU-wj^ 'ivc.'2. -vW-ex -(<rT,Y=)'* 'Co -{.e-fft -^vjyiz
fiager-toopB; -.Extend.-- MMfiJxxr<M^szA .

2, Rotate little fingers towards body and up. This makes a little

finger tmd an index loop.

3. Pass thumbs proxiraally to all strings and with backs of thumbs

■ur'

from ulnar side pick up ulnar little finger string and bring it back . ■
•  '''Vf

am

with thxinibs proximal to all strings.

►

4. Continue now aa from operation 3 on in Ptihaga Toto (fai, no. 26),

i.e., as in the Hawaiian figure Four Eyes A, Method no. 2 ,

B.P. Bishop Mas. Bull. 54, p. 28).

No. 66

*«Moko (Lissard) _ < , 7- ... j—
usJ^ fiie^nsari

^  *
This method was shown ns by Paea of Anaa.

1. Opening A.



I

8, Insert Index fingers fra-n -oroxlmal direction into little finger

loop and pick Up ulnar little finger string.

3. Insert index fingers from prexifflal side into thumb loops and take

^ them off on to indexes,

5  4, Rotating the index fingers in ulnar direction, pick up on their

palmar aides the radial little finger strings and continue the full rota

tion to position,

5» Insert thumbs into index loops from distal aide and taken them

off on to -l^humbs. See fig. 56,^.

5

lo

b» Te Mohohaga o aa Moku (Dvelllng Place of the Lissard)

6. Rotate index fingers in ulnar direction, pick up on their palmar

sides the ulnar little finger stringj carry the index fingers over end

into thumb loops from distal side I rotate index fingers outward and up

ward, picking up on their dorsal sides the double ulnar thumb strings,

and withdrawing thumbs.

7. Rotating the index fingers In an ulnar dli^etion, insert them

into little finger loops from the distal side emd, picking up the radial

little finger strings on the palmar sides of indexes, rotate lodexes



-■A, V.U n <0
V  1« •«*!> ir''-'

'  *.' y%. •

towards the "body and upward, fWithdraw little fingeray. Insert thumbs : .
—  ._ f \

'^from proximal direction into index loops, then 8pi*ead thumbs and indexes

as wide apart as possible. See fig, 56,T5,

c. Moko Horohoro (Running Lizzard)

8, Insert little fingers from proximal side into central "7", and

on their palmar side pull down the strings which form the sides of the

"7" (the left little finger the left side string, the right, the right

side string. Withdraw index fingers and extend. See fig, 56,£. It

i^alled Kuonl at Amanu and Vahitahij Te Tohe a Kurirl (The Robbing of
the Tall of the Kuriri Bird) at Takoto./

TJ^ to thlB point the fonnatipn of the figure is exactly like the

hdo*o of the Society Islands, as recorded by Handy ( , B.P. Bishop
/

Mus, Bull, 10, p, 66) and the fl^re Mo'o-iki, Method 2, of Hawaii, re-

corded by Dickey ( , B.P. Bishop ttis. Bull, 54, pp. 47-49) and

the figure Uoti or Mouti of Nsw Zealand, as recorded by Andersen (

Jour, of Sci, and Tec., vol, 5, pp. 88, 89),

9, The figtare Is pat into action by inserting the left index finger

from the proximal direetion into left lower corner of figure and running



I bh

the outer boundary of the string in a counter-olockiriae direction by in-

Borting the right hand into the right aide of the figure from the distal

direction and pulling with the little finger. After the loft double loop

hae passed over the left index, it is run back to its original position

by pulling with the right index and right thuaib. The right loop repre

sents the head, and the left loop, the testicles of the liEiard. This

is called Moko Horohoro (Running Liseard), See fig. 70, It is pulled

back and forth to the acoompaniment of the chantt

A horohoro ra mo'oj

To tatuketuke ra mokoi

Kua reka, kua reka no moko e.

The Takaroa chant is:

A horohoro raa mooi

Te a'ua'u mo'oi

A horo rate, a horo rate,

A horo ra mo'o.

The Taketo chant is:

E upoko ti, e upoko ta,

Te rare mal to te pahijtena.

Tirotiro anai oe.

Ifethod 2 . /ta

A less adroit method of making the figure was tMkght ine by an

old lady of Takaroa and was shown ms again at Vahitahi, Dp to the 7th

operation the movements are the same, but at the 7th the index loop is



twisted on itself by rotating completely the index fingers in an ulnar

direction. Then:

8. Insert thunibs into little finger loops from proximal direction

and return with radial little finger string on their backs,

9. Insert little fingers from proximal direction into index loops

and press radial index strings down on palms. Release thumbs and extend.

10. Substitute thumbs for little fingers by thrusting thumbs through

from proximal side.

11. Continue as in operation 8 of Moko (no. 86.o_) and all following

operations to the end.

The woBwin, who dwaonstrated It slid the figure with the left hand

instead of the right*

iniea in the movement.the index loops, instead of being twisted

in an ulxtar direction as in the above fai. are twisted In the radial di»

reotion to continue on to Komo Riklrikl and the Turi^ '^en all steps in

the above fai. as made by the old Takaroa woman, must be followed to ooo*

tlnue the figure. No short-outs are possible. Hense this method is prob

ably the original way of making ̂ ko. the short-cut known everywhere else

in Polynesia being of later adoption. On the other hand, the inlluence of



the Turi fal may Yrell liave caused the woman to forget the short-cut t

She was an hour trying to reitiemher the fal, Moko Horohoro»

Uethod 3

At Vahitahl I ims told of three methods of making this figure.

Two of them proved to "be the two methods so far described. In the third

the operations are exactly the sane as in Method 1, except that in oper

ation 2jindex fingers pick up on backs both little finger strings. In

the movement it is only necessary to irotate the index fingers in the

ulnar direction one complete revolution. In the 8th movement insert

little fingers from radial side between the proximal and distal index

string, which runs from indexes to center of opposite side of figurei

then pull down between the px^jximal and distal index strings with the

palmar sides of little fingers, the strings which form the side of the

central "V", Just as in operation 8.

-  .

J.

-  <k j.
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/t-^ 7^ f ̂  ̂
Mefeo Iluyu Tui'eu (Liaaai-d vrlth Dig Ctomaoh).

«v^ / yu iT-^-o ̂  ff-\ >1~ er-A- a
^ er-f o J A—j ">*->. o <1—/

Demonstrated by Paea of Anaa,

tdJlZ

l-6« Exactly as 1 to 6 in Moko Cno« 56).

7, Rotate the index fingers radially, making a complete revolution.

thus twisting the index loops once on themselves.
^  .-. |V^ ' _ 'f- " t

8. ■^ith thuniba^ick up radial little finger strings.

9« Insert little fingers from proximal direction into index loops

and with palmar side of little fingers pull the i^dial index strings down

on the palms, releasing the thuiriba.and extending the figure. Paea called

this Komo Riklrikl (little TOters or springe). See fig, 57 (1),

10, Replace little fingers by thumbs. Insert little fingers from

proximal direction into the left and right of the two upper central dia

monds of Komo Rlkiriki, See 1, fig# 57 ClO>, On their palmar eides pvill

down outer radial strings (see 2 in the fig.) on the palms end, releas

ing index fingers, extend,

11, With index fingers pick up ulnar thumb string which runs straight

from tfaUMib to thttMb and, releasing th^^mbH, extend. Roe f g, 57 (2),

■  • exiled Ea Tariga Moko (Lisaard Ears) at Vahitahl^



To continue this fitAJre into the Turi series, revert to Moko Puna

(no. by inserting thumbs in the comers of the large diamond end
A

pulling out the loops at each side corner by tugging laterally and relaas-

ing the index fingers and by vrf-thdrawing little fingers and re^iaaerting

from opposite direction. !Tow continue as explained in the Turi series,

7^^ —4<r-^ e> " -

j _iz j Jl. ^

No. 58

Turi

This stands at the head of the Tnamotuan classical fal known today

in the western pairt of the Tuamotue. It wss *iot known at Vahitahi but I

saw it at liao. It can bo made a Cvontinuation of Moko* (no. 56)or Ifoku

iEoptt-TereUr (no. 67) by reverting these to Moko Puna,(no. 66,^. This re

vision is done simply by reinserting little ringsrs

of the figures from the opposite, the proximal, direction and by insert

ing thumbs into the corners of the large central diamond or triangle and

then pulling out the loops at the side by lateral tugging and by withdraw

ing Index fingers,

As shown by Paea of Anaa, Turi is made in the following Manner)

I



1 1

1»5, As in 1 to 5 in Moko Punsj (no, 56,£) and resulting in this

figure.

6-9. As in 6 to 9 in Moko (no. 57) and resulting in the

•tri 0/figure I KOT^J^ir lid#

a. Te Poupouoga o Turi (The Canoe Shed of Turi)

Cj 10. Insert thuinhs from proximal direction into central discnond

(1, fig. 57 [ll^. Bending first joint of thumbs outvrard towards the sides,

pick up on the palmar side of thumbs the upper (radial) bounding strings

of the diamond; the left thumb picking up the left string and right thumb,

the right string. With the thumbs pull these strings outward towards the

sides. Now insert thumbs into index loops from paroxlmal direction. On

backs of thumbs carry radial index strings into thuiab loops by turning

thnnbs back into loops. Release index fingers. Insert index fingers

into tlMDib loops from the distal side, taking thumCb loops off on to them.

See fig. 58,a. The chant ist

/Taku popouoga ra, ko te puniga la o Turi.

Ka puagiagi ̂ na natagi Putaginui.

J^puagiaglj to coo)



V-

b, Ka Pofaki o Turi (The llarae Stones of Turi)

11. Insert thumbs up between the two base strings (at 1, fig. 58,a)

of the two upright triangles, so that near string lies on radial side

of thumbj pull out this near string,

^l. 12, Thrust left thumb from proxlnal side into right thumb loop and

take off on to left thumb. Insert right thumb from proximal side into

f  ' ''
left thumb loops and extend thumbs, "x"i '

1^, IS. Insert thxmibs into index loops from proximal direction and on

backs of thumbs carry radial index strings into thumb loop by turning

thumbs back into their loops. Release index fingers and extend. Insert

index fingers from proximal direction into thumb loops and take them off

on to indexes,

13 14, Insert thumbs from proximal direction into central "V", and on

balls of thumbs pick up the sides of the "V* and pull them out to the

sides of the figure,

l.\,^ 15, Repeat operation 15. Fee fig, 58,^, The ohant iei

Ko te Biarae pofaki ki te tui^ga o Tui*i,

Ki te matagi Putagirua,

T  ' ■ ' "

turagai dwelling place, X



c« T© Nohoraga o Turi (The Pwelliug Place of Turi)

16* Wrapped around the base of each of the two representations of

axi upright stone of a marae, and at the soine time wrapped around the

little finger loops, is a loop. Between thumb and middle finger of the

right hand reach over and pull outward the left loop by its far 8idG,j,^at

point marked 1 in fig. 58,b, Slip this loop over left thumb, ITovr, be»

tween thumb and middle finger of the left hand, reach over and pull out-

word the right loop by its far side, at the point marked 2, in the figure.

Slip this loop over right thumb.

17, Exchange thumb loops in this manner; insert right thumb from

proximal side into left thumb loop and take off on to right thumb. In*,

sert left thumb into proximal right thumb loop and take this loop only

off the right thumb on to the left.

18. Withdraw left Index finger from upper left (radial) oomer of

figure and, dropping the loop extending between little finger and index

finger, reinsert the index finger Into comer. Do likewise with right

index and upper right corner of figure.

19, Repeat operation 18* See fig. 56,o. The ehant Isi

,, -ii-

leboraga tuturu mau ko Turi,

Kl te hilEa aauga kl na kaho*



d. Te Marao o Turl (BJarae of Turi)

„  20, The lower aides of the large diamond are bounded by three atrings,

■JVith thumbs pick up, from distal direction, one of these three strings

(see a, fig, 75) neeurest the operator,

21, Insert left thumb from proximal direction into right thumb loop
\C\

and teike this loop off on to left thumb. Insert right thumb from prox

imal side into left thumb loop and extend thtimbs,

22, Repeat operation 13, See fig, 58,d. The chant is:

Taku marae numinumi, kahaeai^ki i*uga 1 hae ragl,
Nohoraga o Turi,

L/'kahaea: looking upward

e. Turi e Moehau (Turl and Moehau)

23, With thumbs pick up lower bounding string (I, fig, 68,^) of large

central diamond,

24, Repeat operation 18,

25, The upper half of original lar||e dentral diamond is formed by a

double string (see 2, fig, 66,^), bith left thumb pick up the left near

boundary string near the point where it croeses o^r to the far side of

ulnar index string. With right thumb now pick up the right near boundary

string.



26. Repeat operation 13. Tiiri and Moehau are represented by the two

upright loops. Cge fig. 58,0^.

Turi e Tona iSoe, Moehau e Tona Noe

(Shadows of Turi and Moehau)

27, Insert thumbs from proximal direction into horizontal loops to

left and right of two vertical loops (1, fig. ). Pull out the near

string on backa of thumbs.

28, Repeat operation 17.

;?7 29. Repeat operation IS.

Sg' SO, There is now a smaller central diamond bisected by two upright

loops and bounded by a double string. Insert left thmb from proximal

direction between^left pair of bounary strings, and right thumb between

right. Pull out near string,

1 1

31. Repeat operation 12.

to

If) S2. Repeat operation IS, See fig, 58,f.

f

The two upright loops on the left represent Turi and his shadow}

those on che right, Moehau and his shadow.



g, Mou's o Turi e Moehau (Mountains of Turi sm<i Ubshau)

33* Insert thumbs into small inverted triaoiglea (1, fig» 58,^) near

little fingers and, withdrawing index fingers, replace the thumbs by

them. Extend figure by tugging gently at the sifies. Fee fig, B8,£.

34. To uniravel figure pick up index string between the lips at the

point between the two mountain peaks. Slip out all fingers and let loop

hang. Insert hands froJ^side into loop near mouth. Unravel the tangle

by pulling laterally.

No.59

Kahegahega

Seen at Vahitahl.

a. Open

This is made exactly like the Tahitian fal, Te Tumu o Te Papa,

Vahia, as described by Handy ( , B.P. Bishop ''lus. Bull. 18, pn, 7S-TB,

figs. 37, ja, b).

b* Looked

1* Opening A.

pxjK
2, Release thumbs. Insert right thumb from Mstal diirection Into



I

'■ >r,
7.

n •-

index loop ana talce a radial twisty Ineert left thumb into loop wrapped

around right thTunb and extend. This makes a new thumb loop, differing

from iiie first in having a twist in it.

6' * How continue exactly as in Kahegahega Hemo, after opening A.

No. 60

Haveke Tinihi

Seen at Anaa.

Make the Tahitian fai, Te Tumu o Te Papa, as described by Handy

{  , B,P. Bishop Mus, Bull, 18, pp. 73-75, fig. 37,a), In each index

corner of the figure is a small triangle. Reach in with the thumbs.

pick up axid pull out base string of these triangles. This makes the canoe.

No. 61

Na Fare Turu

This fai Is identical with the figure Te Fare of the Society Is

lands, as described by Bandy ( , B.P* Bishop lAis, Bull, 18, p, 91)

sxcept for very minor variations and a continuation of the fai to Fare

Ifutu (House Cut Apart) by one further movemont. It seems to be known

everywhere in the Ttuunetus, I first saw it at Vahitahi.

- yrc A-e> .



1, Position 1,

2, Form another loop, which will be a wrist loop, by allowing tha

present loop to hang slack, passing left hand over ulnar little finger

string do^m, and up into the loop from proximal direction. How thrust

right hand up into proximal left palmar loop hanging from left hEmd,

3-12, Exactly as described by Handy in operations 4 to 14 ( ,

B,P. Bishop ?!us. Bull, 18, p, 31),

14, Ti.lth baoks of thumbs oatch up radial little finger string and

t

pull it out. This string now forms the roof of the house,

18, Fare Mutu is formed by releasing thumbs and working the two

halves of the figure well apart.

/! The chant/^i8 j

Ara turu au ra i to hare ki te kau harega^^^

Ka ara turu atu ki te moae, e,

Kura koe iafcu ki te puta o Orovaru I

3^ kauparega> place where waves deflected by a small islet meet on the other
Tldeand^reak against each other.

No. 62

Kotuku (Heron)

This is a figure known sverywnere in the Tuamotus,



1« Position 1 vrith the loop turnod a half-twistj i.e.* with strings

crossing in niddle.

2, Index fingers pick np palmar strings as in proceeding to opening A,

3» A second person inserts^from distal side^a stick about the sise

of a pencil into the center of the index loop and against the crossing

strings at the point ̂ here they cross,

4, Peloace index fingers and allow loops to catch and hold the stick

at right angles tdille its butt rests against the croasing strings,

- A

fS

The chant/ learned at Taikoto,-goea-i
A  A

Te noho mai ra te kotuku i te pae aria>

Kai tana kokoroue,

Kai tana ririhau.

.'/i

:  S.T,', a » ."sv,!

sfe-. 4
. A- ■-•y T
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No. 63 ,

iiarana Hiti ki Ruga (Rising Moon)

Rooorded at Vahitahx.

a. i;hort Method

This short inothod is called Uarama Hiti ki liuga Poto (poto: short).

1. Opening A.

fTOxn proriri^lj direction
2, Pass thumbs over index strings an pick up^ little finger string.

3. Indexes pick up ulnor thunib string, Withdraw thumbs,

4, ^rmat thumbs jfrom proximal dip<*uti«n into distal index looj^ and,
releasing little fingers, extend figure by spreading thumbs and index

fingers apart, ^

See fig. ^
b. Long Itethod

3  3
l-.^» Exactly like 1 to of
4

k. Thrust thumbs into dlctal Index loops from proximal direction

and take them off on to thumbs,

5
k* T'ith thro© outer fignors, Insortlng them into index loops from

proKimal direction, hook down radial index string and ulnar thumtistrlng.

Pass indexes over radial thumb string and, picking it up oa sides of in

dexes, pass it through index loops, withdrawing thumbs.



6
p. Thrust thuribs into little finger loops in the direction opposed

to the little fingers and on their becks pick up the radial little finger

string (the one rxanning straight from little finger to little finger),

7
jB« Drop index loops from index fingers. Put tips of indexes and

thumbs together and transfer thumb loop to indexes,

8

Pick up ulnar index string in middle with mouth, then turn indexes

inward, then into lateral triangles (there are two triangles) and outward,

picking up on backs of indexes the outside bounding strings of the triangles.

9

IPP* T.ithdraw little fiagore end reinsert them and other outer fingers

distal Drop cord from mouth and
of hand into index loop from psesamal direction and extend^ See fig. hang.

See fig, „ 1 ,
Ho. 64 M

\^°>-

Mar^Hlti ki Raro (Setting Moon)

1

1, Opening A,

2, Index fingers enter thwab loops from piroxliital direction and take

them off on to indexes.

i

8, Thumbs pass under index loops and pick up 'radial little finger

string, }

4, Thumbs then pick up distal radial index stiring.



B« Navaho thumbs.

6, Release distal index loops.

7-9, Repeat movements 2, S, and 4, respectively.

10, Allow distal loops of indexes to slip off,

11, T.'ith middle ring, and little fingers enter index loops fi^

proximal direction and, pressing down radial string and uluajr string,

pass index fingers over the distal radial thumb string and pick it up on

sides of indexes, carrying it through the index loops, withdrawing thumbs.

12, Tiithdrawing middle and ring fingers, stretch figure taut and
1

then thrust thumbs into index corners. On balls of thumbs press on

string immediately below each thumb and draw it towards body. Then

thrust thumbs into small inverted triangles adjacent to little finger

loops and pick up the upper bounding string (the one that rune straight

fron 03T0 little-finger-index string to the other) on backs of thumbs.

Press tips of thumbs and indexes together and, by revolving indeites

towards body and upward, transfer thumb loops to indexes,

18* Pick up middle of index string with mouth, withdrawing indexes,

and insert fingers of hands from distal direction into little finger

loops and extend.



§

{,

'n

j ̂  ̂

Compare "thie figure *ith Hawaiian figure He Keuaoka , pp,

jr,
104-107), T

A/WYvXA.

To unravel« lay figi^e on lap^ pick up one of "the "two/strings of

of the^triangle in one hand aad-one in -^he otheyirgnd, and

pull apart.

<!



No. 65 fVo, ,

Kohiti

Soon only at Valiitahi.

1, Opening A.

2, Thmbs pass over index strings and pick up radial little finger

strings,

3, Indexes pasa over palniar strings and pick up radial thumb strings.

4. Rolsase thumbs.

5. Thuiiibs talce off proximal index loops.

6, Thumbs take off remaining index loops,

7, Indexes pass over to body side of distal ulnar thumb strings

and pick up proximal ulnar thumb strings.

3, Turn thmbs into index loops and under index-^thumb strings and

let these strings slip off

9. Repeat operations 2 to 5 inclusive,

10. Insert indexes from distal direction into thumb loops and take

off on to indexes.

11. From proximal direction insert other fingers of hand into index

loops and extend by widening them with gsntle tugging.



12, The figure 1b reconverted into itself by the thumbs picking up

on their balls the string on each side of the double-lined "H",(the

string which goes into the formation of the loop above the "!'.i",^and then

inserting thumbs behind (from proximal direction) the index little finger

string and then turning them back into thumb loops, T.ithdraw indexes,

13, With mouth pick up the straight single string which rtins from

thumb to thinnb, and withdraw thumbs.

14, Prom proximal direction insert other fingers of hand into little

finger loops and, widening loop, extend. The rosulting figure ia the

aane as that at the end of operation 11,

The chant for this fai, Kohiti, ls»

Ko hitl, ko putu/, te manu,

Te manu na
'  \ . . ..

i
Na vei aue irt;a,<' ^fV , ■ ' ■ "

E heke ra te ahei ie, \ .

{  • '

j  I No, tid
'  I ■ Na ?ahlne Tetea

Seen at Vahitshi suid at Ahaa, The loop should be aboirb 16 inches

/

long or, if a long loop, it should be doubled,

1, Plaee loop around thumb and index of on^'hend and thumb of other hand,



2.Pass Index of opposite hand over thumb-index string and pick it up

by hooking the index over the string and rotating it outward and upward

in returning to position.

3. Thrust little fingers from proximal direction into index loops

and hook down radial string on psdms*

4. Thrust thumbs from proximal side into index loops and carry radial

index string into thumb loops by turning thumbs inward towards body. Do

not withdraw indexes.

5. The radial index strings cross each other, forming two sides of a

small triangle, the base of which is formed by the little finger string.

With middle fingers, reach into this triangle from the far side and on

balls of middle fingers pick up the lateral bounding strings, low

thrust middle fingers from proximal direction into thumb comeri|iuad piek

up on dorsal side the string which runs diagonally across thumb corners.

turning middle fingers outward and away from body, through central part

of the figure (a large triangle), and up.

6. Insert indexes from proximal direction into middle finger loops

and take off this loop on to indexes.

7, Navaho indexes and stretch resulting figure taut on thumbs.

/JLi'

I'



Indexes, and little fingers.

8. T-'ithdraw little fingers and indexes and, inserting all other fin

gers of hand into thumb loops, extend by widening these loops. See fig. .

ho To ' 5:
The Vahitahi chant is;

Na vahine tetea.

Peps i uta, a rar^ orua ohure

I te sdti tetea.

^

Md h f' yy ^ ^ .
oi*Ktx.

^  ̂ "C. , ^ ̂  ^

J  yyy ,-r/ rr ^

The Anaa chant i8<

Ha vahine pipio,

Oioi orua avae,

A rari te miti tete*

No. 67

Matariki

This figure used to be made at Anaa and Amanu, but it was only at

Vahitahi and Reao that I found they could make it today. It is a very

odc^ figure, being extended on a coconut leaflet midrib.

1. Double the loop and put one end over a big toe. At the other end

separate the two loops and put one over the left index, one over the

left thumb.

2, Insert right index into thumb loop from proximal direction and



pull down ulnar thumb string. Pull it under radial thumb string and well

out towards body. Now, holding this string for a moment on the back of

the thumb, withdraw the index and reinsert it so that this former ulnar

thumb string now rests on back of right index. Thumb cannot be taken away.

3, Insert right index from distal direction into left index loop

and on ball of right index pull radial index string towards bocfy between

string along back of right index and radial thumb*toe string. Holding

this string for a moment on baok of thumb, take away right index and in-

seirt it tinder the string so that the string now lies along the back of

right index.

inc^eK
4, Pass right index over ulnar lefttthumb-toe string and, oatohing

it on ball of right index, carry thia string through between strings on

either side of the index. Pull the string well out towards body, tJwa

lift it up and slip it over left index, withdrawing right index,

5, Repeat the above operations, coming baok to the thund) side from

radial side in this manners with right thianb and index/reaeh in under
K

distal ulnar index string and take hold of the next string radial to it.

Pull this string out to ulnar side and then up over distal ulnar index

string, and well towards bodyi



6. Hold string pinched between right thumb and index with right

little finger by hooking it over this string. Then .take away right thumb

and index, and between them pick up the middle of the three strings run

ning straight from left hand to toe. Release little finger and pull

string between right thumb and index, well over the left thumb-toe string

and towards the body.

7. Hold string between right thumb and index with right little finger

by hooking it over this string. Then take away right thumb and index and

between them pick up left thumb-toe string, lift it up. over thumb, and

drop it.

8. Now keep repeating operations 2 to 7 until there is no string left

to continue.

9. Take a coconut leaflet midrib and insert from distal side through

all left thxinb loops, then wurve it backwards and run the tip through all

right index loops, from proximal 44rectlTm. Hyithdraw index and thumb

and arrange on stick so that the figure looks like a snow shoe. The

figure is Intended to represent the net of Matariki, or the ocnstellation

MUtariki (the Pleiades) which, in turn, represents this net of food.
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No. 68

Te Tlpi Haga o te Kahea (The Waxing of the Moon)

Noticed only at Vahitahi,

1. String around left thumb and index and right thusib.

2. Right index picks up on ball left index thumb string from distal

feu* side* rotatingindex outward.

8« Middle, ring, and little fingers enter index loop from proximal

direction and hook down radial index string.

4. Thrust thumbs up into index loops from proximal direction, then

turn them back into thumb loops, carrying index little finger strings

through thumb loops, and releasing indexes.

6, •
M i S /VtO

6. Substitute indexes for thumbs, inserting indexes into thumb

loops from proximal side.

7, Thrust thumbs into little finger loops and pick up proximal

diagonal string Just above, pulling the string out, releasing little

fingers, and extending.

8. Operation 3.



9. Indexes enter thumb loops from distal direction and carry ulnar

string through Index loops, releasing thumbs.

10. Thmist thumbs Into little finger loops and pick up sides of

double-sided "V, releasing indexes.

11. Insert Indexes Into thumb loops from distal side and take off

on to Indexes.

12. Thrust thumbs Into little finger corners and pick up from proximal

direction the radial string that runs from index to Index, Release little

fingers and extend.

69 v'

Ifadiara Taravao ,

a. Open

This figure is Identical with the Society Islands figure, Mahara

Tararao, as described by Handy ( , B.P. Bishop ?vTu8* Bull. 18, p, 59,

fig* 29)f and Z have given it this name, as the Tuamotuan. sailor from

MM of the western islands, who showed it to mo, did not know the lUMie.

h. Locked

In this figure the series of throe loops on each side of 69,ii

are loekod together.



1« Opening A.

2. Release little fingers and then make a new little finger loop*

. ■— t-

wl|>tSvft/l!80iafe''lzr-4rfc7 Ijy thrttstlng right little finger, from distal diree-

tioa-doim into right index loop and then rotating it outward end upward*

carrying the ulnar index string on to it^ Bsea. insert left little finger

from proximal direction up into loop wrapped around right little finger,

and extend.

3. Continue exactly as if to make no. 69.a after opening A.

! ■/■ ■*. ■

wv;',;"'«
ft

No. 70

Na Turat\u*a o Puga
,.-; , •

■ X From Vahitahi.

1-7, Exactly like 1 to 7 in the string figure, Baui (no. 56),

8. Insei*t thiimbs into upright triangle between two diamonds (see fig.

55.^ (8) and on balls of thumbs pick up and pull towards body the aide

strings of this triangle,

9, Insert thumbs from proximal direction into index loops and then

turn back into thumb loops. Release indexes and subctitute them for

thuhibs. 6ee fig. .



No. 71

Uoe Hora Eia

1. Opezilng A.

2. Insert indexes from distal side into little finger loop and, rota

ting them downward towards body, and up, carry the radial little finger

strings on their palmar sides under the index strings and up, releasing

little fingers. The little finger loop is new converted into distal

loops. (To this point lilce the fai, Maui).

5. Insert little fingers from proximal direction into index loops

and hook down radial index strings.

4. Insert thumbs from proximal direction into index loops} then

turn them back into thuob loops, carrying the double string stretched

from indexes to little fingers through this loop.

B. Release little fingers.

6. Substitute little fingers for thumb a, inserting them from the same

direction.

7. Insert thunibs into little finger corners and on back pick up and

^11 towards body the diagonal string across the comer.

6« Insert thumbs fr<m proximal direction into index loops and then



;  I ^ i

tvum tham back into thunib loops* carrying through the double string that

runs from little fingors to indexes,

9, Release indexes and substitute them for thumbs* inserting them

from the sake direction.

10, Thrust thumbs into little finger comers* then towards the body

between little finger strings forming the lower border of the figure.

Thrust them between these strings at a point near the little fingers,

11, Bring thumbs towards body, then thrust them tinder the remaining

little finger string end up into little finger corners* releasing little

fingers.

12, Substitute little fingers for thumbs and extend.

Taku moe kaviria,

Ki roto Eatuu

B TSTa te tal o Pekahi,

E rere te Iilahoe te tal o Rauagi,

Mahoe is a ghost* and his path is represented by the straight

str^g running in and out among the four diamonds.
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No. 72

Hihl o Togareva

Prom Vahltahi.

1. Opening A.

2» Paaa thumba erflfir indox trtrlttes Qii<i piolc up radial little finger

stringst

^  r '
8. Pass inde:^s ewr little flnger»thumb string and on back of indams

pick up nlnar thumb string.

4. Release little fingers,

5. Pass little fingers orer all intervening strings and pick up ulnar

thumb strings that run to center of figure.

6. Release thumbs.

7. Thumbs pick up distal index loops.

8. Insert index fingers from distal direction into thuiidi loops and

take these loops off on to indexes. Release little fingers. Insert ring,

fldddle, and little fingers proximally into index loops and extend by widen

ing loops.

^  Hihi o Togarera, ]ca ka i ake,

K1 raro te tal nni,

MX naua to ma kei.



) 5^^

Conversion of Hihl o Togareva into itself

9. Insert thumbs into lower part of two central lobes} right thumb

into right lobe* left thumb into left lobe*

10* On balls of thumbs pull out to sides and towards body the lateral

bounding strings of lobes.

11. Thrust thumbs proxlmally into index loops and Inirn back into

thumb loops* releasing indexes*

12, Insert indexes into little finger corners from seme direction as

little fingers, and extend.

No* 75

Toga la Maul

SeemrsSly 4t Tatakotor^^-fi-^

1* Opening A*

2* Pass thumbs under Index loop and then on basks of thssibs pick up

ulnar index string, carrying this string under radial index string,
•V

. . Jl a t

5* Rotating indexes in ulnar direction, pick up ulnar thumb stringy

fugttge tliukbi from Chunfb Indsx strings by turrtiH£-%>mtt.>n;

22f ^uttdwi' Llwsa Hli'ings.

ZZy



3

2r".

Repeat operations 2, 3#=:ffla4::4, twioe.

^ Thrust thumbs into index loops from proximal direction and take off.

10"^. Thrust other fingers of hand into thumb loops from proximal direo-

tion and extend by widening these loops.

No.

Koperu

Koperu at Amanui Taura o Te TTra at Anaa.

1. Opening A.

iAJ^wOSi.

2. Rotate indexes in JiailK» direction around little finger strings,

then bring Indexes towards bodj/ji^and Insert from distal side into thumb

loops. Take off thinnb loops by retiiming indexes in ulnar direction to

original position and releasing thumbs.

8. With little fingers hook ulnar index strings well down on palms.

4. Rotating indexes in ulnar direotion, insert them into little fin

ger loops and pick up radial little finger string. Continue rotation

baek to position.

&• Reach into little finger loops with thumbs and on backs of thumbs

pick up the string touching the radial side. Carry this string out towards

the bod/, then thrust thusibs under double little finger string and up into



f.

,3

I3ia

73 A

\n. Tlpoka ( :raddle)

Seen only at lHapulca,

FiXactly like Toga ia Ilauir fig. 73 as afr as and

including operation^, Thcn> instedd fff tJirustlng tiiuM"b8

into index looxBund taking off index loopsf thrust thunhs into

index loop and oxtond "by reloaaing little finger loop

and widening the diotanoe "between thmibs and indoxcoi

Tills i!iakes a four-triangle figure.

. V

■: »■--» ••

.  'i '

■ ■ . .

V

T  •



space on other side, Trurn thxanibs in towards body and release little fingers,

6. Extend by turning palms oirtward,

Notet This figure should come after Uoehia (no, 92) to which it is

elossly related,

. ft

Ko. ISf J%^-

Tuporokura

Seen at Vahitahi only,

1, Opening A,

2, Thrust thumbs from distal side into index loops and, picking up

on their backs the little finger strings, carry little finger strings

through index loops,

3, With indexes pick up ulnar thumb string,

4, Release thumbs,

6, Pass thumbs under all strings azid pick up ulnar little finger

string, bringing it back imder all strings,

6, With thumbs pick up distal radial index string,

7, Waraho thsidis,

8, Release little fingers.



■  jsf

9. Substitute little fingers for thumbs» and extend. See fig.

Moki, moka,

Iloroatea* haroagiagij,

Tupotokura.

■-n. 'rj l^' ' •
No. Ser

Msroariki

ih^.

Seen at Vahitahi only#
*  ■ '

1* Opening A#

X

2# Pass thumbs over index strings and pick up radial little finger

strings•

3# Tilth indexes pick up uloar thumb strings# Release little fingers,

4# With little fingers passing distally to all intervening strings,

pick up thumb strings naming to center of figure# Release thumbs,

5# Prom proximal direction, with thumbs take off distal index loop

and then llttle^lnger loop#

6# Withdrafw indexes and insert all other fingers of hand, except thumb,

into thumb loops from proximal side and widen these loops. A loop new

hangs from each hand.

7# On backs of thumbs pick up loop hanging from opposite ymnd.



8. Thrust thumbs from proximal side into index loops and carry radial

Index strings through thumb loops by t\irning thumbs back into their loops,

9. Release indexes and then substitute Indexes for thumbs. See

fig. ♦

Haroariki 1 te poipoi e,
ft. t. +ae

kiha taga, ki. ,

■  77

No. f9r

Fai Taamu (slip Trick)

This trick was seen only at Vahitahi. It is similar to the

Tahitlan trick, A Matara, described by Handy ( , B.P, Bishop Mus,

Bull. 18, p. 90), (Note: If in 3d movement, as described by Handy, right

index instead of tiaxab picks up left palmar strings, and if, in the 5th

noTemsnt, mouth lifts radial index double string over thumbs, the figure

is more likely to succeed),



llancurovan ficures ( vejjs)
/V/

Te rito 0 Haul end Te "atilailoi o TahaJci

/anone the fi£jures laade by their ancestors» the elder

llancarevaiis Mentioned Te Pito o Ilaui, The ITavel of Ihui,

euid Te uatikulcu o Teiliahi, The Pincernails of Tahaki, as amongst

the finest. I have not encountered feis figure in the

Tutimotus^^^^^^^^t is the same as the Ilarquesan figure named
Te naliai Vero» although made in quite a different manner

from that described by Handy { » bull. 18, fig. 7, p.19).

The completed figure is also practically tlic same as Te Euri

Ibiaragi of the Ilaoris { Andersen, I^ths and Legends of the

'Polynesians, 1928, p.-229), the only difference being that

the thumbs retain a hold of the atring's at the sides.

The Hangareva oliant ( kapa rama), aooonpanying the figure,

Te Pito o Haui,
^goesI Te kotiga, te kotiga te pito o Haul. The cutting, the

severing of the umbilicus of Haul.

1. Opening A

2. Twist the loops on all fingers once in an ulnar direction

by rotating the fingers.

3. Ttike off thumb loops onto indexes.

4. Pass thumbs over proximal radial index strii^ under the
ulnar strinf^ and pick up and bring back under -Uie ulnar strlngo, th
radial little finger etrings. •



>  !

Te pi to o llaui, -cont.

5. Release little fingers.

5 6. Take off onto tliuraTjs distal index loops

7. P€u»8 indexes over distal radial thumb strings/ and

pressing back these strings pick up the^roxinal radial thumb

strings, being careful in doing so that the other thumb strings

remain on the thumbs.

8. Repeat operation 6*

9. Repeat operation 7.

10* Repeat operation 6.

11. Twist the thuirib loops once in a radial direction.

12. On back of thumbs pull out radial

index strings.

13. Uith little and ring fingers hook down the- ulnar

thumb strings.

14. ';ith mouth pick up the double,proximal,radial thumb

1

strings and drop them over the thumbs.
Insert indexes from distal direction into thumb loops and

pull double ulnar thumb strings
through index loops and up, releasing

thumbs.
-Rci

Ts Hatikoku o Tahaki is made in the same way except for the

start.

1. Position 1.

2. Vith left index pick up right palmar string from

l^istal direction, rotating index tov/ards body and up*

J
T*-V

'i '

H.'-
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)irC(<V^

Vero o TavaJre { Tail of the Bos^n Bird ) Ib A IlanGarevan

strinc-fiijare ( pe^e) >

1, Of^eninc: ,1.

2, Inoort indexes froji distal .1 direction into little ;
do'viit to'.'arafl oodj''»under index Itrincs ahd a1

finder loops and rotate them jl!ylA^Yi/Tf

Belcaoe little fln{;0r5j2(WfH?f«

3* !!>7lst inde:i: loopo on thswnelveo by rotatine indexes

in ulnar direction at least three times.

/I. Pcleaae thunbs and Inuertine otlier finders of liand

from far side into index loops* extend#

5# Tosb the loop that hangs doT-.n, over the fiernre the number

of tiJiOG required to undo the o2x>ssing strings of the figure.

i

I

f>lip

Tlcngareva /Trick

1. Gtretch loop botoeon indexes#

2# iUgdt iinncl of another person takes hold of the string

nearest him* fvow above» his left hand takes hold of the string

farthest from hiii* •^'urv^ aJn5v<~
3# The rig}it liand pulls its string over the other atrings

'  X*.
pulls iipv.'ard on its string and lifts it over the

right index fiiigar of the first pearooii.

4# The first person pulls tai>ght the loop

pereon reXeaoos hie hold* and the loop plips off.

tho second
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.■j oi* '^uoiijotua

VAIca Uira

Tliie; figure, learned at Ilangareva under this naane, is, I

think, the naaie as the ITapuka figure IJira, which I sav.* "but did

ij ■ not record at the tine.
1. Double the loop and slip it over the wrists.

Insert litt?:© fingers bet?/een the ulnar double string

chilct£ 'and hook fimly the proximal string to the pahns of the hands. ^
Then insert thumbs between ulnar strings and rotate them

dov/ni/ard, towards body, and up, carzying the proximal string ^7ith
them. At the completion of the rotation, allov/ the little fingei's

to roBume an extendecl position. There is, nov; a thumb and a

little finger loop.

3. Twist little finger loops one complete revolution by

rotating little fingers in a radial direction.

4. T'./ist thumb loops ono complete revolution by rotating

thumba in a ulnar direction.

5. "A'itti thuribs pick up radial little finger strings.

6. Tith indexes pick up ulnar thumb string, and extend by

clasping thumb-index string to sides of indexes with thumbs and

turning palms outward. This makte ^Uira, or lightening
7. ITow release thumbs, then transfer index loops to tinrvba#

"by insertlngs thumbs Into Idiaia from proxiraal direction and taking them

off.
8. Repeat operation 5.

9. Repeat operation 6. This malces patiri, or thunder.
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77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
A,C.T.2603, Australia,
2Cth Danuary, igBO,

The rianagerjss,
Bishop Museum Bookshop,
Bernice P, Bishop Museum,
1355 Kalihi Street,
P.O. Box 193GC-A,
HGMGLULU, Hauaii 96:19.

Ns

:  '■ 'X: 'i „ .

' ■ ■•• • '

..vi M-i' - ■•S. .
♦ii.' ■ .

■ « ■•..'C.C."' ■

Vt 'Sk \ fc*

' 'tis f

■ ; .v-^'•VI-

Dear Madam,

Professor Kenneth Emory notified ra e by letter dated 14 June
last that the Diroctor had agreed to the Bookshop taking 100 copies
of our joint monograph on the String Figures of the Tuamotus.

This uork has nou been published by the Homa Press of Canberra
and copies have been sent to the Australian National University Press,
uho are acting as distributors.

The recommended retail price is p6 (Australian currency) and
the books are available at this figure less the usual trade discount
of 40;!, pjus postage.

String Figures of the Tuamotus is No.2 in the Home Press
String Figure Monographs Scries, anu Monograph No.1, Solomon Islands
String Eiqurusi based on tho collections of Sir Raymond Firth and
Christa do C'oppet, is available at the same price.

Yours faithfully.

Honor Maude,

' ■( . . v-..

"  J-:,-it- -
'..f - ./,p) -r:

'if.

'■vV

.jT-
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Arthur Circle,
F orrest,

November 27, 1979

Kenneth,

Ue have had a feu problems uith the Tuamotu String
book but ue are nou uell on the uay to production.

I havo just been talking to. the printer and he tells me that'
the printing and the cover arc already done leaving the
Frontispiece and the binding to be dealt uith.

i \ A' '  One difficulty, which I think we may have overcome
'V";Av, thanks to the Manager of the Printery, was the fact thaf

the Government is changing the rule for the Bounty; from
■W; ' ■ January 1980 there has to be a run of 1,000 to qualify for
■.Ml:- « t_ • _i _ j, t • _ j_ j j_ , ■ % . «^ ^ ^ .one third of the printing cost, and I have only ADO. I

was quite surprised and very glad to hoar that things were
'  ■ ' moving and I know they are working to get us, and a few others,

through before Christmas.

The typist gave ro e some extra hours of work by twice \
leaving put the space for a figure and then going on typing.

***■• Tv I ro ANA§EB to reclaim the space in 7 pages of re-typingj
\

\ ■

1; ''i Tho printer's quotation is a little higher at S966,
less the Bounty if ue qualify; then there is the cost of
re-typing, but all being well it should work out at the same
price as the Solomons, $6 retail. I have asked the Press

the cost of 100 copies for the Bishop Pluseuro ano they
let me know tomorrow so I'll put it in a PS.

s  j On the front cover I have Flaui's Sun (No 51h) and
Turi e Tone Noe j^No 50 f); on the back cover Na Fare Turuw, ■ "1) ,(No 66), fiatariki (No 71) and one other, I can't remember

'-r ^

which one I chose.

The Press have asked Harry to make some alterations
I' Peruvian Slavers, moving Tables so as to make an

■  uninterrupted narrative, Ue hope the book will appaer
in the early part of 1980.

I ■'Af'V.'f.'' Uith warm greetings frow us both,

j4v^-0^
I' -J.
r

■  ■ 'YPS. J
.v. -. ,.,. ^

^  eU-C; ^ I ?. < 0 e«ck ,
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BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM
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September 28, 1979

Mrs. H.E. Maude

77, Arthur Circle,

Forrest,

A.C.T. 2603

Australia

Dear Honore,

I, too, was quite disappointed to learn you and Harry were here
while we were in Tahiti.

I just reread my preface to "String Figures of the Tuamotu
Archipelago" by Kenneth Emory and Honore Maude. I have nothing to
add I can think of. If there were to be a hang-up or long delay
I would be tempted to translate the chants.

Particularly pleasing is your decision to use the photo of
Tukua and your idea of the title for it.

Marguerite and I celebrated our Golden Wedding September
17, 1975. Congratulations on attaining yours. We are thankful
we held together. The memories and experiences we shared are
precious.

It was good, too, that you could go back to the Gilberts
after thirty years. From 1931 to 1961, thirty years.
Marguerite and I, too were away from Tahiti.

With fond aloha.

Kenneth P. Emory

Senior Anthropologist



77, Arthur Circle,
F orrost,

A.C.T. 2603

22nd jciptiiinbar, 1979.

Dear Kenneth,
Ule are very sorry us missed you and Fiargusrite on our

recent visit to Honolulu; unfortunatsly our dates uers catarrained
by the celebrations at Taraua, beginning on July 7th. it seems
UB only got moving uhen outsid.- influences urge us on, in this case
an invitation from the Gilbertslslands Government (nou Kiribati).
After an absencs of thirty years ue had a uondirful uolcorao and
kept on mestiing Gilbertese who remembered us, including staff
members from 1945, and even earlier.

Thank you for your tuo Oune letters, I am delighted
that the Director has agreed to the Bishop Fiuseura Bookshop taking
100 copies of the Tuamotu string figures.

The costs I quoted were Australian dollars. As soon as
I can got the M3 to the printer I uill let you knou his quotation.
Costa 1 knou have risen by about 12^ but the Tuamotu book uill be
slightly smaller so it may uork out at much the same price.

Harry and I have bean housebound for a couple of ueeks
uith 'flu and cole, wet ueather, but I have been able to phone
my typist and she uill be ready to begin our book very soon,
Houever there is time for you to add something to your preface
as the early pages ara numbered differently.

In the maantiraa I have been through the flS, replaced
the missing page and cut every illustration to fit into the text,
marking the requisite space on the PIS. Anvida, the typist, is
very good indsad at sotting out headings and judging uhun to
begin a new page.

Another item ue had under discussion uas the photograph
for the Frontispiece and I agroee uith your choice of 17784-6;
I think the tirle uhould be simply "Tukua of Napuka". The figure
she is making is most intriguing, similar to Puga Tahstahe, but
uith a very different extension ( it is in fact a "turned over
figure). I have looked at the other photos and none are as good
as Tukua; the only other possible one is Patanuka, No,7, but one
hand is cut off. I propose putting a note at the and of the list
of figures as follous - The unrccordud figure in the Frontispiece,
as shown by Tukua of Napuka, is similar to Puga Tahetahe, No.25,
but has a different extension.

Ue have just celebrated our Golden Uadding, in the midst
of *flu, but Alaric had been uith us the weak before and ue had
a dinner then. He brought us a family gift of a brass door
knocker uith the flaudfi coat of Arms , it is very handsorael

Uith very warm greetings from us both and
uith my love.



BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM

p. O. BOX 6037

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96818

Dear Honor,

You see that by a mistake, I started this letter on the
back of this letter. VIell, anyoje can read it, O.K. with me.
Sut the last sentence may have to be repeqated because it is
glued und«r. It is; Would there be time enough for me to add
a sentence or two ( or a paragraph) to my preface?

Hot only Sinoto and I are going to Tahiti July 6, but also
Marguerite, Tiare, and grandson Emir. Adrienne Kaeppler and two
students from the museum will go also to help record Tuamotuan
dances and songs. Should be a great time.

Aloha a nui loa from,Marguerite too



BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM
KXXK34iXS6X^ XTCTOT ATM-lTJTJCC.

H«»xi»xjXKiiffliHSKaec NEW ADDRESS.
^  1QTQ 1355 Kalihi StreetJune 7, 1979 p. O. Box 19000-A

Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

Mrs. Honor Maude

77 Arthur Circle

Forrest, A.C.T. 2603
AUSTRALIA

Dear Honor:

How good to be assured through your letter of 31st May, that you
and Harry are holding your own as well as we/two.

We will be going to Tahiti with daughter Tiare and grandson
Emir, July 6 to 29. Sinoto, Adrienne Kaeppler and two students are
going also. Adrienne and I will be winding up our study of the
Tuamotuan dances and I my last bit on Tuamotuan culture, the ancient
tipara rite of Vahitahi, working with Tuamotuans who have come to
Papeete to live.

I am perfectly delighted to learn that you are ready to go ahead
with publishing our book on the String Figures of the Tuamotus,
providing Bishop Museum takes 100 copies to sell through their book
shop.

Sinoto, our chairman, is more than willing, and the Book Shop
people, too, but they will have to have the o.k. of the Director,
Creutz who at the moment is on the mainland. But I have made an
appointment to see him when he is back, Tuesday the 12th an am ^
sure he will agree to the proposal of the Book Shop taking 100 copies
at the retail price less the usual trade discount.

Your given costs in terms of $. Are these U.S. or Australian
dollars? How much do you figure will be the sale price of the
Tuamotuan book and is the trade discount 40%?

On showing Monograph No. I to those in the Book Shop, they
wanted immediately to order some and so you will be hearing from
them.

With our aloha nui loa.

Sincerely,

Kenneth P. Emory

Senior Anthropologist

KPE:pb
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77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
A.C,T.2603, Aust:
31st nay, 1979.

.  A.C.T.2603, Australia,
:  % i.: -. . 31st
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Dear Kenneth,

It uas good to hear from you and to knou that
you and flarguerite are in good health, Ue are both
uell and busy, but perhaps take things a bit slower
these days.

'« N', 1"

I  think that I mentioned to you at Christmas
that I haa registered myself as the HOnA Press and
was publishing the Solomon Islands String Figures
collected by Raymond Firth during 1928-29 and Christa
de Coppet in 1963-65. I am sending you a copy of
this to see if you like the format, as my intention
was to publish the Tuamotu collection this year as
No.2 in the series.

I am very loth to part with the flS once more,
especially to the French. The Societe des Oceanistos
kept it for 18 months, and then returned it with their
apologies, saying that they had no paper. Or Lauonde,
having accepted the collection with enthusiasm, was,
I understand, unable to get a reply from the bureau
cracy which controls them in Paris, and I finally
retrieved it through the kindness of nadame Lavonde.

■r i

. •< '

Uhen the manuscript arrived from Tahiti I found
that page 138 was missing and that instead there was a
note saying that it was not an omission but an error
in pagination. Actually page 138 is vital to the
construction of a figure, but of course I have got
a duplicate. Also someone in Orstom has stamped every
page and every illustration with six large black numbers.

The whole text will have to be retyped carefully
by an expert for offset publication, like the Solomon
Islands book, and fortunately I am in a position to
defray the cost of publication. - But it would help me
very much if the Bishop fluseum Bookshop would agree to
take 100 copies at the retail price less the usual trade
discount.

ny intention is to ask for a further grant of
$100 from the Republic of Nauru Publication Fund. The
printing is done by the Central Office of the Australian
National University, and because it is done in Australia
I am entitled to a bounty from the government of one-third
of the printing cost.

V ..
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The Solomons book cost $900 for 266 pages, and
the Tuamotus uould, I think, come to about the same,
uhile the retyping of the manuscript uill cost about
$200, As you uill see the total cost to me is $1,100,
but as I get $100 back from the Nauru grant and a $300
bonus, my net outlay is $700; and some of this I should
got back in sales.

■
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The A.N.U. Press took over the distribution and
agreed to price the book at $6 retail. This uas not
a paying proposition for me, but I wanted the price
kept low for the islanders. The Nauruans have bought
up the uhole edition of the book I did for them and
they are nou making the figures publicly at Arts festivals!

I hope that you uill be able to agree to this
proposal and succeed in persuading the Bookshop to stock
it, I can then go right ahead uith the preparation of
the monograph.

Uith our very best wishes.

Yours sincerely.
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BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM
p. O. BOX 6037

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96818

May 22, 1979

Mrs. Honor Maude

77 Arthur Circle

A.C.T. 2603

Australia

Dear Honor:

Here it is. May 1979, and The String Figures of the Tuamotus still
unpublished, however Material Culture of the Tuamotu Archipelago and
The Changing Pacific, have been published.

We at the Bishop Museum have been going through changes which have
delayed publication plans.

We have a new director. Dr. Edward Creutz and an entirely new and
greatly .enlarged Board of Trustees.

I shall be taking up anew the attempt to have the string figures
published. It was listed in Material Culture as "In press...Orstom
Press."

Dr. Sinoto and I are going to Tahiti in July for three weeks and
we may even try again to see if OSTROM would be interested in helping.

We would like to know how you and Harry are doing. Marguerite
and I are in good health, only lacking the pep we had ten years ago.

Our love to you both.

Kenneth P. Emory

Anthropologist



BERNICE P. BISHOP MXJSEXJlVr

0. ̂(xc 6037, ̂ ^^no/u/u, 96878 • ̂ele^^one 8-97=3577

May 14, 1975

Mrs. Harry E. Maude
77, Arthur Circle
Forrest, A. C. T. 2603

Australia

Dear Honor:

I am sending Xerox copies of photos taken of fai at Napuka
in 1934. I cannot find that I recorded the names of any of these
at the time. Do you think you could identify any of them? Is not
17784-7 "patanuku" our no.22, page 33, and for which I have the
Napuka name of Mariko-ia-kaka? The best picture is 17784-6, which
I would like to see as a frontice-piece illustration for "Tuamotuan
String-figures."

I attach a summary of the Maui legend, which, rewritten, could
be included with the account of the Maui series.

I have not as yet had any word from Henri Lavondese in Tahiti.

Again, with best wishes.

Sincerely, y

y

Kenneth P. Emory

enc: 5
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BERNICE BISHOP MXISEXJIVT

0^. 0. 0<xc 6037, 0^u»au 96878 • 0el^Ao ne SJf^7=3500

April 28,1975

Dear Honor,

17j11, I have now been to Tahiti. I took the string-fi'^re
manuscript down, loft it at the office headquarters of ORSTOM with
Claude Robineau for Honry and Anne Lavondese, who arrive May 1-3.
I enclose a couy of the letter I hare written Henri, We will
see now how it will -:o.

I agree with you that the figure made by the Hapuka girl Tukua,
I have not recorded, and has not yet been recorded. I am having
prints made of the three others photos I took at the time of this girl. ,
They may be identifiable, or give clues. But I think it would be
alright to have the ̂ hoto I sent you,reproduced, and with the title,
"unrecorded fai". This waald indicate that I had not exhausted the
descriptions of Tuamotuan figures,

a

I have revised my AGKNO^dhEDGEMglNIScopy of which I also include.
Thank you for the data vdiich I needed \.o do this, and which was in your

letter of April 4, 1975, which reached me safely in Tahiti, as
also the description for the making of the string-figures,

On my return I found Marguerite O.K» and all going as well
as could be expected at the rauseuim. Best of all, the double-canoe
just built for the ocean trip to Ta^^iti and return, is sailing
beautifully . We have a full year for the preparations and
the picking and training of her crew.

It seems there may be time for me t® put in a digest of the
Tuamotuan legend of Maul vdiich the Maui fai illusjrrated, also that of
Turi and Ri, Also, I probably could give more translations for the
chants. Tuamotuans of my generation are now living in Papeete,
from all over. I will be working with them next year, if all goes well.

I will be sending off my paper for Harry's festschrift, soon.

Hope this finds you both well and happy.

Aloha nui.

Kenneth P. Emory



BEKNICE E. BISEOE MUSEUM

0^. 0.^00! 6037, ̂ ^Tw/a/u, 0^wau 96878 • ̂ele^c^ne

April 24, 1975

Mr. et Itoe. Henri Lavondese
O.S.T.R.O.M,

Papeete, Tahiti

J)ear Henri and Anne:

In March I received a letter from Honor Maude in Australia telling
of the results of Harry's inquiring whether ORSTOM would be interested
in publishing our Tuamotuan String Figures manuscript in their series.
She said that the suggestion was referred to M. Lavondes in Paris and
that he (you) approved it in principle and had asked that a copy of
the text be sent to Papeete for you to see and for estimating the cost.
As I was planning to go to Tahiti for two weeks in April, we agreed
that I take down ray copy for you to examine. So I did, and learned
from Ca'lude Robineau that you both would be there May 1"*3, so I have
left the manuscript with him.

I think it would be great if ORSTOM were to publish this manuscript
as I would like to make this contribution to their field of research.
My manuscript on the Material Culture of the Tuamotus has gone to the
printer and should be available in a few months. String figures may
seem to be a very insignificant part of Polynesian culture, but all
branches practised the making of them and it was very much a part of
their recreational sitting life,—not only did the youngsters all leam
to make them and accompany them with little chants, but adults went
further and developed quite^elaborate sequences which following the
telling of the exploits of Maui and of other mythical heroes.

I am enclosing a new preface and also a different "Notes on Terminology"
which should be substituted for what is there in the manuscript now. See
that this is done, please. Also, we have not been able to identify the
fai made by the girl in the photos, so if it is used the title should
indicate it is a fai which we have not yet recorded.

The making of these figures is something that could be taken up again,
now that they are recorded, and offer a fascinating pastime, requiring
dexterity and skill and a pastime which anyone could afford. It would be
good to see the making of this fai revived there in French Polynesia. So
I hope you will succeed in having ORSTOM publish this study.



Lavondese - 2 -
April 24, 1975

Yosi has received funds to continue the excavations atJare and so
will be down again in August. We shall be much interested in what you
two will be doing.

•

Ity reason for going to Tahiti aside from seeing old friends and learning
what was going on, was to start interest in the coming of the pahi
Hokule a next year in May and in the provisioning of it and recruiting
those in Tahiti we may want to be on the voyage from Tahiti to Hawaii.
You will hear from me right along on what we hope to do.

I plan to come down next year to be there when the double-canoe
arrives and to work with Pe^ Hubert Coppenrath and Odette Frogier
with old Tuamotuan friends on re-recording the songs and chants of
Tatakoto and Vahitahi and the dances. Adrienne Kaeppler can be with
me.

With best wishes from all of us.

Kenneth P. Emory



Itear Kenneth,

First of all to deal with the excellent photo of the Kapuka girl with

the, I fear » unknown string figure. I have to advise that it is not Punga

Tahetahe, for several reasons. The diamonds are correct hut the strings do not

overlap in auite the same way; more important, the extension is totally differ

ent, this is a • turned over' figure (as in Ko.l7» P«25, Kokikokiko l), moreover

the girl has a tight loop on each index finger and Punga Tahetahe is extended on

tliumhs and index fingers only; you will see also that the bounding strings run

from thumb to ring or little finger so that the figure would not extend if held

in the normal manner.

I have been right through the Tuamotu figures and also gone back to your

original manuscript v-dtliout finding this figure. It is quite unique as far as

I know.

I lil:e your new Introduction veiy much and also the Acknowledgements;

thank jioij very much for your generous remarks about myself. As you know I loved

doing them. You mention missing ones so I checked them and find that only two

defeated me, and one intermediate step in Koviid. Weither of those were 4 diamond

figures turned over, I can see that much. This is very tantalising, what figure

c&n the girl be holding? Unless you feel this is your best photo and being unique

it should be included without a name v;ould you send me the others you mention in

your letter of iaarch 27th to see if 1 can identify tliem?

I first worked on the ITiamotu string figures in 1958, particularly during

the sea voyage bade to Australia. Then I iiad to finish the Gilbert Islands

collection and also l^auru. Eaymond ilrth's Tikopia collection was given to me in

early l962?2wMlst we were in London, an easy collection as I was familiar with the

movementsl I am now working on his Solomon Islands figures. So I began serious

work on the Tuamotus in Kovember, 19o2J the time 1 landed in liospital. I hate

being defeated and some of the ITiaruotu movements are very tricky so it meant mai^

hours of trial and error and I knoe you will understfl.r.H ^
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of success.

I am Sony now I didn't spend more time of the Stokes collection, hut I

was not veiy veil. I have a photo copy of Pearl Eeaglehole's liikapidca collection

and I ivish it could he published.

I am ashamed and horrified that I omitted the terndnology (I can't think

how Hany's eagle eye didn't noticel) and I will send you one separateljr.

hauru vdll not do as I charged the usual anthropological terms at the eleventh

hour in case tlie hauruans ever wanted to re-learn then; pious hope, they never

even said 'thank you' aithoug they have used the designs to decorate their 'planes

and other places I am told. The strings, hy the vay, I reckon should he 5 for
the series and 10 ft for other figures.
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BERN ICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM

0^. G ̂(Xt 6037, ̂ ^nc/u/ic, 0&waii 96878 • 0'ele/iLne 847=3577

April 2, 1975

Mrs. Harry E. Maude
77 Arthur Circle

Forest, A. C. T. 2603
Australia

Dear Honor:

Enclosed is a Xerox copy of what we found of the records
Stokes obtained of string figures in Rapa, Rurutu, Rimatara, and
Tubuai. Stokes took movies as a means of recording. This film
deteriorated and had to be discarded, but he made prints on
paper of sections which are quite clear. These could be photo
copied if it would seem worthwhile to you. He also took a
dozen or so still pictures of completed figures which we have.

To what extent should we note his material? At least

we must refer to its existence. We have added columns to your
comparative list with the seeming equivalents to the Tuamotu
fai.

I have had to postpone my going to Tahiti to April 8
because of dental trouble and so now plan to be there April 8-20.
I can be reached in Tahiti through Bengt Danielsson, B.P.558.
Papeete, Tahiti.

Yours,

Kenneth P. Emory



BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM

p. O. BOX SOS?

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96818

March 28, 1975

Dear Honor,

I am trying to remenber -mhen ^it ws you were staying with mo

and you did a spell at the hopital. I thought it was in 1961, or

1960, but can find no mention of it in my line-a-day diary for those

years, so it must hare been earlier or later.

Do let me knew iidien it was. I want to motion that date in

the introduction#



BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM

0^. 0. ̂ ox 6037, ̂ ^no/uiu, '96878 • 0'e7e/done 87^7=3577

March 27, 1975

Mrs. Harry E. Maude

77 Arthur Circle

Forest, A.C.T. 2603
Australia

Dear Honor;

I have rewritten the introduction to String Figures of the
Tuamotus and added acknowledgements,of both of which I am enclosing
copies for your comment or suggested revisions or additions. I
will take these with me when I go down to Tahiti, April 1 to 13.
You can write me there care of Bengt Danielsson, B. P. 558, Papeete
Tahiti. I will take the manuscript and illustrations to ORSTOM
headquarters and discuss it with them. I have thought a few photos
of the figures might be interesting to include and especially that
it would be nice to show a Tuamotuan girl with a fai made of the
usual strip of pandanus leaf--the one enclosed. I am embarrassed
though that I cannot quite recognize the figure for sure, it looks
like Punga Tahetahe of four diamonds, number 34 described on page
84. What do you think?

I have made the small selection of photos enclosed. The
negatives can make very good prints.

Everyone here thinks it fine that there is this prospect of
having this work printed at last. If ORSTOM does not show sufficient
interest we will see what we can do here.

Hoping to hear from you soon and to have good news of you two.
I have a manuscript ready for Harry's Festschrift. It is entitled
"Polynesian Division of Food and Labor" and includes examples from
Napuka and Kapingamarangi atolls. Very short—five pages.

With much aloha,
y

Kenneth P. Emory



BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM

0. 6037, ̂ ^^no/u/u, 96878 * 0/ele^i/ione 84-7=3577

March 27, 1975

Mrs. Harry E. Maude
77 Arthur Circle

Forest, A.C.T. 2603
Australia.

Dear Honor:

In my letter of March 27 the number I gave for the String
Figure #34 described on p.83 is from the old manuscript, it should
be #25, p.37 of our new manuscript.

I have discovered that Stokes seems to have collected string
figures at both Rapa and in the Australs. We are looking up what
he collected. He has for example "Rapa - naure' is equivalent to
Tuamotu - moko" I shall let you know further what we come up from
his research.

With much aloha,

Kenneth P. Emory



BERNICE I>. BISHOP IVTUSEXJIVI

0. 6037, ^^&taau 96878 • 3/el(^Ae> ne 8M7=3577

March 20, 1975

Mrs. Harry Maude
77 Arthur Circle

Forrest, A.C.T. 2603 Australia

Dear Honor:

I have received an invitation to contribute to Harry's
Festschrift and will be doing this. I have good data on
methods of distribution of food for Tuamotus and Xapingamarangi.

I am reading the String Figures manuscript to take to
Tahiti April 1. I am submitting a photo of a Napuka girl in
her house exhibiting a string figure(and her own figure).
May make it more popular.

Yours,

Kenneth P. Emory



77> Arthur Circle,

Forrest, A.C.T. 26O3

24.3.75.

Dear Kenneth,

Kg sooner had I posted my letter than yonrs arrived. I am so

glad that you are pleased at the prospect of publication by ORSTOH and

it is vonderful that you can take the manuscript to Tahiti vdth you.

All veiy opportune and your being friends vith M. Lavondes will surely

give him that little extra interest in the projectl Hany attended a

UldiiSCO con^ference in Suva v;ith M, Lavondes about 3 years s-go and liked

him veiy much,

1 am writing today to the Directeur in Papeete and 'maJcing a

demand' (his phraseology) for publication. He signed the letter

Y, Lemaitre,

We were happy to hear that the launcMng of the Polynesian

double-canoe went off so well and we shall look forward to seeing

pictures of the event.

with warm regards to all at the >hiseun and our love to you,

P.S 0- ^

CS w^. ̂ ^ ̂ ^
d-C) ■AjX^cxJC jub AAffciA/v ^-lA ^



BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM

p. O. BOX 6037

HONOLULU, HAWAII 86SI8

March 14, 1975

Dear Honor, '

liy letter of March 4 must have crossed with yours of March 6,

because you say nothing about having received it. Ihat a coincidence',

Naturally, I and we are delighted, very happy, that ORSTOM

has signified its interest in publishing it. We know M. Lavondes

very well (Henri and Anne ) , By rereading your letter I see that

you have not received mine, or rather had not when you wrote,

I can conveniently take down the original nanus-eript to Tahiti, to

the office of ORSTOM there, vihen I go down April 1st, I will

plan to do this and will do it if that is O.K. vrith you, too.

The launching of the Polynesian ocean-going double-canoe

sailing vessel when off beautifully March 8. We were spell-bound,

she is such a grand ship, »¥ill send you pictures.

Best wishes to you two from all here, and

aloha nui loa.

I'V



s. '

77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
A.C.T. 2603, Australia,
6th March, 1975.

Dear Kenneth,

Some cionths ago Parry enquired through friends in Tahiti whether
ORSTGi would he interested in publishing the Tuamotu String Figure Mono.-
graph in their Series,

This suggestion was apiMirently referred to M. Lavondeisin Paris
who has now approved it in principle and asked that a copy of the text
should be sent to Papeete for costing and forwarding to him,

Ife are naturally very happy that ORSTC^! has been so forthcoming;
they enjoy a Government subsidy so there should be no need for us to raise
funds for publication, which is a distinct consideration in these days of
rampant inflation, J'arry thinks that they would publish it very soon,
which would be wonderful,

I will check my copy and have it ready to send to Tahiti (unless
you would prefer to send the original) as soon as I hear from you that
you have receiwed the original and have no objection to the proposal.

¥ith our best wishes and kindest regards to all at the Museum,

Yours,

t
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BERNICE P. BISHOP MXJSEXJIVI

0^. 0. 0000 6037, ̂ ^Mno/u/a, 0^wau 96878 • ̂lie/done 847=3577

March 4, 1975

Mrs. Harry E. Maude
77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
A.C.T. 2603, Australia

Dear Honor:

The Tuamotuan string-figure manuscript arrived the middle of February.
I am relieved it is safely here now. I meant to have answered your
letter of December 14 immediately, and then too, to have written
immediately when the manuscript arrived. Among the happenings which
keep me flying about are the preparation for launching the double
canoe we have at last been able to build. We are modeling the
launching ceremony on the good Hawaiian accounts we have, with their
prayers and chants. I have been put in charge of this.

I will be going to Tahiti April 1-13, to look after arrangements
for those on the voyage when the sailing vessel, Hoku-le'a, arrives
from Hawaii in May or June 1976. She will make the trip navigated
by using stars, winds, waves, currents, etc.

At present we have a number of publications on the way. String-figures
is being put in line. As soon as we have an estimate on cost, we will
let you know the help we will need. After two years working on ny
Tuamotuan Material Culture, it is now in page proof and so we should
see it on library shelves before Christmas.

Marguerite and I manage to keep going--I about the same speed, she
slowing down the pace and absorbed in reading Time-Life books on the
early history of man, etc. She wants to know about her European
ancestors, too.

Hope we all can exist well till one can make Tuamotuan string figures
from our book.

With best wishes.



77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,

A.C.T. 2603, Australia,

l4th Dec«nber, 1974.

Dear Kenneth,

¥e vere, as you can imagine, delighted to hear that your anthro
pology department had decided to publish the Tuamotu string figures.
Me had tried the Libraries Board of South Australia, vho published my
Nauru string figures book, but heard recently that lack of funds prevented
them from doing the Tuamotus as veil.

Unfortunately there are no organizations in Australia ■»dio provide
funds for publication, as Harry has found out after many attempts over
the years to obtain subsidies for monographs on Pacific studies in vhich
he is interested.

The Republic of Nauru Fund makes advances against repayment fran
royalties, and they might be persuaded to stretch a j)oint and ddvance a
fev hundred dollars (01,000 is their maximum) against a lien on sales,
but it vould need a change in their rules. Vould you like Harry to try?

In any case we should be willing to contribute to the cost of
publication from our own savings; so please let us know what you need
and we will see idiat we can memage. Not a lot, I'm afraid, as we no
}onger have a salary to fall back on.

The Nauru book was done by offset from typing and came out very
well and quite cheaply in an edition of 6OO retailing at 85 (and actually
made a small profit). I enclose a prospectus — perhaps something like
this is idiat you have in mind?

We both kkep busy: Harry on his writing and editing and I on a
work on the string figures of the Solomon Islands, in collaboration with
Raymond Firth and Christa de Coppet.

With our very best wishes for a Happy Christmas and New Year to
you both.

Yours sincerely.



BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM
p. O. BOX eo37

HONOLULU, HAWAII 9GSI8

November 12, 1974

Mrs. H. E. Maude

77, Arthur Circle,
Forrest, Australia ACT 2603

Dear Honore,

I don't think I have given you an answer to your letter of
June 30, telling of Patrick O'Reilly's bad answer.

I've been swept away by the time taken to write an article
for the National Geographic and serving as consultant for them on a
number of articles. Then Marguerite and I finally took a trip to
the mainland to visit Winifred in California and Tiare in Virginia
and go up to Washington and New Hampshire.

Now I am winding up my Tuamotuan Material Culture which is set
up in print and ready to go except for one final section which I am
working hard upon this week.

Now, we have decided we, our anthropology department, will
publish String Figures of the Tuamotu Archipelago by Kenneth P.
Emory and Honore Maude. We will have to get the money. We will
have to try a number of sources--if you can tap a small subsidy,
do so.

I am very well, Marguerite is having gall bladder trouble
and faces an operation. But the daughters are well and managing.

Do hope this finds you both in good shape.

Aloha nui from us both.



BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM
P. O. BOX 6037

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96SIS

February 5i 1973

Dear Honor:

I was happy indeed to hear from you and to leam that our manuscript
on Tuamotu String Figures had gone off to Paris. I have just sent a
note to Patrick O'Reilley, hoping it might make that I'eau a la
bouche flow.

The work you have done on the manuscript was tremendous and necessary
to render it fit for publication. So your name must appear as co
author, I hope you saw to that. I have all but completed the edited
Tuamotu manuscript, half of which and all the illustrations are with
the printer. The other half goes next week.

Pat McCoy here has received a letter from Easter Island saying that
Julia is still there and he will be writing urging her to keep on
with what she was going to do on the string figures. Bill Ayres is
back on Easter Island, with his wife this time. Life is a bit
hazardous with a revolution of a sort going on.

Yosi is back from Tetiaroa atoll, 30 miles north of Papeete, well
pleased with the archaeological school he held there with 6 students
from the University of Hawaii and 6 students from Tahiti. There are
at least 14 maraes on the atoll which they are studying.

Marguerite and I are enjoying life but finding we have to go quite a
bit slower than autre fois. Gathercole is here at present, visiting
us and his wife Adrienne Kaeppler. He, or they will be going to New
Zealand, he to study Pitcaim material. They are a great pair.
Adrienne is one of our most able members. I am having to visit the
outer islands frequently and hope Marguerite and I can get down to
Tahiti this June or July.

When you both were staying with me, that was a happy time for me. I
wish you could see our garden now. Marguerite has created something
most beautiful.

So, with affection.



Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T, 2603,

Australia,

22nd Jan. 1975,

Dear Kenneth,

I'm happy to he ahle to tell you that the Tuamotu String Figures have

gone on their way to Paris at last'. I was sorry that liarrj' insisted on having

the MS retyped as the typist was such a long time doing it, owing to an accident,

hut the final result was worth lAdle and the original looked awful heside it,

I checked and re-checked hoth the text and the illustrations going hack to your

MS and the photographs, and Harry also went throu^ it with me more than once,

How we can only hope that Patrick O'Reilly will still have 'I'sauV la houche'

when he sees it.

I corrected a number of drawings and did some again. It is extra-

Oardinary what one can miss and I found that lAien I came hack to the text,

having forgotten most of the figures, the I had not extended 'Taura 0 Tavaka'

correctly so drew it again.

Thank you for your Christmas Greetings and congratulations on your

75th birthday, a very young 75 by the look of youl I shall look forward to

seeing your Material Culture of the Tuamotus; I leamt quite a lot ofMat

and Basket making (and cooking) in the Gilberts but never wrote them up.

We are well Ixit suffering from heatwave after heatwave and a drou^t;

it is a terrible country for extremes of wet and and heat, I keep half

the house cool with an air conditioning machine but Hjury sits out in his

Library and I do not know how he stands it , perhaps being bom in India, and

the third generation there, gives him some immunity. We hope Marguerite is

better and responding well to treatment,

Harry Joins me in affectionate greetings to you both,

p.s, I haven't heard anytixig more from Julia on Easter Island, which is dis
appointing, but I gather she is kept bi\^ by her husband and also has a small
child to look after. I liked her very much and only hope she isn't having
a tou^ time} conditions on Easter Island are probably worse than on Pitcaiml



77 Arthur Circle, Torreat,
A.C.T. 2603, Australia,
19th January, 1973.

^•'atlier Tatrick 0'f:eilly,
Secretary—General, Societe dea Oceanistea,
Niisee de 1'! oinie, ialais de Chaillot,
TAriH XVJc, France.

Dear Father O'Meilly,

You may remerater your letter of the 8theJuly, 1970, in which you
kindly agreed to consider the publication of the study on String
frcmi the luariotus. by jTofessor lenneth ; mory and myself, in your mono
graph series, as confirmed by you during your visit in person to us —
a visit which wc shall long remember with great pleasure.

It took longer than J had expected to get the text of this work,
with its illustrations, completed: partly due to tlie fact tliat for liaory
was In J.onolulu and I was in Canberra.

iiowever everything has now been finally checked, typed atid recheched,
and the illustrations drawn by myself and inked over by a professional
draftsman. Asid this morning 1 sent the whole manuscript to you in two
packages: one by airmail paurcel post containing the typescript and the
other by registered air letter containing the illustrations. These latter
are niutibered and the place where each goes in the text is marked in the
space 1 have left.

T do hope very much that you will be able to see your way to
publishing this monograph, as the Tuamofci String fi.-pires are in many
instances luiique and most important to onr increasing understanding of
the string figure making art and also the distribution of the patterns
throughout the Pacific Islands, which in turn will help us to understand
the place of their culture in Polynesia as a whole. Vou will, I know,
readily appreciate that many, if not most, of them could no longer be
obtained today, and that only by the publication of this collection made
nearly '}0 years ago can the knowledge of their function, their beauty,
and the method of their construction be preserved for posterity.

In my husband's letter to you dated the 14tb September, 1970, he
offered to contribute towards tbe cost of publication of tliis work, should
this be necessary. We «ire unfortunately on a small pensiou, particularly
by French standards which €ure so much higher than ours, but we should still
be glad to do anything we can to ensure the publication. F'e should also
like to purchase a number of copies for distribution to our correspondents
engaged in the study of string figures in many parts of the world.

of

as

T hope that you received a copy of my book on The String Figures
'■'anru. published by tlie Libraries lioM'd of ooiitfa Australia in 1971,
I asked them to send you one, Tlie monograph Tikopia String Figures,

by Paynond li'lrth and myself, was published by the Foyal Anthropological
Institute of London in 1970 and we are now corapleting a further work on
the String Figures of the Solotiion Islands, which will Include Christa de
Coppet's collection from falalta. Only when these gaps have been filled
will it be possible to work on a comparative study of the distribution
of Oceanic string figures.

*yself,
With very best wishes for this New Year from my husband and

Yours sincerely,
•  .5

■

I vaitooi!' Maade. .



BERNICE P. BISHOP MXISEXXM

0^. 0. 0oic 6037, ̂ ^yno/u/u, 0^maa 96878 • 0eie^iAone 837=3577

Aug. 27,1972

Dear Honor9

I v/as glad that you got back to the Tuamotu string figures and that
they have gohe for finaly typing to O'Eeilly. VJhat a work you have done!
I am so rusty on the making of them that the other day I had trouble
doing a figure even from our description. Indeed 'i&apoto and Tatakoto are
different atolls,and far apart. ¥e are thinking of going to Tahiti
next spring to study last Tuajnotuan dances and songs,-the ones I attempted
to record in the 1920's/ Adrien Kaeppler, X'fhose specialty is the dance and
music accompment, is anxious to make this study and to work with me, using as
control my reacords of that time, Natives from Tatakoto and Vahitahi
are now in Papeete x^orking for the big effort in connection with the
Atomic Bomb. Granparents have been brought to look after the kids, eind lajst
year they put on a performance in Papeete, which prooved they still retain
the abitity to sing and dance as they did in the days when I was there.
Adrienne would go the folloiving year and to the Easter Tuaimotus. I do
not dare now be so far away from Marguerite that I could not return in a matter
of several days if she needed me,

I had the good fortune to be able to slip down to the Society Islands
for nearly two weeks, Aug.1-12, Marguerite has been having cramps and
a  thrombosis shut off the blood po obb eye long enough to permanently
damage its eyesite. She is on medication to check ateriosch^arosis and
must take it easy or she might have another attack, In Tahiti I visited
the outer islands with Dr, Sinojfo with whom I started our archaeological
work in the Society Islands, seeing the restorations he has made and prospecting
for archaeological sites to dig.

It is indeed good news that you have Firth's collection of figures and
best of all that that one named Grant McCall has gone to Easter Island and his
wife afulia is going to record the making of thmse string figures and is in touch
with the lady in Chile, uf course, many of th;i^ose figures of Campbell ̂ fi/
may have been imported or influenced, but I believe it quite possible that
many of their own have survived along with the ^-ang^a-ge. It will be in the
making of them that perhaps we can detect the ancient ones.

My manuscript on Tuamotuan matwrial culture is well on its way to publication
The figures and captions have gone to the printer and that was the most difficult
part to get ready,-over 150 gigures (including reproductions of photographs).

Marguerite joins me in aloha nui loa, to you both.

--—7 ST



BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96819

July 22, 1971

Dear Honor,

I am much releiv^d to know that the String Figure manHscript reached yc

you and that you are ready to work on it.

I wish I had time to check over thoroughly the texts of the

chants and to translate more of them. Perhaps most of these shpujd

be left out and made the subject of a separate vrork, especially now as I ha

have in mind to go to Tahiti next year to work on the translations of ' '

Tuamotuan material gathered in 1929-30,193^, with Tuamotuans from "

Takapoto, Napuka, Vahitahi, etc, now living in Tahiti- the grandparents

that if been brought down to look after the grandchildrea and great

grandchildren of those who have f;ocked to Papeete to work.

Tou will be very happy to learn that a collection, a large obe, of

Easter Island figures has just been de^ibed, vdth their chants, in
a large volume on Easter Island chants and songs by a Dr. Campbill,

resident physician in 1965-66. The volume cost $ 35.00, is well illustrj

with color photographs . He had Dickie' s bulAiin on Havraiian figures, thos

of Handy on the Society Island and Margjjuesan figures, etc.and attempts a cc

illustrations of final figures are excellent. A I^Irs. Adriana Martinez

de Baeza has the desciption of how they were made. He will try to get a copj

to us,r^ /6ev. ' jjg collected some 80 figures,

including ones they recognized as having learned from the Tahitians with tl
Tahitian chants. But most of the figures are local and I feel sure, anc:
It is fortunate that we can round out figures.from Polynesia, including
Easter l.I

^ C
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Mrs. Honor

77( Arthur
Porrest, A
Canberra
Australia

Dear Honor:

. . ..
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iA'i' v;-.'

It is three years (June 18, I968) since you sent up the
manuscript on Tuamotu string figuresJ It will soon be a year
since I wrote you October 5, 1970. And now it is 5 months since
you wrote (Dec. 9, 1970) that Father Patrick O'Reilly was
interested in publishing our joint manuscript, and since April 27
a month has gone. It just seems that I am faced with one
emergency after another without end in keeping our department in
projects and funds. I realize I will not have the time I thought
I woilLd to go over all the figures, making them over again. As
you have said, no matter how clear one thinks he has made a
description, one cannot, at times, make the figure from even his
own description. If there wer« time, I would describe some of the
most difficult movements with several alternate descriptions one
of which might be more comprehensible by the reader.

 ..I.: ■. I

Z  1^: ^ ". > .
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1 have decided, now, to send on the illustrations of the figures.
I have made a xerox copy. Also to return your manuscript with
such notation as I have made. So now you can work on the whole
thing, and if I have time to do more, I will—and send the results
to you as long as there may still be time.

yyyy.^::..

■y, f. -
■'■■•5.-If.' , .>4,v A-'bl' i^  . tiiJ 4.tk'i ..

Sincerely yours.
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Kenneth P. Emory
Senior Anthropologist
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BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM
p. O, BOX 6037

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96818

7,1971

Dear Eonor,

Your airmail of February 27th arriTsd a week ago causing me to

get out the manuscript on String -i^igures and see xvhat could be done to

get it too you v/ith the neccesary going-over over vrith as soon

as possible.

Several weeks ago I was informed that a Festchrif is to be prepared for

Kathering Luomala to be presented to her on her retirement. I ivas asked to

prepare a contribution and I though I would talk about the

chants and tales that vrent along with strihg figures and give

at least the Maui figure and possibly the Turi. Also I would des/cribe^

how the figures functioned in their life.
ON

The past two weeks and the week to come I am so saddeled with

projects we are carrying out in archaeology- field work on Maui and

on Havraii and on Eolokai and my needing to go back and forth that I am

no able to do anything else. , I hope, the,^by next week-end that I can atte

to our manuscript.

Sincerely.;
r-
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77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
A.C.T.26O3, Australia,
27tb April, 1971.

Dear Kenneth,

Father Patrick O'Reilly vas here a short while ago find had lunch with
us. lie seemed really interested in publishing the Tuamotu String Figures and
asked if we would send the typescript to him as soon as possible.

Uow soon can you let me have the MS, and the drawings, so that I can
make a final check to see that all is in order? I will then send him on to
him by airmail.

I am worried that further delay may mean that he is not able to publish
the monograph, as he indicated as much to Harry, who attended a Conference with
him.

V/ith best wishes.

Yours very sincerely.
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BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM
p. O, BOX 6037

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96818

October 5» 1970

Mrs. Honore Maude

77 Arthur Circle
Forrest, A.G.T. 2603
Australia

Dear Honore:

For the first time since I received your letter of June 18,
1968, I have sat down to tackle its contents - the list of corrections
and additions to Tuamotuan string figures, the rearrangement of their
order, and the digesting of the Comparative Analysis by you. After
going over these I realize with full force the tremendous work you
have put in on these figures I collected and that this work and your
analysis convert the record into an ethnographic document of real
and lasting significance. Therefore I have decided that the work
must bear your name with mine as coauthor.

I see now that I have considerable work to do before the
manuscript can be submitted for publication and I am settling down
now to do it. I feel it will take a month, because I can only use
a very little part of time during the day when I am at the museum.
I am so busy still with museum affairs in spite of the fact that
Dr. Tosihiko Sinoto has taken over the chairmanship.

I am thinking that to make the publication self
contained that a description of the anatomy of making them
should be included. I am working on a brief preface telling
how I collected these and their function in the culture as I
witnessed it.

I do hope that health will keep with us two until we
see all this in print. If Father Patrick can not publish it
I will seek a local foundation or patron.

Let me hear how it is with you now.

With much gratitude and much affection, ^



BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM
p. O. BOX 6037

HONOLULU. HAWAII 96610

Sept. 17,1970

Dear Honor and Harry,

What good news that O'Reilly might be able to persuade his

friends on the Editorial Board of the Journal de la Societe des

Oceanistes to publish the "String Figures of the Tuamotus" as a

mongDSph in the publications of the Societe.

I will have the manuscript and illustrationszeroxed here and sent

to you for final examination before your sending it on to Paris.

It will take a few days for me to go over it myself and add a

preface. I will keep the zeroxed copy here and send the original

to you.

I have just been retired from the chairmanship, now being ably

taken over by Y6sihiko Sinoto. But, occupying the Ledyard Distinquished

Chair of Polynesian Prehistory, I will still be full time on our staff

and activei as usual in everything, so long as my present good health

lasts.

Do hope you find retirement pleasant andr. that you both are in

good health.

With every best wish for your happiness



Societe des Oceanistes

Musee de I'Homme

Palais de Chaillot

751-16 PARIS

Paris, le 7 fevrier 1973

Mme Honor Maude

77 Arthur Circle

PORRESTf A.C.T. 2603, Australie

Chere Madame•

Nous vous remercions pour votre lettre
du 19 Janvier t973, ainsi pue pour les deux paquets
contenant I'un les illustrations, I'autre le texte de
String Fipures ffom the :Tuamotus>

Le Pere O'Reilly est actuellement absent
de Paris, mais des son retour nous ne manquerons pas
de lui remettre le tout, afin qu'il etudie avec notre
"Comite de Publication** la possibility de publier
cet interessant travail.

t'ouvrage THE STRING FIGURES OP NAURU nous
est bien parvenu et nous vous remercions de nous 1'avoir
fait adresse par The Libraries Board of Australiao Un
corapte rendu a paru dans le dernier numero du Journa.l
de la Societe des Oceanistes (toXXVIII, n«36)o Notre
revue vous est adressee a chaque parution et nous espferons
qu'elle vous parvient reguliferemtnt malgre la distance
et les lenteurs de I'acbemineraent par bateau.

Veuillez croire, cbfere Madame, a nos senti

ments les meilleurs.

Le secretariat

pe L'HOMMe. PARIS.:



77 Arthur Circle, Poirest,
A.C.T. 2603, Australia,
3rd April, 1974*

\  Father Patrick O^iteilly,
Secret^re charge des publications,
Societe des Uceanistes,
Husee de I'Homme,
Balais de Chaillot,
75116 PARISt France.

Dear Father O'Reilly,

I believe that you have been away from Paris, in the Pacific and
elsewhere, during much of the past year, so I have not liked to worry
you about the publication of the memoir by Kenneth Emory and myself on
String Figures from the Tuamotus. which was sent to the Secretary-General
on the 19th January last year and its receipt acknowledged by letter
dated the 7th February.

I have now heard from Kenneth Emory enquiring about the possible
date of publication and I would like to order a number of copies for
distribution to correspondents in various parts oftthe world who have
been waiting for this rather special and important collection with keen
anticipation.

It seems a long time now since we had the pleasure of meeting you
in Canberra and we hope that all goes well with you and your great work
for the advancement of Pacific studies. My husband's essay on 'Pacific
Bibliography', in which he pays his tribute to you £is the doyen of the
fraternity of bibliographers, who seta the standards for others to follow,
is about to be published, and we shall be sending you a copy.

With our best wishes.

Yours sincerely.

Honor Maude.
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Copy

Department of Pacific History,
l4th September, 1970.

Emeritus Professor Kenneth P. Bnory,
The Bernice P. Bishop Museum,
P.O. Box 6037,
HONOLULU. Hawaii 96818.

Decur Kenneth,

I have had a letter from my old friend Patrick O'Reilly in
Paris in which he says that he might be able to persuade his
colleagues on the Editorial Board of the Journal de la Societe
des Oceanistes to publish the 'String Figures of the Tuamotu
Islands' as a monograph in the Publications de la Societe.

He asks me to send him the final text, with illustrations,
and I rather femcy that it would be likely to receive priority
treatment for early publication.

Honor says that you have the only complete copy of the
text with the illustrations but that you may have a paragraph or
two of your Introduction still to finish.

If you approve the idea of publication in this Series could
you dictate the paragraph or two still missing (if indeed anything
still requires to be done) and airmail the final text and photographs
to me? I can then have the whole thing photocopied,
in case of accident, and send the original to Father O'Reilly.

I am now on the eve of retirement, and indeed may have
retired before I hear from you. Meanwhile we hope that all
continues to go well with you and your great work in Hawaii.

With our very best wishes.
Very sincerely.

r  : '

,  \
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Jim,

The Peruvian Labour Trade, 1862-1863

We spoke on the above subject some months ago, when you
kindly gave me permission to engage the services of Senorita
Lucila Valderrama, Jefe del Departamento de Bibliografia y
Ediclones at the Bibliotheca Nacional in Lima, to search for
documentation relating to the Peruvian side of the trade, as I
had already obtained most of the material contained in the:—

(a) British Foreign Office, Consular and Admiralty correspondence;
(b) French and Hawaiian Ministry of Foreign Affairs correspondence;
(c) London Missionary Society records;

(files of the Messager de Tahiti

"  , _ _
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ai's "a^Chai Hot,
§4s ̂ce£^i s te 8,

910 f§Afe«h?'Reilly.

M SbY§«t8"P^ffi,^?ie KTl^ng ""y
?Kff4^8^j»JnA^^®gaitegfi^?SF2r tif t&8 yia^«sr§8®f4®So8fe't&®

i®to8FWFm§ff6gPSpiia#nW. MtSBi Itions de la Socictc.

Jai-ydPaifW# fflPPfPrtil®}? #4tffd% f?fgifyHB®rMffr#
fifl̂ cflfe^.® subject of ̂ Pacific history - past,

present and future'^, so I was anxious to do my beat. Xov it is all
over a^90«inS«Kkt!llltiUri%i4lit6 ̂ t«tlryectpi9l«i»hft(^Xo*iiAlible
iXfihifAtki tiie otfi lw»Ne|einient»t that you may have a paragraph or
two of your Introductim,s^ll to.finish. ... . x • ^

1 am most graxeiul to you for your kindness in agreeing to nave
a look M H9Uw«f|^ftVftoM»trii|M^w«thpfAiiii«Udi(hox7 thidTBcrSteioguEigures
SfntM^fttootb^lBtllkiedphaAfl twlia»biid-iitteaiit0 i^rflinadfedskayihhdiff to
nia]itr«|iiftift» ^ttzt«|rx^ifiM)a*ifti«ilDdrbdtiBtihiviahdtdxt atdh^tdlcallUal
^:AP%f thecaHollieardNKYCwilth Ydb«lilthiot|ra{Si«di«90|dbciA^si»acdiesdf
%mib4ftllbncOqd send the original to Father O'Reilly,

I minmiAfy ^wt&rsiefiMbk aadttedeMtntsKGhatfemoney to
ntimd ¥f)lpipkbli)MMll(^«f swangrdfiMnsiiisfaeiSBelliApa thAb i£lieral Editor
«P^^t%cl«ig^I!i^i^tdbdf«iiadM!ii<8rMMt«ipKVha>'«eirii» nawBdiavaya up
against tliis Journal of Pacific History
would be run at a loss vere it not for rae* generosity of Professor
Davidson. Very sincerely.

Were I staying on with this University I should be glad to
eentributc towards the cost of production of tiic Tnamotu monograph,
but I have now reached the age of conpulsory retirement and within a
few months will be en pension. ¥e are not sure as yet whether this
shdden snputation by half of our income %rill permit us the luxury of
assisting the publication of Pacific studies, but if jreu should decide
to publish tiie wozk we night be able to help. There is nothing surer
tiian the fact that we cannot take our money with us to the next world,
se we night as well use it up in a good cause in this, though the
current rate of inflation leeks like saving us this problem.
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I hope that you will like our latest work, the World Catalogne
of Theses on the Pacific Talands. which I hare asked the A.N.U. Press

:4r-

'■■■ /-y' > > ■< -

to send you a copy.

With all good wishes.

Yours very sincerely.
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SOCIETE DES OCEANISTES
TELEPHONE : PASSY 74-46 DA DIO V\/l® CHEQUE POSTAL PARIS 494-14
MUSeE DE L'HOMME T A K I i A V I PALAIS DE CHAILLOT

Baris, le 8 juillet 1970

Mr. H.E. MAUDB . t
..6--The Australian National University ,, .

Dept. of Pacific History . '

4 P.O.

Canberra

.  .-v ,

..V'. V . v-: ■ .'vr-jrP:
■V . .-t'-

-V,
• - .1. ^ V.

Cher Monsieur Maude, i:

Votre proposition de publier "The strinpr ffieuree

of the Tuamotu islands"- no s met 1' eau a la bouche.

Nous ne sommee fTuere, helas, plus riches cue le

Bishnp Museum !

Voulez-vous envoyer le manuscrit d^s cue vous serez

en sa possession.

Je le ferai "piscer", et proposerait 1'affaire A mon

Bureau.

Merci de vous souvenir des OcAanistes die Ps^ris et de

votre tout dAvouA

Pere O'Reilly

0 'hi'



BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96819

July 26, 1968

Dr. and Mrs. Harry Maude
77, Arthur Circle
Forrest, A.G.T. 2603
Canberra, Australia

Dear Honore and Harry,

Your letter of July 18th came this morning with the
comparative analysis for Tuamotuan string figures, list of
corrections and additions and a revised list for the order

of the figures. VJhat a big piece of work! And now for me,
a job, to put the mss in final shape. I will have to take
a week or so off to do it, as soon as possible.

In starting out with the Turi figure, of course the
description of its making must be done in full.

Indeed, if you can find a publisher do so. With us it
is certain that it will be years before we can hope to do it,
and I would like to see it come out before I am 80 or 90
and the Material Culture of the Tuamotus before I am 75-

Marquerite is back on her feet. I went on a
hair-raising burial cave expedition last week, when we
lowered 2 men ̂ 50 feet to a cave in a cliff wall 1,100 feet
high, directly above the ocean. A helicopter and 5 trained
rescue men from the Hawaiian Fire Department made it
possible. I stayed on top of the pali. So I'm o.k.

With warm aloha.

Kenneth

• f



77» Arthur Circle*
Porrestj A.C.T. 2603.

18.7.68.

Dear Kenneth,

Thank you for your letter of I-Iay 21. I am glad to say the
Comparative Analysis is done at last and enclosed with this. Harry
had a hand in it, I do the spade work, he mulls it over in his mind and
ai^s questions and then makes a much better job of it than X could.
Plefiise tell us if you do not agree with some of our statements or would
like to make some alterations.

I also enclose the comparative table, a list of corrections and
additions and a revised list of the order of the figures after putting
the series all together; the pencilled numbers denote their previous
numbers, not your original numbers.

I have re-typed the first page of the references adding those for
the footnotes in the comparative analysis.

There is also a list of footnotes for the analysis.

I have re-typed the first page of Turi giving the construction in
full instead of referring to Moko. Since Turi "stands at the head of
the Tuamotuan classical fai...." it seemed appropriate and personally
I find it very tiresome seaa?ching for the opening moves.

I have also re-typed Fai Taamu wliich I had done badly. I have
deleted the comparison with the Gilbertese Bo Kabenga as it is not a
good one and I have substituted the Ellice "Te Koti o kulu" which is
almost identical.

I had made a note on Siy copy to the effect the the second part of
ho.74» Toga ia x'lajii would not extend, in fact it does perfectly. Did
I send you a drawing? I enclose one in case I didn't.

I find when I return to a set of figures after a lapse of time
that the information is not always as clear as I thought when Ilfirst
wrote it; sometimes can't 4ake my own descriptions work in factl I
wonder if it is possible to get a text like this perfect?

A long wait for publication seems a pity, if we can find a publisher
would you be willing to let them do it if it does not cost the Museum
money?

We were sorry to hear Marguerite had been on crutches and hope her
ankle is quite better now. We did not get our holiday in Queensland and
it does not look as though we shall get it this winter. Harry is badly
in need of a break but probably won't take it until he collapses as far
as I can see. - ^ ■
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May 21, 1968

Mrs. H. E. Maude

77 Arthur Circle
Forrest A.C.T. 2603
Canberra

Australia

Dear Honore,

Though months have gone by it seems only weeks. No
ground has been lost as regards the Tuamotu string figure
manuscript, as it will be several years yet before we can
hope to have the money necessary to publish it. However,
it behooves us to have it ready as soon as we can.

I am indeed sorry you have been suffeidng again and
do hope that you are now finding existence much better.

As soon as you have your analysis of the string
figures ready, I will be very happy to have it, together with
your revised numbering.

Marguerite has been on crutches for six weeks as a result
of a badly sprained ankle. So we all have our periods of
misfortune. At first I had to do all the cooking, dish
washing, etc. which reminded me of the time Harry and I had to
be bachelors together, because you were in the hospital and
Marguerite was far away.

With aloha nui.
i'-'

'  i ;

I

I  !

I  I

■•■1 ' -n . ■" 'r'"'"'' - ■ ■ ^ ^ ' 'vmMi*,, ' 'ft
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o Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 ■ Telephone 855-951

August 9» 1967

• ^ -"f
A "r;:*" rt '-- tltlS .

Mrs, Honor Maude
77, Arthur Circle
Forrest, A.C.T.
Canberra
Australia

"• " - If' ' -Sk •• • : 'o-j » ' •;#,•,■' ^ -''i ••; W. ' rUw- • .• J.' : V- ••-" V • Vj a' «t. ''J* ^

._•• «.. 4;

'•' Ul "
Dear Honor:

•".» ^....A,- ••»' . .v - ••• ' V a - A' *■■ ' '

•»v., • tv ''«

■ ■"., .' ■ 'ji' " ■
-A ■

Heire is the reimbursement for the typing expenses $33«^
which seems to be the equivalent of the on anrJ Hue vmi. • ^$27.00 and $2,75 due ybu,,'. •
in your currency. .  • . . .V. ' ,

I was able to have ink figures for the string-figure
illustrations made at a total cost of only $35.00.

■ Vf,.-; tr j
•V

31. V -,

Soon I will have the manuscript edited
a carbon copy. When could you make a comparative

I'^many pages might be involved?
,0 1%. A * ^ i

^  ̂ V looye busily along. .. . ^ i 2

' - • / • 1' - ,7 'fi;

" ,» .• i"*- * * * r . . .

ited, I presume you have
ative analysis - how ' r

■  ■ \ j

\ ■ ■ .,V i r V i 1

^ 4 -V' A .' : ^ .. .\V> f ' .1^
■ ■ ■ • V- ; ■■■ ■'■■/%■:);.>r.;i' ■ ■'\

'.. : -r ,j ' ■•.-■ i

Aloha nui, >.a;.

•■ .»>■ '•■ *: *«*!• . ? W.

Kenneth

Enclosure

(X^\f'XxJlf~^^:^X& >UA.
S<2/v^dL -RJLuxoJiJL' '»iU*-Y**Jr£>vwi:^

tuns S . I.-*?'

•' tV'T. , »»• .• -•*• •'. •»•*? tr-

;, - • • V.I,;

.■v"i -y.

•  V ' ^ ■ ' I ^ 4.' ' i

. y>T- -
-••tvvy: -' '.v;-

hjRji SawxT X'X,
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July 25, 1967

Mrs, Honor Maude

77, Arthur Circle
Forrest, A.C.T.
Canberra

Australia

Dear Honor:

. o

I  j

Your letter and the manuscript on the Tuamotu
String Figures has been here a time now, I am delighted
with what you have done. The main manuscript on material
culture is assuming its final form for publication and
as soon as this is done, our string figure manuscript
will be readied for the printer, too. Just when they will
be printed is another matter as there is a great back-log!
However they will be off mind,

I will send along $27,00 in reimbursement for
the typing, plus $2,75 postage, in a few days. We will
have the figures inked here,

I should have an introduction and must see what

I can do on this. A comparative analysis by you would be
wonderf\il, could you and would you do it?

Marguerite and I enjoyed Oregon immensely -
especially the spring flowers,

Hope you have a good August vacation in Queensland.

With aloha nui,

Kenneth

/.I



f>5. ^nUit^rAcJ
XA>^<jXvtI(^ CWv ^JtXATdU cX<^-v» I 0^\/ML

-mA to dt, o- o- 1
3  ̂ 77» Arthur Circle,
Cj^w^pCAXcx,^-<. cA/wcl^aJAU^ . Forrest, A.C.T.

^  26.6.67.

Dear Kenneth,

I did not think such a long time would elapse between the

completion of the main typing and having the manuscript ready for you.

All the comparisons and the checking and re—checking take ages but

these are now done. It does not seem to matter how many times I go

through I still find mistalies, even pictures upside down! Ihe

parcel will go to you by Second Class Air Mail.

I have done all but one of the main figures; No. 28 has

defeated me. There are a fe^? queries where I am not sure I am right;

have you a complete set of photographs to check then b^?

T have not asked J.P.S. about publi^shing, their June 1966

number has only just come out! Let me know how you feel about

taking a chance with D.M. or J.P.S., both, I expect, will mean a

long delay.

So far I have spent ?27 on the ty^ng of the manuscript.

I'm sorry about the joining of words, the typist, otherwise very

accurate, fiikid the space bar of our electric typewriter hard to

manage; all other errors are mine! I can get the drawings done

in ink for about 50 cents e|teh if you return the manuscript to me.
Perhaps you could get it done for less? I have ercloseo a copy of

"String Figures from Northern New Guinea" which have just come out

in Oceania, to give you an idea of my illustrations; they need not

be done with quite such a ttiick pen.

I hope you and Marguerite enjoyed ^our stay in Oregon and

were not frozen. Ne hope to go to Queensland in August, our first

trip away since the fiasco of Tasmania 3 years ago which was a second

Honolulu except that Harry managed to get noB back to the hospital

here. Now I'm on cortizonc we hope to have a good holiday.

With our warm regcurds to you both.
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I-iaxch 4,1967

Deair Honore,

While av/aiting Force's decision as to whether or not we

arejreadjrto publish Tuamotuan String Figures, I must not delay

''ansv/ering your letter of January 28. From our great back-log

of manuscripts I have a feeling J.P.S, could get out the

publication of them long before ii.H. But can they afford to

do so?

Please let me know hov; much of the iJ 100 you need and if

you ;fant me to send money along now, and if so how much, etc.

So glad the drawings are about done,

I have been reviving the making of the Tuamotuan figures, for

the daugther of a dear friend, 7 years old, is learning them from

me and they are becoming all the fad now at her school,- even i-iagi..

iiarguerite and I leave for Oregon University, Department of

Anthropology, Eugene, Oregon, the 17th of March to be gone

till June 15• I am to head two seminars on Oeeania.

With warm aloha from us bot^,

1

'IV) '

.  ■ -

S:>!4y 'y

(,VM, ■
. f ••••

'ir" V '-



77, Arthur Circle,

5'orrest, A..C.T.
28.1.66.

Dear Kenneth,

Thank you very much for your letter and for

the Inforir^tion that funds are available to help with

typing and illustrations.

I have a young typist coding two or three

days a week to work with me and we have already done

nearly half the figures, typed and Illustrated in pencil.

This week the family dej^cend on us for a couple of weeks

so there will be no more work done until they are gone,'

It is quite extraordinary but T still get a

flash of insight and suddenly find T can v;ork out yet

another figure so that T have now done two or throe of

those T said I could not work out; this includes the _ '

series though one of them refuses to work hut I'm sure

I have the right beginning after all.

The photographs you sent me haven't the

numbering to tell which string to pick up but I think

I know them well enough to know, if I got stuck I'll .

send the picture which needs copying from yours.

Maul, though No.55, is done and illustrated, it is a

lovely aeries and even Lois gets interested, She loves

the chants even though they are not translated. I

think we should have a note to say who Maul was, will

you do one or shall I make one out from Harry's hooks?

I shall wait to hear what your Director says *?To
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January 23» 196?

Mrs, Honore Maude

77 Arthur Circle
Forrest A.C.T,

Australia

Dear Honore:

I was very hap^r over your letter of January 8,
bringing the news that you had completed the first draft
of the Tuamotu string figures.

Of course, I do not mind your changing the set up
any way you think best.

Page 80a - not in your copy simply has this: "At
Ta^oto, the figure is continued into .Hakaii (coconut) liy
slipping off the proximal index string," At the end of this,
in pencil, you had a "?" mark.

I have funds which you can use to help with illustrations
or typing, up to $100 if necessary.

If J.P.S. would publish the string figures, O.K. But
I will ask our director bis wish.

I doubt at this length of time away from the making of
the figures that I could help, with those you could not work out.

I leave for the University of Oregon, March 15 to be gone
till June 15.

I had a pleasant and profitable field trip to Tahiti
December I7 - January 7.

'ji.

EE:pb
Kenneth Emory
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Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 ■ Telephone 855-951

November 8, I966

"  t" . '
Dear Honor-.

I  ' ^ .

■' Xliv "
t-'i ■

Yesterday T got off to you, finally, the set of prints of
the Tuamotuan string figures.

■}->■' '.T I/ '.-

i j*''.- A*' ^
several which will not respond to my description of theml Perhaps they

It was so pleasant to have a letter from you and to know you
were still working away at this manuscript. Too bad that there are

r0p
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still survive and we can recapture them.

Can you find a place to publish the Tuamotuan string figures?
Maybe we could, but they will have to wait till there is money

and after many other manuscripts are edited and published. Still, tliis
is possible,

I remember very pleasantly your stay here and the fun we had when you
were at the hospital, trying to catch on with the maJd.ng of several
of the figures. Now I have gone into so many other fields and am far
away in language and girchaeological studies. Marguerite and I will be
going with Dr. Sinoto to Tahiti, Dec,17-February 5* Then next March 15-J
15, Oregon Univeristy, Then back to Hav/aii,

With very best aloha to you both.

Kenneth P, Emory* ■fii .i , . "Wjl
'i "*■ ^ ^ »'r ^ L- '••'W

>.lrs, H,E. Maude,
97 Arthur Circleror?st, A,C?T,

Canberra^
Australia

lym'rCT

177 ■77.
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September 28, I966

Mrs, Honor Maude

77 Arthur Circle
Forrest, A.C.T.
Canberra, Australia

Dear Honor Maude:

Tour letter of December I965 came while
I was in Tahiti and unfortunately got tucked away and
unattended.

Please, let me know right away if you are
still interested in wrking on the Tuamotu figures. I can
certainly let you have a set of prints of the figures and
will send than down by air immediately I hear from you.

At the 11th Pacific Science Congress we ran
into many mutual friends. Wish you could have been there.

in Japan.
We had a fascinating and profitable visit

The Journal of Pacific History will be a
welcome addition to the medium for releasing newly won
knowledge.

Best wishes and aloha.
■. o

Kenneth P. Emoiy

KPE:pb
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4/98, Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.

28.3.61.

Dear Kenneth,

I am returning the photos that belong to your Tuamotuan
string flgiares as you requested; the small tl'bks indicate
that I have made the figures, and I have made almost all of
them, but some are not clear enough for publication and I
would like to re-draft them. T am also sending you a revised
draft of the method for making the .'viaui series, would you go
through it or try it on someone else please? fou may remember
that you showed me how to get as far as "The Securinr of the Sun)
I spent hours, I think days, over the next two mevemeafea patterns
and found.I had to change "right" for "Left" and vice versa.
I also j.ound that the use of proximal and distal was confusing
with the hands in that position so I have changed it to "towards"
Biad "away" from you.'

I had given up all hope of doing the conversion of Maui
into Puhaga loto but decided yesterday to try once more and
achieved success 1 It was not at all clear so I have changed
the wording and hope you approve. Did you know that it is
quite unnecessary to make the "taia" of Maui first? Pu^iaga
Toto follows from "The Securing of Maul's Meek". FTa\'e you a
photo of tho "taia" of Maui?

I cannot make nos. 13, 28, 36, and 65; there would
appear to be no Illustrations for nos. 3, 9^ lo, 11. 12, 23,
25, 31, 38, 40, 63 and 64.

Page 5 e does not seem to follow page 5 d and it Is not
clear whether movement 11 on page 11 follows on from p.5c,
movement 10 or movement 12.

Does fig. 4j follow 4h or 4 1?

If you haven't time to struggle with the above questions
leave thern until I have done more work on them.

The Tuamotuan patterns are absolutely fascinating, espec
ially ivlaul which I am sure I could never forget now. I would
very muc);^ like to go ahead with them if you approve of my
alterations. I am so glad you wrote about them as I get bogged
down on local affairs and need to be spurred on. Once T get
going on strings of course everything else goes by the board.

Harry thanks you for your letter and is glad the material
he sent you is of some use. He hopes to be at the Pacific Self
Congress.

With our best regards to you both
*


